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On 1 October 1980 the wholesale support function of the
Naval Air Station, North Island (NASNI) was consolidated
with that of the Naval Supply Center, San Diego (NSCSD) ac-
cording to the DOD Material Distribution Study and the
Shore Establishment Realignment Program (SER V) . If the
consolidation is to be judged as a success, NSCSD must offer
improved post-consolidation support to its local customers,
especially the Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) at NASNI.
This thesis offers a general discussion and documentation of
the pre-SER NSCSD local delivery system in order to form a
baseline from which to measure future system performance and
effectiveness. It specifically addresses NSCSD's local de-
livery organization, facilities, and resources, plus the
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The Naval Supply Center, San Diego has as its
mission to provide supply support services to
assigned fleet units and shore activities and
to perform such other functions as may be
directed by the Commander, Naval Supply Systems
Command. [Ref. 1: p. 1]
While the accomplishment of these objectives requires
the performance of a myriad of tasks ranging from supply
support to financial accounting, the principle function must
be considered that of physical distribution; having the
right material and getting it to the right place, at the
right time.
In mid 1978, as a result of the Department of Defense's
(DOD) Material Distribution Study and the subsequent Navy
Distribution Facility Study conducted under the auspices of
the Shore Establishment Realignment Program (SER V) , the
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) directed the consolidation
of the Naval Supply Centers and wholesale supply activities
of the co-located industrial Naval Air Stations (NAS) in
Oakland, San Diego, and Norfolk. [Ref. 2: pp. 29-51] This
consolidation was predicated on the premise that supply
support of the industrial activities and their customers





Before a local distribution system can be developed and
implemented to accomodate the above consolidation, several
events must take place, one of which is the documentation of
the pre-consolidation system. This information is necessary
to establish a database against which future systems may be
compared. The intent of this thesis is to aid in the con-
struction of such a baseline by documenting and analyzing
the pre-consolidation local delivery material distribution
system employed by the Naval Supply Center, San Diego
(NSCSD)
.
B. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
This study employed a variety of data collection and
analytical techniques to accomplish the above. As origi-
nally conceived, it was intended to rely primarily on NSCSD
management reports, statistics, instructions, and internal
studies to provide the requisite information. While these
sources did provide a comprehensive overview of fiscal year
1980 distribution operations, they were not considered
totally adequate. The principle problem involved in their
use was that their summary nature lacked sufficient function
al definition to allow the desired detailed analysis of the
local delivery system.
In order to overcome this deficiency it was necessary
to determine, by customer, actual weight and cube data for
individual line items. To obtain this type of specific
15

information, computer tapes of NSCSD's Demand History File
(DHF) and the Fleet Material Support Office's (FMSO) Freight
Classification File (FCF) were utilized. The DHF is a se-
quential record of all material requests received by the
Supply Center and contains information such as: the requi-
sitioning activity and date; item and quantity requested;
status of filling the request; and mode by which the material
was shipped if the request has been satisfied. Similarly,
the FCF is a sequential file of all material carried by the
supply system and delineates among other things the item's
unit of issue, weight, and cube. Therefore, merging these
two files created a record of who ordered what volume and
weight of material.
It should be noted at this point that even this procedure
did not lend itself to a complete analysis because of several
file mismatch problems. These specific deficiencies, as
well as any other problems encountered in executing this
study, will be fully discussed in the sections of this thesis
where their effect was most pronounced.
C. SCOPE OF ANALYSIS
The following chapters address those major facets of the
Supply Center's pre-consolidation operations which had a
direct bearing on local customer support. More specifically
,
Chapter II outlines the requisition processing channels,
material flow, and physical facilities of the Supply Center
prior to 1 October 1980. Chapter III continues from the
16

narrower perspective of documenting the particular local
delivery system employed by NSCSD at that time. To this end,
it includes a discussion of the customer base served, the
delivery zone plan, and the equipment utilized to satisfy
their requirements. Chapter IV then analyzes the relative
volumes of business and concludes with an extrapolation of
the data to a full year. Finally, Chapter V presents the
conclusions of this research and recommendations for com-
pleting the work begun here.
A rudimentary cost analysis of the NSCSD delivery oper-
ation had been intended as part of this thesis, however,
after much research and deliberation it was eliminated.
There were numerous reasons for not delving into the area
of costs. A few of these reasons are listed below.
1. Cost data for the pre-SER movement of material by
NASNI was not readily available. This information
was considered essential as any cost analysis should
take into account all pre-SER material movement
costs, for both NSCSD and NASNI.
2. Material movement costs could not be accurately
allocated between specific material handling
functions. Indirect material movement costs should
not be arbitrarily allocated based solely on a
percentage of overall business. Such a method would
only lead to incorrect extrapolations as most in-
direct costs cannot be allocated on a straight
17

percentage basis. Two examples of areas where this
could cause problems are in the calculation of the
indirect costs of packing and MHE attributable to
local delivery material movement.
3. The lack of an adequate work measurement unit did
not allow the pre-SER NAS and Supply Center costs
of material movement to be analyzed. Any attempt
to calculate an average unit cost for comparison
purposed would have been impractical and misleading.
In summary, with the information available at this time,
it was felt that any cost analysis would be too cursory to
serve any useful purpose.
IS

II. MATERIAL/ DOCUMENT FLOW ANALYSIS
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a synopsis of
the material and document flow patterns in effect at the
Supply Center prior to consolidation. To this end, general
descriptions of how requisitions were received and processed;
issue documents generated and distributed; and material
handled, stored, and prepared for delivery are presented in
the following sections. Futhermore, this information is
placed in proper perspective by detailing the organizational
structure of the Supply Center's Material Department and
Long Beach Annex operations, the physical restrictions im-
posed by their plant layout , and the overall volume of business
performed by NSCSD.
A. BACKGROUND
The Naval Supply Center, San Diego was commissioned as a
supply depot on 8 August 1922 and redesignated as a supply
center on 18 September 1959. NSCSD is the major Navy supply
depot in the Southern California region for retail and whole-
sale logistics support of fleet units and depot level main-
tenance activities servicing the surface, sub-surface, and
since SER, aviation communities.
Prior to SER the operations of the center were physically
located in four separate areas commonly referred to as the
Broadway Compound, the National City Annex (NCA) , the Point
19

Loma Annex, and the Long Beach Annex. Although each of
these locations performed many interrelated functions, they
could also be distinguished by unique aspects of their oper-
ations or purposes for which their facilities were utilized.
In this regard, the Broadway Compound can be viewed as hous-
ing the principal administrative offices of the command and
as serving as the storage site of all binnable material,
while the National City Annex can be viewed as primarily
devoted to bulk storage, 32nd Street Naval Station customer
order consolidation, and out-of-area shipping. Similarly,
the Long Beach Annex's major functions are area support and
storage of Ships Parts Control Center (SPCC) not-ready- for-
issue (NRFI) and ready- for- issue (RFI) repairables.
The Point Loma Annex is solely involved in the supply
and handling of petroleum products, and since its function
was not affected by SER, its operations will not be
discussed.
Due to the diversity of functions and operations at
these locations, the following sections will contain, where
applicable, a separate subsection for each of them.
B. ORGANIZATION
As shown in Figure 1, the Material Department (Code 500)
is one of eleven functional units comprising the Naval Supply
Center. Its responsibilities encompass the operations of
storing, receiving, and issuing material. As displayed in
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A brief summary of each division's functions is presented
below [Ref . 1: pp. 19-86] :
1. Broadway Operations Division (Code 301) administers
and coordinates the operations of receiving, inspect-
ing, storing, issuing, and packing of all material
stored at the Broadway Compound.
2. National City Annex Operations Division (Code 302)
administers and directs the functions of receiving,
inspecting, storing, issuing, and packing of all
material stored at the National City Annex. In ad-
dition, they are responsible for the management of
all repairable items.
3. Transportation Division (Code 303) sorts local
delivery material at both the Broadway Compound and
the National City Annex, schedules and operates
automotive equipment and straddle trucks for local
delivery of material, assigns and operates weight-
handling and construction equipment, arranges for
water cargo transportation, and coordinates the
movement of freight and placement of commercial
transportation equipment for loading, unloading, and
consolidation of shipments.
4. Receipt Control Division (Code 304) is responsible
for the processing of receipt documentation, ensuring
compliance between material ordered versus material
received, and initiating discrepancy documentation.
23

5. Material Turned in to Store Division (Code 305)
monitors, coordinates, receives, and stores material
turned in to store.
As indicated by Figure 3, the Long Beach Annex operation
also maintains its own material branch (Code BX3) which is
responsible for receiving, inspecting, storing, and issuing
all material received by and issued from the Annex. They
also have the responsibility of shipping material as required.
C. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
As stated in the background section of this chapter,
NSCSD is required to operate a major material distribution
system without a totally co-located physical plant. The
dispersion of maj or functions between the Broadway Compound,
the National City Annex (five miles to the southeast)
,
and
the Long Beach Annex (120 miles to the north) adds a degree
of complexity to the integration of their operations which
is not faced by the other SER locations. The following
subsections delineate the facilities maintained at each
location and the uses for which they are employed.
1 . Broadway Compound
The Broadway Compound is located on the waterfront
at the edge of downtown San Diego. The total complex con-
sists of seventeen major structures of which eight, containing
approximately 217,000 square feet of net storage space (gross
space excluding structural members, aisles, office spaces,



































Figure 3 LONG BEACH ANNEX ORGANIZATION CHART
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warehousing purposes. Figure 4 portrays the layout of the
compound and Table 1 displays by building number the available
storage space and material kept in each.
Of particular interest from a facilities standpoint
are Buildings 11 (packing and shipping operations) and 12
(binnable storage) since they are the only locations with an
automated materials handling system (AMHS) . The installed
AMHS is a mechanized system consisting of powered pallet and
tote pan conveyors serving all seven floors of Building 12
and the packing and staging operations in Building 11. Its
automated queuing lotting, and routing capabilities allow
material receipts to be placed in a coded tote pan and auto-
matically routed from the receiving area on the ground floor
of Building 12 to the correct storage area. Similarly,
material being issued can be automatically routed from its
storage area to the packaging and preservation section in
Building 11.
It should be noted that the use of the AMHS does im-
pose physical restrictions on the size of the material stored
in Building 12. Specifically, an individual item cannot
weigh more than fifty pounds nor may its dimensions exceed
seventeen inches by fourteen inches by eleven inches.
Furthermore, the gross size of a receipt is limited to 240
cubic feet. [Ref. 3]
In addition to the AMHS, Building 12 is served by a bulk
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Bulk storage of active items
Pallet racK and bulk storage of
inactive items
Bin, modular bulk- pallet rack
storage of medical supplies
6 10,,380 Bulk storage active items
Bin and pallet storage inactive
items
7 13,,178 Freeze and chill provisions
3 8,,000 Flammable material
10 13,,916 Cleaning supplies and hazardous
material
11 13, 440 Local delivery and water carqo
staging area
Packing, bulk storage, and
water cargo material
12 103,,126 Bin, modular pallet rack
storage of active items
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, .. ..
15, 322 Bulk and pallet rack storage of
office supplies, misc. items,
and alcohol locker
TABLE 1 BROADWAY WAREHOUSE SPACE/UTILIZATION
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powered roller bed trucks and a powered transporter dock
that allows full pallets to be automatically loaded onto
the truck from the dock, or unloaded from the truck to a
receiving dock. Due to limitations on the range of adjust-
ments that can be made to the truck roller bed height, the
BMHS is primarily used to transport pallets between Building
12 and Building 11. It should be noted that at the time of
this study only one BMHS truck was in operation. One vehicle
was being used as a cannibalization source for parts to keep
the other vehicle in operation.
2 . National City Annex
The National City Annex is located within the confines
of the 32nd Street Naval Station, which is approximately five
miles southeast of the Broadway Compound. The Annex consists
of fifteen buildings of which twelve, containing approximately
287,000 square feet of net storage space, are utilized for
material handling and warehousing purposes. In addition, the
NCA includes approximately 436,000 square feet of improved
outdoor storage space. Figure 5 shows the layout of the
Annex and Table 2 lists the available storage space and ma-
terial warehoused by building number. Despite the large
volume of material stored and the general uniformity of its
size (bulk/full pallets) , there currently are no AMHS/BMHS
systems in operation. However, the Supply Center is presently
executing an extensive warehouse modernization/construction
plan which will add significant capabilities in this regard.
























































Pallet rack and bulk storage of
clothing and overflow non-
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Metal products
Staging area for outbound cargo
and NCA packing branch
Dry provisions
Pallet rack and bulk storage of
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Pallet rack and bulk storage of
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MTIS and SOAP material
NRFI MTR's, wire, cable, and
gases
PWRS pallet jacks and acid
Packaged petroleum products
RFT MTR*s, clothing, classified
equipment and publications, and
paotoaraphic items





The Long Beach Annex is located in the northwest
corner of the Long Beach Naval Shipyard (LBNSY) complex (120
miles north of the Broadway Compound). The Annex consists
of four buildings and an open storage area. Of the four
buildings, two are exclusively occupied and two partially
occupied by the Annex. The first two buildings contain
47,600 square feet, and the latter two 98,372 square feet of
net storage space. All buildings are almost exclusively
utilized for the material handling and warehousing of re-
pairable material for which the Shipyard is the designated
overhaul point. Figure 6 indicates the layout of the Long




Although the facilities expansion/improvement cur-
rently in progress at NSCSD is outside the purview of this
thesis, it is considered necessary to mention it to preclude
readers from drawing incorrect conclusions. Presently, NSCSD
is in the process of executing an extensive warehouse con-
struction and modernization program at the National City
Annex. The most notable projects, Military Construction
(MILCON) Projects P-014, P-033, and P-035 are briefly
described below.
a. MILCON P-014 is a supply storage high rise ware-
house served by an automated stacker-crane retrieval system
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33,000 gross square feet to Building 66 and will accommodate
10,920 pallets of dry subsistence and clothing items.
[Ref. 3]
b. MILCON P-033 will be a supply storage high rise
warehouse equipped with the Navy Integrated Storage Tracking
and Retrieval System (NISTARS) . It will enclose approximately
180,000 gross square feet, and with NISTARS, will provide an
automated receiving, storage, and retrieval warehouse with
a storage capacity for 85,000 binnable, 23,500 rackable, and
3500 non-rackable items. Upon completion it is intended to
relocate all material stocked in Buildings 1, 6, 11, and 12
at the Broadway Compound to the NCA NISTARS warehouse.
[Ref. 3]
c. MILCON P-035 provides for the construction at the
NCA of a hazardous/flammable materials warehouse of 32,000
square feet with a 25-foot stacking height. It is planned
to relocate all material warehoused in Buildings 8, 10 (part
will go to P-033), and 125 at the Broadway Compound to the
new NCA building. [Ref. 3]
D. DOCUMENT FLOW ANALYSIS
Material requirements (requisitions) are received by NSCSD
through three basic avenues: the AUTODIN/DAAS x network via
The AUTODIN/DAAS network is a computer controlled auto-
matic addressing system which utilizes high speed transmission
lines and microwaves to route DOD message traffic and logistics
documents to the required activity.
34

the Naval Communications Station, San Diego (NAVCOMMSTA)
;
through a NAS North Island (NASNI) and NAS Miramar (NASM)
transceiver hook-up in the Customer Service Branch (Code 105)
;
and by offline methods where requisitions come directly into
the Customer Service Branch (Code 105). These three basic
methods of requisition submission are discussed in further
detail in the following paragraphs. Figure 7, Figure 8, and
Figure 9 graphically depict these input methods and subsequent
document flow.
1. AUTODIN/DAAS Submission
The NAVCOMMSTA receives requisitions from the DAAS
network and collects them on computer tape for further trans-
fer to the Supply Center's Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Department. These tapes are sent to ADP fives times daily,
at 0100, 0500, 1130, 1630, and 2030. This input point is
denoted by 'Block A 1 near node one in Figure 7. It should
be noted at this point that ADP operates three shifts per
day, seven days per week. The tapes are then batch processed
by ADP through the Uniform Automated Data Processing System
(UADPS) program UA38. This batch processing under UA38 is
run a minimum of once per shift. If the material requisi-
tioned is carried and on-hand at the Supply Center, a DD 1348-1
issue document will be printed and forwarded to the appro-
priate warehouse for issue of the material. The "issue
processing clock," which is a management tool used to determine
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Figure 9: NSC SAN DIEGO ISSUE DOCUMENT FLOW
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time frames imposed by higher authority, starts when a
requisition is processed through UA38 and stops after the
material has been packed for shipment.
If the material is not carried (NC) or not in stock
(NIS) , a referral order is generated which is automatically
passed to the appropriate Inventory Control Point (ICP).
Any request that requires some form of manual handling due
to an exception or an error will automatically be kicked out
of batch processing and routed to the Customer Service Branch
for processing/correction in order to be re-input to the
UA38 program.
2 . Submissions via Transceiver
Requisitions from NASNI and NASM may be received via
a transceiver unit. The transceiver sorts requisitions based
on issue priority group (IPG) and special project codes and
routes them accordingly. The transceiver unit is located in
the ADP Department and this input point is depicted by 'Block
B' near node two in Figure 7. IPG II requisitions that are
not bearer walk-throughs and all IPG III requisitions are
routed to the UA58 batch processing program and processed as
discussed above. IPG I, CASREP, IPG II bearer walk-throughs,
and requisitions with special project codes are routed to
the hot line section of Customer Service. The hot line
section is a branch of the Customer Service division that is
responsible for processing and expediting high priority req-
uisitions. The hot line section then either processes the
39

requisition as will be discussed below, or inputs it into
the UA38 processing chain.
3 . Offline Requisition Submission
All requirements that are not submitted via an auto-
mated medium come into the Customer Service branch. This
input point is denoted by 'Block C at node four in Figure 8.
These requisitions may be received by offline message, mail,
telephone, or by bearer drop-off. Depending on the material
requested, these requisitions must be manually processed
until, when possible, they can be transferred into an auto-
mated mode. Figure 8 shows the processing chain for the
various types of requisitions submitted directly to Code 105
(Customer Service Division). Note that all IPG I, IPG II,
and bearer walk-through requisitions are processed by UADPS
program UC02, an on-line, real-time version of the UA38
program.
All DD 1348-1 issue documents for IPG I, CASREP, and
bearer walk-through requisitions are prepared on a real-time,
on-line basis. Preparation for all other issues is accom-
plished by batch processing throughout the day with the
majority being processed during the third ADP shift. The
policy for this processing is that routine issue documents
will be delivered to the Material Department by 0630 the




Once the DD 1348-1 issue document is delivered to the
appropriate warehouse, (refer to 'Block D' at node 5 in
Figure 9) the material, if actually available, is picked and
the DD 1348-1 processed for issue and delivery. To eliminate
an inordinate number of bearer walk- throughs requisitions,
the Supply Center also utilizes a rapid issue response system
called "Quick Pic." Under this system, urgent material re-
quirements for local customers are submitted to the Customer
Service branch. Overnight processing and next day delivery/
availability is guaranteed if the material is actually on-
hand. The "Quick Pic" document flow parallels that of IPG I
and bearer walk-through requisitions.
The next section of this chapter discusses the actual
movement of material after it is picked for issue.
E. MATERIAL FLOW ANALYSIS
Although the geographical separation of the Supply
Center's facilities complicates several aspects of their
operations, its effect is most pronounced in the area of
material flow. As will be seen in the following subsections
describing the issued material flow at each of the three
locations, the amount of material double handling induced by
this arrangement appears to be considerable.
Prior to discussing the specifics of each location, it
should be stated that in general, material can move through-
out the Center in three ways. These are by means of the
AMHS/BMHS systems previously mentioned, materials handling
equipment (MHE) , and automotive vans and trucks.
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Table 3 lists the MHE equipment assigned to the Material
Department prior to 1 October 1980. This equipment was used
primarily to transport unit load material (mainly pallets)
in preparation for further delivery. That is, the MHE either
moves bulk items from the warehouse storage locations to a
central staging area, or it loads the material on another
vehicle for delivery. While the above statement is applicable
to most of the Material Department's MHE, an exception did
exist in the use of straddle trucks assigned to the NCA. In
addition to performing the above functions, these particular
units are also employed as the primary delivery vehicles for
most classes of material transported to 32nd Street customers.
They were assigned this task because of their ability to
maneuver through pier congestion and handle the average order
size
.
With regard to the use of vans and trucks for intra-Supply
Center movements, NSCSD utilizes this equipment for both
scheduled runs of tractor trailer units and for pick up of
spotted empty trailers or flatbeds. These particular ap-
plications will be discussed, where appropriate, in the
subsections below and in the following chapter.
1 . Broadway Compound
Figure 10 is a flow chart of the material issue pro-
cess employed at the Broadway Compound. As can be seen,
binnable material issued from Building 12 is transported via
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Grand Total 88 10 80 6 134
_.
TABLE 3 LIST OF MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
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Once it is packed, the material is forwarded by conveyor to
the delivery section located on the first floor of Building 11
At that location it is segregated according to whether the
material is destined for local delivery, shipment by parcel
post/UPS, or some other means.
If the material is to be sent by parcel post or UPS
it is shipped without further movement by the delivery sec-
tion in Building 11. Conversely, if the material is marked
for a local customer the delivery section places it into a
local customer storage area where the material is kept seg-
regated by consignee until the customer's next scheduled
delivery day (to be discussed in the next chapter) . At that
time, material not destined for activities located at the
32nd Street Naval Station is loaded by MHE on trucks and
delivered. Material for the 32nd Street activities is sent
by truck to the sorting yard at the NCA where it is con-
solidated with other material for that customer prior to
its delivery to them.
Material being shipped out of the area by means other
than parcel post or UPS was held at the delivery section in
Building 11 until transportation was available to take it to
the shipping section in Building 65 at the NCA. The Supply
Center had a dedicated run consisting of a tractor trailer
or flatbed scheduled for this purpose at noon each day.
Bulk material issued from Broadway follows the same
general procedures delineated above. The prime difference
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is that the material is usually staged in the area adjacent
to its storage site, then transported by straddle truck or





In many respects, the NCA's material issue process
is simpler than that used at the Broadway Compound. As
displayed in Figure 11, material picked for local delivery
is moved by MHE from its warehouse location to Building 70
where it is segregated and stored by individual customer
until their next scheduled delivery day. At that time it
is consolidated with the customer's material issued from the
Broadway Compound and delivered. Similarly, material des-
tined for parcel post/UPS or for out-of-area shipment by
some other means is moved by MHE from its xvarehouse location
to the packaging and preservation section of Building 65.
At this point, material is segregated by mode of shipment.
The parcel post items are shipped directly from the packag-
ing area while material assigned other transportation modes
is forwarded by MHE to the shipping section in Building 65.
The material Is held at this location only until the req-
uisite documents can be processed and carrier pick-up arranged
3 Long Beach Annex
The Long Beach Annex has the least complicated ma-
terial flow pattern of the three locations. Material picked
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its storage location to the delivery section in Building 53
where it is segregated and stored by customer. Here it is
consolidated with incoming local customer material from the
Broadway Compound and the NCA and delivered.
Material picked for issue to non-local customers is
moved via MHE to the packing and preservation section of
Building 50 where it is segregated by mode of shipment and
shipped accordingly.
F. VOLUME AND TYPE OF BUSINESS
The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of
the volume of business conducted by NSCSD and its apportion-
ment between local and non-local customer support. In
addition, where appropriate, statistics pertaining to the
Supply Center's effectiveness in meeting material availabil-
ity and processing standards prescribed by higher authority
are presented.
To obtain a picture of NSCSD's overall volume of business,
the UA 26 "Supply Distribution and Inventory Control Oper-
ations Report" was examined. This report is assembled by
the Supply Center on a monthly basis and summarizes such
details as the total material requests received and issues
made. Compilations of these reports were made for both the
twelve -months period between 1 October 1979 and 30 September
1980, and the nine-months period covering 1 January 1980
through 30 September 1980. The second recapitulation was
included so that direct comparisons could be made with the
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restricted data base used in the local delivery analysis
presented in Chapter IV. The numerical results of these in-
vestigations are shown in Table 4.
Areas of Table 4 that are of particular interest to this
study include the "net" and "point of entry" material avail-
ability figures (85% and 63.1% respectively), and the ratio
of ashore to afloat unit issues.
The net material availability figure (line 8 under
Breakdown of Requests in Table 4) represents the percentage
of standard stock material requests from all sources, in-
cluding local customers and requisitions referred by other
supply activities, which were filled from NSCSD stocks. Con;
versely, the point of entry effectiveness figure (line 11)
is constrained to reflect only those requisitions for which
NSCSD was the first supply activity to receive the request.
Since NSCSD is ordinarily the requisition point of entry for
only local customers, this figure can be construed as an
indication of the Supply Center's ability to satisfy local
customer requirements.
The wide disparity between the two support measures
(22.4%) can be explained by the fact that the net material
availability figure excludes from consideration any item
which is not carried in stock by the Supply Center. As such,
it accounts for their success in filling requests for material
that they should have had on hand. Conversely, the point of
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requisitions initially submitted to NSCSD regardless of
whether or not the Supply Center is supposed to carry the
material. As such, it represents not only the success of
NSCSD in meeting local requirements, but also the degree to
which the ICP's and the Supply Center have established the
correct range of items to be stocked.
With regard to the ratio of shore to afloat unit issues
the majority (64.5%) were made to fleet units. It is worthy
of note, however, that a relatively large percentage (27.4%)
of the issues were to Navy shore activities. As will be
shown in Chapter IV, the preponderance of these were attrib-
utable to local Navy industrial activities such as the Naval
Air Rework Facility (NARF) North Island, Long Beach Naval
Shipyard (LBNSY) , and Ship's Intermediate Maintenance Activity
(SIMA) , San Diego. This assumes appreciable importance when
reviewing the local delivery system because of the ramifi-
cations that different service levels can have on production
scheduling.
The UA26 report also contained several interesting
statistics relating to shipment time frames. For example,
the report delineates the total number of items shipped in
each of the three issue group categories, and the number of
these that were shipped within prescribed time frames. The
shipment statistics for the same twelve and nine-months
































As can be seen from Table 5, the greatest volume and
highest percentage of "shipped on time" are associated with
IPG III requisitions. The greater shipping effectiveness
in this area can, perhaps, be attributed to the more lenient
time standards related to that issue group.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the in-
tent was not only to describe the overall volume of business
conducted by NSCSD, but also to consider its apportionment
between local and non-local customer support. Although the
UA26 report does not provide any information in this regard,
2
the data was extractable from NSCSD' s DHF." This allowed
an approximation of the Supply Center's work load between
local and non-local customers.
2
"This was done by sorting and summing the file on the
status code and mode of shipment fields as a unique mode




Analysis of the DHF for the period 21 November 1979 through
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Table 6 indicates that at least 79.25 percent, and most
probably 87.5 percent (1+2) of all the issues made by NSCSD
were for local customers. It also indicates a possible
documentation or material flow problem at the Supply Center.
As shown, 8.98 percent of all issues were designated as being
processed for release and shipment (status code 'BA') with
no mode of shipment ever being specified. Constraining the
analysis to issues made on or before 30 September 1980
eliminated the delay involved bet\veen generation of the issue
document and shipment as a possible explanation because the
DHF was updated for least another 51 days. Therefore, it
must be presumed that the situation was attributable to either
lost documents and/or lost material. While time constraints




For the purposes of this thesis, it was assumed that all
material processed for release to local customers was, in
fact, shipped. Thus, the 87.5 percent figure was utilized
as the local customer share of NSCSD's work load.
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III. LOCAL DELIVERY SYSTEM
A. BACKGROUND
The objective of this chapter is to document the system
employed by the NSCSD to deliver material to local customers.
To this end, the following sections will discuss: identifica-
tion of the local customer base, the Supply Center's local
delivery organization and assets, and the services it provides
It should be noted that this examination is limited to only
those deliveries affected under the auspices of NSCSD, and as
such, does not consider delivery or transportation services
performed by the Supply Center's customers.
B. LOCAL CUSTOMER BASE
Before an analysis of NSCSD's local delivery system could
commence, it was necessary to first determine who the local
customers were. To do so, two primary criteria were used;
distance from NSCSD's facilities and requisition activity.
For the purpose of this study, activities were considered as
local customer candidates if they were either located within
a 100-mile radius of NSCSD's Broadway Compound or were resi-
dents of the Long Beach Naval Station. Application of this
initial standard to the Navy Material Transportation Office's
(NAVMTO) Fleet Freight Forwarding Guide (FFFG) , NSCSD's Name
and Address file, Commander Naval Surface Forces, Pacific
(COMNAVSURFPAC) organization chart, and Commander Naval Air
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Forces, Pacific (COMNAVAIRPAC) organization chart generated
a list of over 800 potential recipients of the local delivery
system's services.
This initial compilation was further refined by requiring
that an actual "local customer" must have requisitioned and
received, via local delivery, material from the Supply Center.
The reason that this constraint was imposed is that, in deal-
ing with a local delivery system, one is concerned with
scheduling an efficient distribution of material to those who
use it. To include those that have not received (and because
of their small size or special circumstances most probably
will not receive) material would lead to a distortion and
probable dilution of the effectiveness of system scheduling
and planning. In many respects their inclusion would be akin
to a department store basing its sales projections for a
particular item solely on the total population of an area in-
stead of past market experience.
The method employed to accomplish the above was basically
the same as that discussed in Chapter II for apportioning the
Supply Center's work load between local and non-local custom-
ers. Simply restated, the authors sorted the NSCSD DHF tapes
by unit identification, status, and mode of shipment codes.
The resulting list of activities was then validated by compar-
ison with the candidate list described above, and in a few




questionable cases, contact with NAVSURFPAC and NAVAIRPAC
staffs. This process culminated in the identification of
352 local customers, of which 188 were shore activities and
164 were afloat commands. They are listed by major geo-
graphical area in Appendix A.
Most of the activities delineated in Appendix A are
physically located with other units of their type within the
confines of major military reservations. Most notable among
these are the concentration of: afloat and ashore aviation
units at NAS ' s North Island and Miramar; afloat and ashore
surface units at the 32nd Street Naval Station, NSY Long
Beach, and NAB Coronado; training units at NTC San Diego;
afloat and ashore submarine units at the Submarine Support
Facility Point Loma ; and Marine units at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot (MCRD) and Camp Pendleton. Due to the close-
ness of the individual commands on these reservations, dis-
cussions of distances except in the aggregate to these
geographical clusters would unnecessarily complicate the
planning parameters. Figure 12 is a map showing the relative
location and approximate distances of these major customer
centers from NSCSD's Broadway Compound. In addition, it also
displays major access routes to them.
Any analysis of the local distribution system should not
only be concerned with who the local customers are, and their
distance from the Supply Center's facilities, but also the











Figure 12: NSCSD MAJOR CUSTOMER CENTERS
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Unfortunately the authors experienced two problems in attempt
ing to quantify the amount of time taken to deliver material
to specific customers. First, the myriad of alternate routes
to the customers, in conjunction with the concentration of
activities in geographical clusters, meant that the use of
over-the-highway distance time computations would be highly
questionable. Secondly, individual customer service times
were neither constant nor deterministic. The large variance
in the amount of material delivered to a specific customer
on a given day or run (see Chapter IV) induces a similar
large variance in offload times. Therefore, individual
customer service times had to be viewed as random variables.
Furthermore, the absence of any statistical information per-
taining to the probability distributions prohibited formu-
lating any defensible statements about service time beyond
the simple aggregate mean figures presented by Clausen.
[Ref. 4: pp. 24-25]
Given the above factors, only certain general statements
may be made concerning the delivery time factor. First,
vehicles destined for all of NSCSD's local customers, except
Long Beach, commence their daily runs at approximately 0800.
The scheduled Long Beach delivery leaves NCA at approximately
0300. Secondly, the survey of NSCSD driver logs done by
Clausen indicated that each driver spent approximately 51
percent of his time traveling, 33 percent off loading material
at customer locations, and 36 percent loading material at
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the depot or performing administrative functions. Lastly,
according to the transportation hold time figures quoted by
Clausen [Ref. 4: p. 25] and reproduced in Table 7, there
was an appreciable delay incurred between the time that
material was turned over to the transportation organization
and its actual delivery.
TABLE 7
i^SCSO TRANSPORTATION HOLD TIMES







APR 80 1.55 4.52
MAY 30 .84 2.4h
JUN 80 I. 06 4.08
JUL 80 NOT AVAILABL
AUG 80 .59 2.53
SEP 30 l.ZZ 4.34
NAVSl? STO 1.0C 3.00 7.CG
C. LOCAL DELIVERY ORGANIZATION AND ASSETS
The Delivery Branch (Code 3032) is responsible for all
local delivery operations. As displayed in Figure 13 it
organizationally falls within the Material Department's
Transportation Division (Code 503). The branch itself is
divided into two sections, the Broadway Delivery Section
(Code 30321) and the National City Annex Section (Code 30522)
These two sections have, among other functions, the following
responsibilities: [Ref. 1: pp. 19-86]
1. Maintain in-transit storage facilities for material
awaiting shipment/delivery from Building 11 at the



















































2. Assemble, segregate, and accomplish physical
disposition of in-transit material.
3. Consolidate material by destination, activity/
geographical area into larger shipping units;
serve as a shipment consolidation point for
local delivery.
4. Deliver material to ships and shore stations.
5. Assign, schedule, and dispatch automotive equipment
and straddle trucks.
Figures 14 and 15 depict the Code 30321 and Code 30322
organizations, respectively. The actual employment level
for these two sections averaged approximately fifty personnel
during the period 1 October 1979 through 30 September 1980
(FY80) .
The majority of the vehicles/equipment used in providing
local delivery services are rented on a monthly basis from
the Public Works Center, San Diego (PWCSD) . While drivers
are available from PWCSD, the rental method chosen by NSCSD
covers only the availability and maintenance of the units.
Under this arrangement, NSCSD is responsible for providing
its own drivers, scheduling maintenance, and fueling the
vehicles. Table 8 presents a list of the vehicles/equipment
so leased.
The remaining local delivery carrying capacity is pro-
vided by NSCSD MHE and two commercial contracts. The MHE


























































































































Truck, 1/2 ton Pickup
Truck, 5 ton Van
Truck, 5 ton Refrigerated
Tractor, 5 ton
Tractor, 7 1/2 ton
Tractor, 10 ton
Van, 20 ton Refrigerated
Van, 40 ft.
Trailer, 3 2 ft. Flatbed
Trailer, 40 ft. Flatbed
Trailer, 45 ft. Lowboy





Tractor, 7 1/2 ton
Tractor, 10 ton
Trailer, 40 ft. Van







TABLE 8 LOCAL DELIVERY VEHICLES/EQUIPMENT
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generally limited to the four NCA straddle trucks. Since
by law they may not travel on public roads or highways,
they are confined to serving ashore and afloat customers
located at the 32nd Street Naval Station. Of the two com-
mercial contracts, one is a "local drayage" contract with
Industrial Freight Systems. By its nature this contract
can only be used to augment delivery capabilities in the
metropolitan San Diego area. The other arrangement is a
commercial carrier rental contract with Border Express which
is employed to increase the delivery capacity to Long Beach.
The commercial equipment available under these arrangements
is listed at the bottom of Table 8.
The carrying capacities of the individual pieces of
equipment vary significantly. They range from a high of
approximately 1200 cubic feet or thirty measurement tons for
the twenty-ton refrigerated vans, to a low (excluding pickup
trucks) of seven pallets for the straddle trucks. In general,
the 32-foot, 40-foot, 45-foot and 55-foot flatbeds and lowboys
can, if not double stacked, handle 14, 18, 22, and 26
measurement tons respectively.
D. DELIVERY SERVICES PROVIDED
The NSCSD local delivery system utilizes scheduled ded-
icated runs, semi-scheduled dedicated runs and customer zone
deliveries, and irregular and/or expedited dispatch to dis-
tribute material to its local customers. However, before
proceeding with a discussion of these delivery methods,
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several points must be recalled concerning the Supply
Center's material flow and utilization of delivery equipment
With regard to material flow, it must be remembered that
all three primary NSCSD locations (Broadway Compound, NCA,
and Long Beach Annex) make deliveries to local customers.
Deliveries of GSK material and semi-perishable subsistence
items destined for 32nd Street Naval Station activities are
made by the NCA local delivery section even if the shipment
originated from one of the other NSCSD locations. In such
cases, the non-NCA material is consolidated at Building 70
with NCA material for the same customers before delivery to
them. Similarly, deliveries to Long Beach local customers
are made by the Long Beach Annex after sorting and consol-
idating the material in Building 53. Deliveries to other
activities in metropolitan San Diego and to Camp Pendleton
are made by either the NCA or Broadway Compound local deliv-
ery sections depending on where the material is warehoused.
The primary exception to the above is that frozen and
chill subsistence items and fresh fruits and vegetables are
delivered to local customers directly from the Broadway Com-
pound and California Ice and Storage Company (Cal Ice) ware-
houses where they are stored. The Cal Ice facility is
located approximately 2.5 miles southeast of the Broadway
Compound.
The other point to remember is that NSCSD employs a
variety of equipment to deliver material to its local
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customers. As was mentioned in the last section, trucks or
tractors pulling trailers or vans are utilized to make all
deliveries except to 32nd Street Naval Station customers
(particularly ships) where straddle trucks are used. With
the exception of high volume dedicated runs, trucks and
tractors normally haul material for several customers at the
same time. Straddle trucks, on the other hand, are highly
maneuverable vehicles specifically designed to carry
palletized loads short distances. As such, they are well
suited to serving fleet and shore activities at the 32nd
Street Naval Station because of their ability to operate in
congested areas and the closeness of the customers (all are
located within 1.7 miles of Building 70). However, their
maximum carrying capacity is seven pallets at once, there-
fore they are generally limited to serving only one customer
before returning to the Annex for another load. It should
also be noted that the NCA provides forklift trucks to the
32nd Street ships to aid in unloading trucks from either the
4Broadway Compound or Cal Ice.
With that as background, the following subsections will
define each of the four delivery modes and address who re-
ceives the service. In addition, this section will conclude
with a brief description of the system's actual daily operation
Forklifts are provided by NCA when the volume of the





These runs are considered to be those where both the
frequency of delivery and the time of equipment departure
from the Supply Center are published in advance. In general,
they are utilized by NSCSD only when the volume of material
to be delivered is both high and relatively constant.
Table 9 displays these runs, their frequency, time of depar-
ture, and destinations. It is worthy of note that the
majority of them are used for intra-Supply Center movements
of material from the Broadway Compound to the NCA or from
the Broadway Compound and NCA to the Long Beach Annex. The
reason for this is assumed to be the more predictable move-




These runs are considered to be those where the
basic frequency of delivery, and thus the customer's knowl-
edge that the material will be delivered on a specific day,
is promulgated in advance, but not necessarily the time of
day of actual delivery. As can be seen from Table 10,
these runs are primarily used to provide provisions to large
ashore enlisted dining facilities and general material to
industrial activities.
3 Semi-Scheduled Customer Zones
As can be seen from the above subsections, dedicated
runs are reserved for only the largest of NSCSD's local












Long Beach Annex GSK*
Daily 0830 Navsta Servmart GSK




Daily 1000 NCA Bldg 70 GSK
Daily 1200 NCA Bldg 65 GSK
Daily 1300 NASM and Servmart GSK
Tue/Th u 0400 Long Beach Navsta Subsistence
*GSK - gene:
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Twice dai iy 32nd St. Piers
Twice dai iy 32nd St. Piers
Daily 32nd St. Piers
Daily All shore
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Daily NCA Bldg 70
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Twice wee kly NASNI afloat
units
Twice wee kly MCRD



























Note: the time of departure and actual number of
runs varies with the workload
Legend: F - Frozen subsistence
Ch - Chili Subsistence
Fr - Fresh Subsistence
GSK - General Stores Material (ail material other
than subsistence)
TABLE 10 SEMI -SCHEDULED DEDICATED RUNS
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under a customer zone delivery plan. Basically the plan
entails dividing the local area into eleven geographical
areas (zones) and scheduling deliveries to customers in
these zones on a predetermined day of the week schedule.
Figure 16 displays the current construct of the delivery
zones (and is annotated with the major customers in each)
and Table 11 lists the current zone delivery schedule.
Table 12 presents a more detailed breakdown of the zones by
major customer concentrations and will be referred to
periodically. The reader is referred to Appendix A for a
complete list of the customers in each zone.
The zone delivery arrangement was instituted be-
cause, in general, the amount (both of weight and cube) and
regularity of material delivered to the majority of local
customers was insufficient to warrant a dedicated scheduled
delivery. By utilizing the zone delivery plan, NSCSD is
able to consolidate material movements in order to more ef-
ficiently utilize their delivery resources and thus reduce
the cost per measurement ton (M/T) of material moved. It
must be realized though, that while this may be advantageous
to the Supply Center, it does create problems for the re-
ceiving activities. The most notable of these is that on
any given delivery day the activity is not aware of whether
or not they will receive material, let alone how much or at
what time of the day. As a result, receiving activities are
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TABLE 12 NSC LOCAL CUSTOMERS AND ZONE DESCRIPTIONS
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often must interrupt other scheduled evolutions in order
to receive the delivered material.
4 . Irregular/Expedited Dispatches
This method of delivery is utilized when circum-
stances prevent using one of the other scheduling methods.
They occur when either the criticality or volume of material
calls for some type of special handling and/or delivery.
Therefore, these runs are always scheduled on anas-required
basis
.
Regarding the actual operation of the local delivery
system, with the exception of the scheduled dedicated runs
listed in Table 9, the Broadway Compound and the NCA delivery
section foremen actually dictate the first runs to be made
on any given day. They base their decisions on a knowledge
of the priority and total volume of material to be delivered
to specific customers/zones that day.
After the first delivery runs of the day have been com-
pleted, the dispatcher at the Broadway Compound takes control
of vehicle movements and the remaining deliveries. He bases
his routing decisions on inputs from both the Broadway Com-
pound and the NCA foremen who keep him apprised of issued
material volumes, priority, and destinations. While this is
an extremely flexible system, its approach precludes attain-
ing optimal asset utilization. The reason is simply that it
is impossible for the dispatcher to fulfill all the functions
of a vehicle scheduling algorithm. Given the telephonic
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information processing systems utilized, the volumes of
material movements, and time constraints faced, it is im-
possible for one person to have the entire realm of data
concerning the volume of material, priorities, destinations,
and possible routing alternatives, or the mathematical
background and time to seek efficient assignments.
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IV. LOCAL DELIVERY VOLUME OF BUSINESS
This chapter will include a discussion of the volume of
business associated with the delivery of material to local
customers. Included in this discussion will be sections
addressing the analysis of requisition, material issue, and
weight and cube volumes of business, an ABC analysis of the
work load, the effects of material double handling, and
lastly, a section discussing the extrapolation of the
nine-months data to a twelve-months period.
A. DATA REDUCTION
It was originally intended to limit the work load anal-
ysis of NSCSD's local delivery system to the information
available from the Supply Center's Uniform Management Reports
and production reports. However, as mentioned in Chapter I,
several problems were encountered with the data which se-
verely restricted the application of this approach.
To reiterate, the principal limitation of the above
technique was that the summary form of the information from
these reports precluded a detailed analysis of the work load
associated with fulfilling the local delivery distribution
function. Table 13 presents the material movement statistics
which were extracted from the Uniform Management Reports for
the Transportation Division. As can be seen, it simply
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TABLE 13 TOTAL PALLETS OF MATERIAL MOVED BY NSCSD
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pallets, which were handled during fiscal year 1980. While
this is sufficient to gain an overview of the magnitude of
the total local delivery task, it leaves unanswered many
questions, such as individual customer or zone delivery
volumes, which are pertinent to the local delivery planning
process
.
Compounding the above problem was the lack of specific
customer delivery volume information in a form which could
be conveniently used in a computer or manual analysis. The
only material movement production report maintained by the
Supply Center which includes customer information is a daily
log kept by each driver in Code 303 to document his move-
ments throughout the shift. A sample is shown in Figure 17.
While the sheer volume of these logs (one per day per driver)
in conjunction with resource constraints eliminated any
possibility of compiling all the data they contained, a
sample was reviewed by Clausen [Ref. 4: p. 25] to compute
the average loading, transportation, and unloading times
reported in Chapter II. Consideration was given to using a
similar technique to estimate specific customer delivery
volumes, however, two factors led to its abandonment. First,
due to the fact that each log may record deliveries to only
a few customers, the desire to accumulate delivery statistics
on all local customers could not be met with any reasonable
sample size. Secondly, and equally important, the head of
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their use for such a purpose because he considered their
accuracy to be questionable.
A third problem was encountered with the work unit NSCSD
uses to measure material movement. As can be seen in
Table 13, the Supply Center reports most material movements
in terms of the number of pallets transported instead of the
actual weight and cube. Theoretically, a standard Navy
pallet equals forty cubic feet, or one measurement ton.
However, as noted by Clausen [Ref. 4] and substantiated by
the head of Code 303 and actual observation, the loading of
pallets is not uniform because of the requirement to con-
solidate material by specific customer destination and the
irregularity of individual line item weight and shape. As
a result, appreciable instances of excessive or partial
loading are encountered. In the absence of any statistical
analysis of pallet loads, it is assumed that the material
movements reported by the Supply Center represent, at best,
gross approximations of delivery volumes.
As stated in Chapter I, to overcome these deficiencies
NSCSD's DHF and FMSO T s FCF were utilized to obtain specific
line item weight and cube information for individual cus-
tomers. However, even this data did not lend itself to a
complete analysis. The primary problems encountered in this
area were
:
1. The DHF from NSCSD did not include the entire fiscal
year prior to SER. The period covered on the DHF
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tapes was 21 November 1979 through 20 November 1980.
Since this study is limited to the pre-SER time period,
the last one and one-half months of data could not be
utilized.
Similarly, whereas the requisitions date se-
quencing of the DHF means that it contains all
material requests received during the above period
(even for the first day on the file) , the same is
not true of shipping or supply action information.
It must be remembered that there are processing and
transportation hold time delays experienced between
the receipt of a requition and the actual shipment
of the material (Appendix B lists the time standards
set for this by higher authority.) Since the DHF
posts the shipping and supply action date to the
individual requisition record, the file does not
reflect shipping information until the processing
time has elapsed. This does not mean that the
Supply Center is not shipping any material during
this period. In fact they are shipping material for
requisitions received prior to the start date of the
tape. Simply restated, as reflected on the DHF, the
time lag between the requisition preparation date on
which the file is based, and the actual supply action





The above, in conjunction with a review of
statistics, led to the discounting of November and
December 1979 as a transition period to steady state
operations. Specifically, the Uniform Management
Reports for fiscal year 1980 indicated that 67.2
percent of all issues made by NSCSD were for IPG III
requisitions. Since the time standard for receipt
of locally stocked IPG III material by local cus-
tomers is 29 days, it was assumed that the DHF would
not reflect "normal" issue volumes until mid-December,
approximately thirty days after the start of the
tape. This supposition was substantiated by a re-
view of the DHF generated "shipping statistics" for
those two months, which indicated smaller than av-
erage shipping volumes through late December.
The transition period, in conjunction with the
post-SER record problem, effectively reduced the
analytically useable portion of the DHF tapes to
nine months. This resulted in the loss of 465,804
of the 1,806,825 records contained on the DHF.
As a recommendation for similar studies in the
future, it is considered desirable to have one com-
plete fiscal year of data prior to the SER, plus
data from the last quarter of the preceding fiscal





2. The Freight Classification File (FCF) tapes from
FMSO contained incomplete data on line item weight
and cube. Noteworthy deficiencies were:
a. there were 211,526 stock numbered items listed
on the DHF that were not listed on the FCF.
b. there were 200,332 stock numbered items listed
on the DHF for which the FCF contained no weight
or cube information.
c. there were 126,885 non-stock numbered items on
the DHF for which there was no available weight
and cube data.
d. there were some items on the FCF tapes for which
the weight and cube information was not in con-
formance with the unit of issue. Two notable
cases were lumber and gases. In the first
instance the unit of issue was board feet while
the weight and cube information was predicated
on one thousand board feet. Similarly, the unit
of issue for gases was cubic feet, yet the weight
and cube figures presented were based on a total
cylinder quantity.
Although an attempt was made to correct these
errors, the volume of data necessitated limiting
the verification process. The method adopted
was to individually print all requisitions with an
extended weight in excess of 2000 pounds or which
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were shipped on days where the total material
movement exceeded 1,000,000 pounds. The line
item unit of issue, weight, and cube information
for those requisitions was then compared to
technical specifications for the item contained
in the Defense Logistics Agency "Identification
List" file. In those instances where the FCF
data appeared inconsistent with the technical
description of the item, industry publications
and local distributors of similar product types
were consulted to ascertain what the approximate
weight and cube of the line item should be for
the given unit of issue. The authors' merged
version of the DHF/FCF tapes was then corrected
accordingly. While this did allow some refine-
ment of the data, it must be assumed that only
the most obvious errors were rectified,
in general, only net weight and net cube in-
formation was recorded on the FCF tapes. There-
fore, accurate data concerning the weight and
cube added to an item by packing and packaging
material were not available. The lack of statis
tically acceptable information in this regard




The actual statistical effect of the above problems
varied greatly, depending on the data one was trying to com-
pile. Its most pronounced effect was encountered in the
generation of local customer requisition statistics where
the nine-month steady state data base was reduced by 55.7
percent from 1,229,483 to 544,188 requisitions. Conversely,
its impact on records displaying local delivery shipping
status (BA status with either a mode 9 shipping code or no
shipping code) was less, but still significant as evidenced
by a 28 percent file reduction from 675,026 to 485,901
records. Since both the unmerged (with the FCF) full file
DHF and the merged reduced file DHF were used in different
areas of the analysis, terminology must be assigned to dif-
ferentiate which file was used at which point. For the pur-
poses of this study, the term "unconstrained DHF" shall refer
to the unmerged full DHF, and the term "constrained DHF"
shall refer to the reduced DHF caused by merging it with the
FCF.
The difference in the above effects is assumed to be
attributable to the higher incidence of weight and cube'in-
formation on the FCF for requisitions for material stocked
by NSCSD than for requisitions for material which the Supply
Center did not carry. Validation of this supposition was
considered beyond the scope of this analysis as it would
have required a three way comparison of NSCSD' s Master Item
Stock Record file (MSIR) , the FCF, and the DHF. However,
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it does not seem illogical to assume that the FCF would be
more apt to include information on, and NSCSD more likely
to stock, material which experiences a relatively high trans
action volume since it is more likely to be transported and
requested
.
Futher problems which restricted the scope of this anal-
ysis were encountered in the areas of accounting for the
movement of fresh fruits, vegetables, and frozen provisions;
the replication of all eleven local delivery zones/locations
utilized by NSCSD; and the determination of intra-Supply
Center material movements.
1. The only information maintained by NSCSD regarding
the movement of fresh fruits, vegetables (FFV) , and
frozen provisions was in summary form. As can be
seen from the available figures displayed in
Table 14, the data was limited to end-of - the-month
recapitulations of the total short tons and/or
pounds delivered by NSCSD. The lack of delivery in-
formation by zone or specific customer, in conjunc-
tion with the inability to transform this monthly
data into any form of cube statistics necessitated
limiting the individual zone local deliverv analysis
to only GSK material and dry provisions.
2. While NSCSD uses the eleven zones (nine in metro-
politan San Diego, plus Camp Pendleton and Long




VOLUME OF CHILL AND FROZEN PROVISIONS MOVED
MONTH FFV* FROZEN/CHILL*
May 79 671,020 1,575,265
Jan 79 521,360 1,279,660
Jul 79 574, 940 1,316,333
Aug 79 445,220 1,223,571
Sep
Oct
79 527;630 1, 145,074
79 638,400 1,736,607
Nov 79 486,520 1,377,284
Dec 79 379,720 1,249,332
Jar. 30 560,340 1,377,316
Feb 80 539,980 1,672,177
Mar 80 467, 160 1,150, 180
Apr 30 4 92,980 1,562,417
May 30 582,500 1,430,394
Jun 30 446,500 1, 193,230
Jul 30 693,340 1,553,662
Aug 80 532,120 1,650,533
Sep 30 574,040 1,136,603
Oct 80 519,780 1,463, 150
Measured in pounds •
.
.. j
TABLE 14 VOLUME OF CHILL AND FROZEN PROVISIONS MOVED
39

purposes, the inability to ascertain specific ship
movements within the 32nd Street complex required
the merging of NSCSD's five 32nd Street Naval Station
zones into one zone. While this does not foster a
completely accurate representation of local deliveries
especially by the Supply Center's National City Annex
(NCA) operation, it did not preclude capturing weight
and cube information for deliveries to geographic
locales
.
3. It was not possible to determine the extent of intra-
Supply Center movements of material between the
Broadway Compound and the NCA operation incident to
local delivery consolidation efforts. Since material
destined for afloat units is consolidated at the NCA
prior to delivery, the weight and cube figures re-
ported in this study are understated to the degree
that double handling of this material occurs. Al-
though an accurate estimation of this could not be
constructed from the available data, a rough approx-
imation was formulated using the analysis results.
The approximation is presented later in this section.
In view of the above, the nine months of steady state
information available for use in the local delivery analysis
have probably resulted in figures which are understated.
However, the figures are as accurate as could be constructed
from the available data and are considered to be satisfactory
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for ascertaining the relative volume of material movement
to NSCSD's local customers.
B. LOCAL DELIVERY WORK LOAD ANALYSIS
With this in mind, the following subsections will present
the results of the local delivery work load analysis. How-
ever, since local delivery operations must incorporate how
often and what kind of material is being moved, as well as
how much, into their planning, it was decided to include
requisition and issue volumes with weight and cube statistics
in this effort. Each of these facets shall be specifically
addressed by delivery zones, sub-zones, and individual cus-
tomers in the succeeding subsections.
The sub-zones, which are major geographical concentra-
tions of customers such as the 32nd Street Naval Station
and NAS North Island, are introduced to allow delivery des-
tinations to be more narrowly defined than the relatively
large areas of the zones. The underlying intent was to
provide information that was more consistent with the actual
delivery method of consolidating shipments to co-located
customers. The sub-zones so chosen for examination include:
from Zone 1, the 52nd Street Naval Station afloat units as
one sub-zone and the ashore units as another; from Zone 6,
ashore and afloat units (where applicable) located at the
Naval Training Center (NTC) complex, Submarine Support
Facility (SUBSUPFAC) , and the Point Loma Compound respec-
tively; from Zone 7, activities located at NAS Miramar and
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the Balboa Park Naval Regional Medical Center (NRMC) ; and
from Zone 8, ashore and afloat activities located at NAS
North Island and the Naval Amphibious Base (NAB) respectively
Following the above, a rudimentary ABC analysis of the
weight and cube of the individual line items requested by
the local customers will be presented. This analysis basi-
cally reports the frequency of occurrences by predetermined
categories, such as the number of times items weighing less
than five pounds were moved, and is useful from a planning
perspective. In addition, this section will close with the
rough approximation (mentioned above) of the magnitude of
material double handling incident to the consolidation of
deliveries at the NCA.
1 . Requisition Volume Analysis
Data concerning the number of material requests sub-
mitted by local customers were compiled to gain an apprecia-
tion of the requisition processing work load involved in
their support. The analysis was conducted through a computer
sort of the unconstrained DHF by the local customers listed
in Appendix A. The record fields sorted were the unique
Unit Identification Code (UIC) , assigned to each military
activity by the DOD, and the requisition date field. This
procedure indicated that the 352 identified local customers
submitted a total of 1,229, 483 requisitions to the Supply
Center during the nine-months period from 1 January 1980 to
30 September 1980. They accounted for 87.1 percent of the
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1,411,960 requisitions which the "Supply Distribution and
Inventory Control Operations Reports" (discussed in Chapter
II) indicated that NSCSD received during this time.
This information was further refined by an extension of
the above technique to ascertain the high volume activities,
zones, and sub-zones. With regard to the volume of business
attributable to individual customers, Appendix C lists, in
descending order, the number of unconstrained requisitions
submitted by each activity. The requisition information it
contains for the top 21 requesting activities is summarized
in Table 15. (The top 21 customers were chosen for display
simply because a natural break occurred between the 21st
and 22nd customers.)
As demonstrated in Table 15, the top 21 requesting ac-
tivities, or six percent of the local customers, accounted
for 59.4 percent of the requisitions received from the local
customers (and 52 percent of the requisitions received from
all sources). It is worthy of note that fifteen of the 21
activities listed in Table 15 perform some type of industrial
or repair function, and with the exception of the USS STERRETT
(CG 31) who was undergoing overhaul at the LBNSY, the re-
mainder are involved in providing logistical support to the
operating forces. Furthermore, the majority of these ac-
tivities are located in either Zones 1 or 8 which, as shown
in Table 12, are major fleet concentration points.

TABLE 15












































USS PRAIRIE (AS 15)
USS TARAWA ILEA 1)
USS AJAX (AR 6)
USS KITTY HAWK (CV 6 3)
PUBLIC WORKS CENTER
FLT AVIATION LOG SUPPORT








































































TABLE 15 TOP 21 CUSTOMERS BY NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS
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As displayed in Table 16 this general statement is sup-
ported by the results of the zone analysis which showed that
over 51 percent of the unconstrained DHF requisitions were
submitted by activities located in Zones 1 and 8. It is
interesting to note, however, that even though Zones 1 and
8 have approximately the same number of top 21 customers
(8 and 7 respectively) , Zone 1 generated significantly more
requisitions (12.5 percent). This is attributable to the
cumulative effect of the many more individual activities
located in Zone 1 than Zone 8 (109 versus 68) . This specific
supposition is reinforced by the sub-zone unconstrained req-
uisition volume breakdown presented in Table 17, which
clearly shows that the afloat units located at the 32nd
Street Naval Station submitted the greatest number of req-
uisitions. This is most probably due to the fact that, in
general, the afloat units berthed there are relatively small
(predominantly destroyers and cruisers) and do not have
sufficient storage space to hold large quantities of material
in stock. Therefore, they are forced to order less material,
more frequently, than other activities. It is also worthy
of note that four sub-zones, comprising in actuality only
three geographic locations (32nd Street, NASNI , and Long
Beach), accounted for 75.3 percent of the total requisition
submissions
.
As shown in both Table 16 and Table 17, a similar anal-





UNCONSTRAINED PER CONSTRAINED PER
ZONE REQUISITIONS CENT REQUISITIONS CENT
1 453, 904 36.9 229,.001 42. 1
6 127,018 10.3 53,546 9.8
7 65,436 5.3 24,580 4.5
8 299,3 25 24 .4 107,225 19.7
9 78,299 6.4 26,176 4.8
P 12,367 1 .0 6,850 1. 3
LB 193, 134 15.7 96,810 17.8
















32nd Street ( 1)
Afloat
33 8, 179 27.5 174,120 32.0
32nd Street (1)
Ashore
115,725 9.4 54,881 10. 1
SUBSUPFAC (6) 95,995 7.8 40, 423
I
7.4
NTC (6) 12,986 1. 1 5,599 1.0
Point Loma (6) 11,538 .9 4,751 0.9
NiS Biramar (7) 51,483 4.2 17,850 3.3
NRMC San Diego (7) 9,277 .3 5,338 1 .0
NASNI (8) 279,024 22.7 95, 119 17.5
Coronado (8) 15,090 1.2 8,005 1 .5
NSCSD (9) 78,299 6.4 26, 176 4.8
Pendleton (?) 12,367 1.0 6,350 1. 3
Long 3each (LB) 193, 134 15.7 96, 310 17.8
Note: Sub-Zones 6D,
negligible impact.





percentage of the total requisition processing work load
attributable to the 32nd Street afloat units and Long Beach,
and understate that due to NASNI activities. These con-
strained requisition figures were not utilized in any sub-
sequent analysis, rather they are presented solely to
illustrate the extent of requisition records for which there
was no weight or cube data available on the FCF tapes.
1 . Material Issues Analysis
Statistics on the number of material issues made to
local customers were compiled for the same reason as req-
uisition statistics. They were formulated using the same
basic computer sort procedure delineated in subsection one
for the requisition analysis except that the supply action
date field was substituted for the requisition date field,
and only records which contained local delivery status were
included. This procedure revealed that during the nine-
months time frame NSCSD made 675,026 issues to the 352 local
customers. This accounts for 78.2 percent of the 863,418
issues which the "Supply Distribution and Inventory Control
Operations Reports" indicated that the Supply Center made
during this time.
With respect to the number of issues attributable to
individual customers, Appendix D lists, in descending order,
the number of local delivery issues attributable to each
local customer. As displayed in Table 18 the top 21 re-





TCP 21 CUSTOMERS BY NUMBER OF SHIPPING DOCUMENTS
NUMBER OF *PER CENT
QIC NAME SHIPPING DOCS OF TOTAL
00244 NSCSD 64,851 9.6
6C258 L3NSY 37,574 5.6
65918 SIMA 29,950 4. 4
03361 USS RANGER (CV 61) 28,660 4. 2
00246 NASNI 25,462 3. 8
60259 NASM 19,631 2.9
04648 USS SAMUEL GOMPSRS (AD 37) 19,604 2.9
04621 USS SPERRY (AS 12) 19,065 2.8
20132 USS DIXON (AS 37) 17,716 2.6
65888 NARF NASNI 17,694 2.6
C8810 USS JASON (AR 8) 16,279
USS PRAIRIE (AS 15) 12,997




08806 USS AJAX (AR 6) 11,081 1.6
03363 USS KITTY HAWK (CV 63) 8,696 1.3
20550 USS TARAWA (LHA 1) 8,427 1.2
03364 USS CONSTELLATION (CV 64) 8,309
NRMC CAMP PENDLETON 7,625
1.2
68094 1. 1
52706 USS SIERETT (CG 31) 7,191
NRMC SAN DIEGO 6,661
1. 1
68056 1.0
20633 USS BELLEAU WOOD (LHA 3) 6,233 0.9
Total 57. 1
*Total
_ _ _ _
unconstrained shipping documents.
TABLE IS TOP 21 CUSTOMERS BY NUMBER OF SHIPPING DOCUMENTS
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of the issues made to local customers, and 44.6 percent of
the issues made to all recipients. Nineteen of the 21 were
also in the top 21 requisitioning activities. The activities
which dropped off the list, the Fleet Aviation Logistics
Support Center and the Navy Electronics System Command Detach-
ment, are both logistical support oriented operations, where-
as the units which replaced them were both medical centers
(NRMC Camp Pendleton and NRMC San Diego). This simply
indicates that NSCSD was more successful in satisfying the
material requirements of the two NRMC ' s than it was those
for the other two activities. While an analysis was not
conducted to ascertain the specific reason for this, it is
not considered presumptive to assume that in general, the
NRMC ' s order a smaller range of more stable demand items
than the two logistical activities.
In a somewhat similar vein, it is noteworthy that whereas
the NARF at NASNI was the number three requisitioning activ-
ity, it ranked as only the tenth activity in terms of the
number of issues made. This also is assumed to be reflective
of demand stability and range of stock material considerations
A similar shift to that described above was found in the
results of the zone analysis. As exhibited in Table 19, the
percentage of total material issues attributable to Zone 8
is considerably less than its percentage of the requisition
processing work load displayed in Table 16 (18.1 percent




SHIPPING DOCUMENTS BY ZONE
UNCONSTRAINED PER CONSTRAINED PERZONE_ ^SHIPPING DOCS CENT SHIPPING DOCS CENT
1 268,201 3977" "202^406 4l7T
6 68,224 10.1 47,337 9.7
30,761 4.6 23,746 4.9
8 122,366 13.1 91,978 18.9
9 66,432 9.9 26,014 5.4
P 8,833 1.3 6,943 1.4
LB 11°l1-?
_
16 ' 3 87,477 18.0
Totals 675,026 100.0 ~485~901 "lOoTo"
TABLE 20










32nd Street ( 1)
Afloat
204,234 30.3 150,887 31 . 1
32nd Street (1)
Ashore
63,967 9.5 51,519 10.6
SUBSUPFAC (6) 51,784 7 .7 36,471 7.5
NTC (6) 8,421 1.2 4,885 1.0
Point Loma (6) 5,507 .8 4,363 0.9
NAS Miramar (7) 21,429 3.2 17,150 3.5
NRMC San Digeo (7) 6,659 1 .0 6,505 1.3
NASNI (8) 109, 192 16.2 32,349 16.9
Coronado (8) 9,976 1.5 7,321 1.5
NSCSD (9) 66,432 9.9 26,014 5.4
Pendleton (P) 8,833 1 .3 6,943 1.4
Long Beach (L3) 110,209 16.3 87,477 18.0




issue percentages than requisition percentages (Zones 1,9,
P, and LB), the largest increases were detected in Zones 1
and 9. The reason is once again considered to be most prob-
ably due to the impact of greater stability in the range of
items requested by the activities located in these zones.
Despite this shift, the figures indicate that, as with
requisition processing, Zones 1 and 8 were the principal
contributors to the material issue work load. Specifically,
the analysis showed that over 57 percent of the unconstrained
DHF local delivery documents were destined for activities
located in these two zones. Furthermore, when the material
issues for only one more zone, Long Beach, are added in,
over 74 percent of the local delivery issue work load has
been accounted for.
The same basic relationships exist for requisitions
submitted by, and material issued for, the sub-zones. As
shown in Table 20, the 32nd Street Naval Station afloat
units were the highest sub-zone contributor to NSCSD's work
load. Two additional points are of interest here. First,
the difference between the highest and next highest zones
is significantly greater in the case of material issues than
in requisitions submitted. And secondly, the issues destined
for 32nd Street afloat units far outweighed those destined
for the activities located at NASNI
.
With regard to the first point, there was only a 4.8
percent difference (27.5 percent minus 22.7 percent) between
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the two sub-zones submitting the greatest number of req-
uisitions. However, there is a 14 percent difference (30.3
percent minus 16.3 percent) between the two zones generating
the greatest number of material issues. This clearly in-
dicates the predominate position of the 32nd Street Naval
Station afloat units as the greatest material issue volume
customers
.
This same association is displayed in a direct comparison
of the 32nd Street afloat units * material issue volume with
the NASNI activity volume. Although both represent major
operating force concentration points (surface ships at 32nd
Street; aviation units at NASNI) and both contain industrial
activities (destroyer tenders at 52nd Street; NARF at
NASNI), the 32nd Street afloat units' material issue work
load at NSCSD was almost double that of NASNI. This is
considered to be indicative of the pre-SER supply support
mission of the Supply Center. It must be remembered that
prior to SER, NASNI was responsible for providing aviation
material support, not the Supply Center.
3 . Weight and Cube Analysis
The local customer weight and cube analysis also
used a computer sort of the DHF to compile the statistics.
However, several important differences exist between this
and the previous sorts. First, by necessity, the weight and
cube analysis sort was performed on the merged DHF/FCF file
which was constrained to those records with weight and cube
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information listed on the FCF tapes. Secondly, it was nec-
essary to bring into consideration an additional category
of material movement, namely material received by NSCSD for
further transfer to its local customers.
The "for further transfer (FFT)" type of material move-
ment to local customers occurs when another governmental
supply activity or a commercial contractor specifically
sends material to NSCSD for delivery to another activity.
It can arise from a myriad of situations, many of which
invoke a great deal of latitude by supply personnel in de-
ciding whether to have the material delivered directly to
the requesting activity or sent FFT to NSCSD. For this
reason the delineation of all possible FFT circumstances,
and thus their inclusion in the analysis, was considered
impractical
.
However, as mentioned in Chapter II, NSCSD had a POE
effectiveness rate of only 63.1 percent during fiscal year
1980. This means, in general terms, that over one third of
all the material requests it received were possible candi-
dates for FFT. Therefore, it was considered appropriate
that some attempt to judge its magnitude, no matter how
rudimentary, should be made. The procedure adopted was to
limit the analysis to the most obvious candidates. Speci-
fically, the only requisitions considered were those with
status indicating that NSCSD had passed them to another
supply activity for action, or which showed that NSCSD was
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procuring the material from a commercial source for other
than direct delivery. In addition, since it is the policy
to ship as much out of area material as possible by parcel
post, the above data was further refined to include only
those items which could not qualify for parcel post shipment
because they exceeded either the weight or cube limitations
(70 lbs. and 6 cubic feet respectively).
As can be deduced from the above, the FFT analysis pro-
cedure generated at best a very rough approximation of the
weight and cube of such material movements. In addition,
it was not possible to determine either the date NSCSD re-
ceived such material or the date that they effected its de-
livery because the DHF is not updated with such information.
Therefore, it was necessary to record FFT information accord
ing to the NSCSD supply action date (passed the requisition,
material being issued, etc.). Thus, there is no way of
knowing whether the material was actually received by NSCSD
or delivered during the nine-months period analyzed. For
these reasons, the derived FFT figures are simply presented
in Table 24. It should be remembered that at best it rep-
resents a gross approximation of this type of material
movement
.
The general constrained DHF weight and cube procedure
(excluding FFT) indicated that NSCSD delivered 62,644,062
pounds and 2,425,316 cubic feet of material to its local
customers during the last three quarters of fiscal year 1980
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Table 21, Table 22, and Table 23 display the weight and cube
movement volumes to the top 25 local customers (25 were
chosen because of the convenient break point between the
25th and 26th customers), zones, and sub-zones respectively.
In addition, Appendix E lists in descending order the ex-
tended weight and cube of material delivered to each local
customer
.
As portrayed in Table 21, the top 25 receiving activities,
or seven percent of the local customers, accounted for 34.7
percent of the total weight, and 36.5 per cent of the total
cube of material delivered locally. While the industrial,
logistical, and medical units (which comprised the top 21
requisitioning and material issue activities) are also among
these top 25, there are some noticeable shifts in relative
positions and some additions to the list. Of greatest sig-
nificance in this regard is the addition of activities which
maintain large personnel support operations (Enlisted Dining
Facilities, military clothing issues, etc.) such as the
Naval Training Center and the Commissary Store Region, San
Diego. This is assumed to be indicative of relatively large
but less frequent requests for provisions. This is of
interest because, as previously mentioned, such items tend
to be more uniform in size and this, in conjunction with the
larger order sizes, could lead to more efficient MHE
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202,406 28,524,712 45.5 1 ,06 1,492 43. 8
6 47,337 10,817,398 17.3 425,494 17.5
7 23,746 2,327,775 4.5 126,494 5.2
3 91,978 11 ,325,509 18. 1 406,831 1 6. 8
9 26,014 2,157,232 3.4 152,970 6.3
P 5,943 547,783 .9 31,204 1 .3
LB 87,477 6,443,654 10.3 221,331 9. 1
Totals 485,901
•
















12,574,745 20.1 453, 146 18.7
32nd Street (1)
Ashore
15,949,967 25.5 608,345 25. 1
SUBSUPFAC (6) 7,017,488 11 .2 263,555 10 .9
NTC (6) 3,055,659 4.9 131 ,546 5.4
Point Loma (6) 716,560 1 .1 28,137 1.2
NAS Miramar (7) 1,679,454 2.7 60,298 2.5
NRMC San Diego (7) 1, 143,118 1 .8 65,677 2.7
NASNI (8) 5,797,399 9.3 207,655 8.6
Coronado (8) 4,667,878 7.5 168,691- 7.0
NSCSD (9) 2, 157,232 3.4 152,970 6.3
Pendleton (P) 547,783 .9 31,204 1.3


















1 7,739 3,032,253 218,528
6 2,679 2,120,353 79,523
7 1,053 757,772 29,755
8 5,8 42 7,851,037 279,363
9 269 120,596 3,300







. . ,_ _ ..,;
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In spite of the presence of personnel support activities
in the top 25 activities, as with requisitions and material
issue analyses, Table 22 shows that Zones 1 and 8 accounted
for the majority of material movement weight and cube. Of
interest in this regard is that the predominance of Zone 1
as a work load contributor is even more evident than in the
cases of requisition submittals and material issues. As
shown, the next highest zone received less than half the
weight and cube of Zone 1. Also of significance is the
relative decline of the Long Beach zone. Whereas it stood
third in both requisitions submitted and material issues
generated, it is fourth in the weight and cube of material
deliveries. Additionally, its percentage of the total in
each instance dropped from approximately 17 percent to ten
percent. This is presumed to be indicial of frequent re-
quests for either relatively small quantities or small
dimensioned material.
Although the zone analysis showed a dominance by the
32nd Street ashore and afloat customers, the sub- zone anal-
ysis indicates otherwise. The sub-zone analysis revealed
a significant shift away from the 32nd Street afloat unit
dominance. Specifically, as shown in Table 23, the highest
percentage of material movement weight and cube was consigned
to the 32nd Street ashore units. Similar to the 32nd Street
afloat sub- zone, the percentage of material movement weight
and cube attributable to NASNI is substantiallv less than
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that sub-zone's contribution to the requisition processing
and material issue work loads (nine percent versus approx-
imately 17 to 18 percent) presumably for the same reasons
cited for the Long Beach sub-zone's decline.
The FFT data mentioned at the beginning of this chapter
is presented in Table 24. As can be seen, the analysis re-
vealed that as much as 22,530,315 pounds and 710,372 cubic
feet of FFT material could have been handled by NSCSD's
local delivery operation. This represents a 36 and 29 per-
cent increase, respectively, in the weight and cube of
previously identified local delivery material movements.
Although, as stressed earlier, the figures derived in this
analysis are at best tentative approximations, the results
nonetheless indicate that such material movements might
have a potentially significant impact on the Supply Center's
local delivery work load. As a result, it is considered
that this area warrants further study.
4 . ABC Analysis of Requisition Weight and Cube
A classic ABC analysis was conducted on the con-
strained DHF requisitions to determine the frequency of
requisitions (by extended requisition weight and cube) and
the cumulative total percent of these frequencies. This
method of analysis is known by many names, such as Pareto
optimality or the 20-80 method. In all cases though, the
idea is based on the economic phenomenon that a few items
or groups of material usually account for the majority of
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total value, volume of business, or work load. The criteria
for classification can take many forms, depending on the
data and what information is required.
The value of such an analysis is that it provides a
sound basis on which to allocate resources (be they person-
nel, funds, or equipment) with respect to the refinement of
control desired. In this analysis, control would take the
form of scheduling local deliveries and utilization of
equipment and personnel.
Figure 18 shows the results of this analysis as relates
to extended requisition weight. Of all requisitions destined
for local delivery, 90.2 percent of these had an extended
requisition weight of 100 pounds or less. Of even greater
significance, 64.8 percent of these requisitions had an ex-
tended requisition weight of five pounds or less.
Figure 19 shows basically the same results as Figure 18,
but for cube data. As this figure indicates, 90.1 percent
of all requisitions for local delivery had an extended req-
uisition cube of 3.7 cubic feet or less and 55.6 percent had
an extended requisition cube of less than 0.1 cubic feet
(these results are also shown in Table 25 and Table 26)
.
Table 25 and Table 26 clearly demonstrate that with re-
gards to local delivery functions, NSCSD is issuing and
delivering very light and small items with great frequency.
Further, the analysis shows that large, heavy material is
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ABC ANALYSIS OF EXTENDED REQUISITION WEIGHT
WEIGHT CUMULATIVE
(LBS) FREQUENCY PER CENT














75 2,090 88. 1
30 1,844 88.5
85 1,592 38.8







ABC ANALYSIS OF EXTENDED REQUISITION CUBE
CUBE CUMULATIVE
(FT) FREQUENCY PER CENT
0. 1 25,570 53.6
0. 2 4,279 62.6
0.3 2,422 67.7




0.8 514 77. 3
0.9 410 73.2
1.0 657 79.5
1 . 1 312 80.2
1. 2 272 30.3








2.0 330 35. 1
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that the majority of items may require repacking for pro-
tection and ease of handling. If this is true, the cube
figures presented in Table 21 through Table 25 could be
significantly affected since packing/packaging materials
are not recorded on the FCF.
5 . Material Double Handling
As mentioned in Chapter II and the introduction to
this section, the geographical separation of the Supply
Center's physical facilities induces a considerable degree
of material double handling. While automatic data process-
ing time and resource constraints precluded an indepth
analysis of all the material doubling handling attributable
solely to the facilities problem, the results of the ABC
analysis described above were applied to the 32nd Street
Naval Station ashore and afloat units local delivery volumes
to formulate an estimate of the problem's possible magnitude
.
The results of the ABC analysis indicated that 85.5 per-
cent of all material delivered locally by NSCSD had a req-
uisition weight of less than fifty pounds and thus, could
be eligible for warehousing as binnable material in Building
12 at the Broadway Compound. The mean requisition weight
for this category of material was 5.339 pounds. As was
discussed, all binnable material destined for delivery to
the 52nd Street Naval Station units is double handled be-
tween the Broadway Compound and the NCA staging area. This
study's data base indicated that during the nine-month
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period from 1 January 1980 to 30 September 1980, 268,201
shipping documents were processed for delivery of general
store and dry provision material to these activities. It
is not considered incorrect to grossly estimate that some-
where in the neighborhood of 229,000 of these requisitions
were for binnable material. Extending this at the mean
weight specified above would indicate that approximately
1,225,000 pounds of material for these customers was double
handled during the period mentioned.
The above figure is considered to be understated by an
appreciable, but unknown, degree for two principal reasons.
First, it must be remembered that only the net weight of the
material was utilized. Secondly, the above does not take
into account any other double handling such as receiving
material for stock at one location which should have been
consigned to another, or the transshipment of material to
the Long Beach Annex for delivery to its local customers.
C. VOLUME OF BUSINESS EXTRAPOLATION
As previously mentioned, the analysis presented in the
last section is only adequate for judging the relative and
not the actual volume of local delivery material movement
and its associated work load because of the constrained
data base. In an effort to provide more meaningful infor-
mation, an attempt was made to annualize the data. The
b 268,201 x 85.51 = 229,000
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techniques employed in this effort encompassed curve fitting,
linear and curvlinear regression analysis, and extrapolation.
In order to accomplish the above, it was first necessary
to compile, by customer grouping, weekly totals of requisi-
tion submissions, material issues, and the weight and cube
of material movements so that sufficient data points would
be available to construct reasonable comparative plots.
Although weekly statistics were accumulated on both the
zones and sub- zones, extrapolation was only performed on
the complete zones because of ADP and time constraints.
Figure 20 is an example of the weekly requisition data gen-
erated for each of the zones. Information on the volume of
material issues and weight and cube of material movements
for each zone was assembled in the same format. Appendix F
contains the complete data on each category by zone and
sub- zone
.
With respect to the actual analysis it was necessary to
use variables which represented cumulative (running) totals
of the item being measured because linear, exponential,
power, and logrithmic regression failed to reveal any
significant correlation between the individual weekly totals.
This rejection of individual quantity correlation encompassed
consideration of all plausible pairings between weeks (time),
requisition submittals, material issues, and weight and cube
of material movements. Basically stated, when viewed on a





WEEK ENDING REQUISITION STATUS INDICATED
JULI4N CATE NQN LOCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQUISITIONS
7 3777. 4932. 493. 417. 96 24.
14 4097. 7340. 1280. 441. 13158.
21 3761. 6463. 775. 543. 11542.
28 3972. 5322. 914. 494. 10702.
35 3967. 5784. 948. 766. 11465.
42 3813. 6220. 1277. 3<+2. 11652.
49 3565. 5655. 933. 479. 1)652.
56 4277. 6663. 484. 539. 11963.
63 3715. 4209. 629. 330. 3833.
70 4036. 6863. 865. 349. 12113.
77 4493. 6212. 605. 602. 11917.
S4 2751. 4572. 1394. 528. 9245.
91 2721. 4152. 1089. 958. 3920.
93 h745. 6838. 1361. 609. 13603.
105 4176. 5840. 736. 510. 11262.
112 4135. 6877. 1231. 387. 12630.
119 5024. 7390. 1146. 574. 14134.
126 2831. 3S86. 1188. 299. 8304.
133 3639. 5565. 834. tl3. 10501.
140 3373. 5438. 954. 533. 10903.
147 5220. 6274. 767. 250. 12511.
154 23C9. 3541. 851. 243. 7<t49.
161 6239. 7289. 797. 351. 14776.
163 5429. 6090. 960. 353. 12837.
175 3372. 4393. 973. 291. 9029.
132 2803. 4849. 812. 436. 3905.
139 3667. 7323. 274. 388. 11652.
196 3451. 5996. 232. 2 44. 9923.
2 03 3dtO. 6234. 253. 244. 10591.
210 4065. 9G"00. 561. 253. 13379.
2 17 4968. 7862. 223. 263. 13321.
224 3255. 6080. 389. 332. 10056.
231 4425. 7325. 495. 233. . 12473.
238 6057. 3947. 460. 403. 15367.
245 2999. 4348. 211. 137. 7695.
252 5698. 9247. 462. 334. 15791.
259 3825. 6415. 523. 354. 11117.
266 8053. 10946. 477. 383. 19359.
273 3S61. 6114. 397. 511. 10883.
274 3G4. 1064. 136. 108. 2112.
TOTAL 162313. 245858. 29399. 16334. 453904.
WEEKLY >EA^S FCR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
NOT 3A BA9 8A- BLK OTHER BA TOTAL
4161 .37 6304.05 753.82 418.82 11638. 56
Figure 20: EXAMPLE OF WEEKLY REQUISITION DATA
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behavior. In fact, the highest correlation coefficient
achieved between any two of these variables was 0.23; with
most correlation coefficients residing in the 0.05 to 0.10
range. An example of this behavior is shown in Figure 21.
The primary causal factors for this pattern are presumed to
be the extreme variability present in material availability,
processing times, and individual line item weight and shape.
It is realized that by using the cumulative total meth-
od, regression analysis could no longer be performed since
the assumption of dependent variable independence (a large
Yl does not necessitate a large Y2) has been violated.
Therefore, the methodology actually utilized was curve
fitting (determining the best equation to describe the
variable's plot) by the "least squares method" and
extrapolation.
The actual variables so plotted included requisition
submittals versus time (weeks) , material issues versus req-
uisition submittals, and weight and cube versus material
issues. (In each pair, the second variable was the inde-
pendent variable.) Although exponential, power, and log-
arithmic equations were also computed for the variable plots,
the least squares methods revealed that linear equations
provided the best fit. The coefficients of determination
were computed and, with linear equations, the lowest co-
efficient achieved was 0.935, with most coefficients being





















Figure 22 which is a representative example of the plots
obtained. Appendix G contains the graphs for each individual
plot and Appendix H the equations actually used in the
extrapolation analysis.
Before displaying the results of this analysis it must
be stressed that the figures it presents must be viewed
with caution. The reasons for this include the inability
to detect possible seasonal variations because of the loss
of one full quarter's (first quarter FY 1980) worth of data,
and the general dangers inherent in extrapolation. A test
to estimate the accuracy, or inaccuracy, of the equations
was made by using the equations to compute requisition sub-
mittals, material issues, and weight and cube figures for
the same time frames and/or document base (independent
variables) derived in the nine-months analysis. The results
are displayed in Table 27, and as can be seen, the greatest
error encountered for this limited validity test was less
than five percent. While this in and of itself does not
necessarily establish that the twelve-months extrapolations
presented below will have similar accuracy, it does lend
credibility to the procedure.
Table 28, Table 29, and Table 30 display the results of
the extrapolation of requisition submittals, material
issues, and local delivery weights and cubes to a twelve-
months time frame respectively. It is considered that the
tables generally speak for themselves, so further discussion









































































9 MONTH EXTRAPOLATION QTYS VS 9 MONTH ANALYSIS QTYS
EXTRAPOLATION 9 MONTH %'
CATEGORY RESULTS ANALYSIS DIE? ERROR
Reqn Submittals 1,209,036 1,229,483 -20,447 -1.66
Matl Issues 672,909 700,436 -2,117 -0.31
Wt of Movements 64,303,147 62,623,704 +2, 179,443 +3.48
Cu of Movements 2,504,820 2,425,816 +79,004 +3.26
TABLE 23
LOCAL CUSTOM ER REQUISITION EXTRAPOLATION
ZONE
NUMBER OF RSQNS












LOCAL CUSTOMER MATERIAL ISSUES EXTRAPOLATION
ZONE
NUMBER OF MATL










LOCAL CUSTOMER WEIGHT AND CUBE EXTRAPOLATION
WEIGHT OF MATL CUBE OF MATL




















One comparison does deserve to be made, however, and
that is the total number of measurement tons of local deliv-
ery material movement indicated by the cube extrapolation
versus NSCSD's pallet count, which theoretically equates to
measurement tons. The 4,667,219 cubic feet of material
moved portrayed in Table 30 equates to 116,680 measurement
tons. This is only 25.8 percent of the 452,062 "measure-
ment tons" which NSCSD purports to have delivered to its
local customers. The question of which one of the two
figures is more accurate can not be answered. As previously
stated, only net weight and net cube figures for GSK and
dry provisions were available for use in this study. There-
fore, the extrapolated measurement ton figure is understated
to the degree that packing, packaging, and repacking mate-
rials and FFV and frozen provisions movements could not be
accounted for.
While the above appears to argue that NSCSD's pallet
count is more accurate, there is no substantiation for such
a supposition. The primary problems with the work unit
measurement were delineated in Section A and will not be
reiterated here. If any conclusion can be drawn, it is that
the actual number of measurement tons delivered to local
customers lies somewhere between these two extremes.
In summary, several conclusions can be drawn from the
preceding local delivery work load analysis. The first is
that the vast majority of requisition submittals to, and
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material issues made by, NSCSD were to the industrial ac-
tivities, logistical support organizations, and operating
units located at the primary fleet concentration points,
most notably the 32nd Street Naval Station, Long Beach, and
NASNI . Similarly, the majority of material movement weight
and cube during the last nine months of fiscal year 1980
was to these same units. However, it is also apparent that
activities which maintain or perform large scale personnel
support functions did have a pronounced influence on the
actual mass (weight and cube) of material movements.
The significance of this is that the two represent dif-
ferent types of material movement from a planning perspec-
tive. In the first instance, it appears that the Supply
Center is providing a wide range of sporadically demanded
material with different physical characteristics to a large
number of co-located customers. As such, if it is desired
to minimize the transportation hold times, only the initial
delivery runs of each day, which transport material issued
the preceding day, can be planned with any degree of cer-
tainty with regard to efficient equipment utilization.
Conversely, in the second situation it appears that it
is supplying a considerably smaller range of more consis-
tently demanded material of greater physical uniformity to
a relatively small number of customers. As such, these
material movements should be more conducive to pre-planning
and achievement of efficient equipment utilization.
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While the above is presented on a supposition basis, it
is generally supported by the results of the supply demand
pattern study conducted by Robertson. [Ref. 5] The reader
is referred to that publication for a more indepth analysis
of types of material requested by specific customers.
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION
A. SUMMARY
The actual merger of the Naval Air Station, North Island
and the Naval Supply Center, San Diego wholesale supply
support functions took place 1 October 1980. To date it has
been generally accepted that this consolidation has been
effective. It is anticipated that one outcome of this con-
solidation, in conjunction with the NISTARS project, will
be a more effective and efficient local delivery system to
not only NASNI activities, but to all other local customers
as well.
In order to determine the true degree of improvement in
supply support, namely local delivery service, a baseline
of pre-consolidation data is necessary. This thesis has
established such a baseline data set. The set includes:
1. the operating doctrine of the NSCSD local delivery
organization;
2. the location of material and the layout of physical
facil it ies
;
3. personnel and equipment resources dedicated to the
local delivery function;
4. requisition processing and material flow;




6. requisition volume by customer and delivery zone
and sub- zone;
7. material issue volume by customer and delivery zone
and sub -zone;
8. the magnitude of deliveries to local customers,
zones, and sub-zones by weight and cube; and
9. an ABC analysis of material issues by requisition
weight and cube.
In addition, several key problem areas were identified
and discussed. These included:
1. the problem regarding the double handling of material
destined for local delivery due to the dispersion of
physical facilities;
2. the inability to break down, by customer, the weight
and cube data of local deliveries of FFV and frozen/
chill subsistence due to the summary nature of the
data
;
3. the problems arising from the lack of a specific
vehicle scheduling plan;
4. the inconsistency induced in accounting for material
movements by the use of pallet counts as a work
measurement unit; and
5. the data collection procedures utilized by NSCSD not
being sufficiently finite to provide the management




Although the research methodology employed was not con-
ducive to making specific recommendations, certain general
opinions were formed. Among these were:
1. the pre-SER database used by NSCSD was basically in
summary form and did not lend itself to the determi-
nation of operational efficiency, let alone resource
optimization. More detailed statistics are needed
with respect to the volume of individual material
movements. Such information could be: full segre-
gation of intra-facility movements instead of local
delivery movements; equipment utilization rates per
run and in aggregation; delineation of time allocated
to fulfilling the various functions required in ma-
terial movement; and actual weight and cube data by
customer.
2. the current dispersion of physical facilities, in
combination with the lack of an adequate database,
has hindered the formation of a truly integrated
physical distribution system. As depicted through-
out this thesis, constraints imposed by facilities
problems has in fact resulted in NSCSD's having to
utilize numerous local delivery arrangements. More
specifically, the Broadway Compound, the National
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City Annex, and the Long Beach Annex local delivery
operations are viewed as concurrent, instead of
fully coordinated, systems. Although there is some
degree of central control, there is presently an
insufficient database to allow a more coordinated
system. To fully coordinate the local delivery
operation at each location requires the implementa-
tion of a "systems approach."
3. the current work measurement unit is not appropriate
for management purposes. Although measurements by
pallet count are easy to maintain, they are not con-
ducive to formulating meaningful statistics. If
possible, some other form of work measurement unit
should be adopted, preferably either weight or cube,
but at a minimum, measurement ton. Shifting to one
of these standards would provide a more consistent
and accurate measurement of material movement be-
cause it alleviates the under- or over-loading pro-
blems inherent in the pallet count system.
4. in his review of vehicle routing algorithms, Clausen
[Ref. 4: p. 97] specified five prerequisites for
the installation of an automated vehicle routing/
scheduling algorithm. As has been shown in the
preceding chapters, NSCSD's customer base, route
structure, time standards, random demand patterns,
and desire for efficiency are ideally suited for the
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implementation of such a program. As discussed by
Gibfried [Ref. 6: pp. 28-30], a vehicle scheduling
program was previously installed at NSCSD, and
evidently performed effectively in terms of vehicle
routing/scheduling. Its discontinuance was caused
by data collection problems and not by any deficiency
of the program itself. Therefore, it is recommended
that some type of vehicle scheduling/routing algo-
rithm be reinstituted. However, any such algorithm
must be tailored to the specific requirements of
the local delivery situation.
5. while a pre-SER cost analysis could only address
direct local delivery costs due to the problems
discussed in Chapter I, it is strongly recommended
that a comprehensive cost analysis be conducted of
the NSCSD local delivery system. To conduct a
thorough post-SER cost analysis there are several
items of information and data which must be avail-
able. These are:
a. complete and accurate local delivery cost data
broken down to the lowest cost element possible.
b. a work measurement unit which is more realistic
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LOCAL CUSTOMER LIST BY REQUISITION SUBMISSIONS
032*4 NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER SAN DIEGC
60258 LCNG BEACH ,\AvAL SMFYMC
65666 NAVAL AIR REwCRK FACILITY
0O2<6 NAVAL AIR STATICN NCRTh ISLANC
03 3< 1 USS RANGER CV ol
65S18 SHORE INTERMEClAlc ^AI^TE^A^CE ACTIVITY
60259 NAVAL A IP STATICN flFAMAR
044*5 LSS SAML5L GC.*PEFS AC 37
04 til LSS SPERRY AS 12
201:2 USS JIXCN AS 37
088 10 LSS JASCN AR 6
033(4 USS CCNSTELLATICN CV 64
04620 USS PRAIRIE AC 15
2055C USS TARAWA LHA 1
088C6 USS -UAX AR 6
0334 3 LSS KI T1Y mAWK C\i 43
63367 NAVY PUHLIC -»CR*S CENTER
53968 FLT AVIATICN LCGISUCS SUPPT CENTER
527C6 LSS STERETT CG •
1
20(33 USS BELLEAU wCCC LHA 3
•65584 NAVELEa uETAChf-EM SAN JIEGC
0466C USS BUCHANAN CCG 14
66001 NAVAL OCEAN S Y S I Ef S CENTER
68C«4 NAVAL REGICNAL ffcCICAL CENTER CAMP PENCELTON
63C56 NAVAL REGICNAL KJICAL CENTER SAN DIEGO
046«2 USS BRCCKE FFG 1
6Ut5 FLEET CC.4BA1 IRAlMNG CENTEF PACIFIC
07163 LSS DENVER LPC c.
527C8 USS FCx CG j3
046 18 USS '31 XIE AC 14
07198 USS TR I.PCLI LPh 10
207*8 LSS PELELIU LFA 5
00247 US NAVAL TRAINING CENTER SAN DIEGO
20833 USS HARRY N HILL .[ 9£6
009<8 FLEET ANT I SOc.'AFlNE -A3FARE TRAINING CENTER
527C0 USS QAINtiRlCCf. UN 25
072C2 USS NE« ORLEANS IFH II
20024 USS SCHENEC1AC* LET 1185
62791 SUPERVISOR CF SM^BLCG CONVERSION ANO REPAIR
527C5 LSS HGRNE CG 3C
031:1 USS POINT OEF 1ANCE LSD 31
52693 USS ENGLANC CG 22
206 17 USS CLShiNG CC 9t 5
20599 USS JOHN YCLNC CC < 12
54055 uSS LANG FF 1C6C
20567 USS ELLIOTT CC c. 6 7
04693 USS RAMSEY F f C I
54065 USS OCWNES FF U7J
071 76 USS OGOEN LFj 5
53257 ASSAULT CRAFT oMT CNE
04675 USS TOWERS LOG 9
002*5 NAVAL STATICN SAN C I EGO
07177 USS UULLTH LPC 6
04678 USS RUBISCN CCG U
04679 USS HOEL CCC 13
21023 USS WACSwCRTh FFC 9
07164 USS JUNEAL LFC 10
66260 NAVY EXCH4NCE LCNG BEACH
03128 USS THCfASTCN LEG 23
J46E1 USS BERKELEY CLC 15
20616 USS LEFTwlCF CC 9S4
68311 NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY LOS ANGELES LCNG BEACH
62021 COMMANDING CFFiLE* AfPHIBIOLS 2ASE CORONA 00
54026 LSS JRACLcY FF 1C41
0581A SERVICE SCHLCL CCMMAND SAN CIEGC
61690 FLEET TRAINING CENTER SAN CIEGC
07251 USS OKINAWA LPH I
05645 USS DURFAf LKA 114
20015 uSS FORT F I Si- ER ISC 40
056*7 USS ST L0L1S LKA 116
661C5 NAVY RESALE A1\C ScRVlCES SUPPORT CENTER
04641 LSS MULL CO 945
04613 USS HENRY B WILECN DOG 7
54049 USS jRAY FF IC54
54071 LSS FANNING FF 1C76
52712 USS TRU)»TUN CGN 25
54050 USS Hg^euSN FF 1055
63406 NAVY SUBMARINE iLFFGRT FACILITY
20566 USS HE* ITT lC 946
52667 USS LEAhY CG It






















































































07162 USS DU8LCLE LPD S 3196
527(7 USS rflLLI-M L STANDL^Y CG 22 3016
20221 USS BflREGuR CCUMY LST Ll<5 5 2S93
205<8 LSS OLCENDJRF LC S72 2962
20576 USS KINKAtQ CC c.t 5 2923
038*3 USS SGUTHERLANC ££ 743 286b
07S67 USS SNHANCt M SC < 37 2857
571C0 SPECIAL *ARF*RE C-CUP 1 2814
S51C4 AMPHidlCUS CCNSTPLCTICN BATTALICN I 2808
526«8 USS HALSEY CG 21 2791
527C4 USS JCUETT CG 2S . 2758
20838 USS FIFE CD SSI 2754
20025 USS CAYLGA LST 1U6 2749
05260 USS SAN CNCFfiE *RC 20 2679
01S26 USS POINT LCM AC CS 2 2590
63015 NAVAL ECUCATICN ANC TRAINING SUPPORT CENTER PACIFIC 25*0
20021 USS FRES.JC LSI Ild2 2462
20026 USS TUSCALUCSA Li I 1187 2435
20020 USS RACINE LST 11U 2413
600*2 NAVAL AIR F^CllllY EL CENTRC 2240
20515 USS PAUL F FOSTER CO S64 2324
08150 USS PLEiIGE ."SC <S2 2204
20022 USS PEORIA LST 118J 2231
05725 USS DRU* SSN 671 2188
66022 NAVAL REGIONAL CENTAL CLINIC SAN DIEGO 2176
047(9 LSS FLCRIKAN fi Sf S 2174
55522 SU3MARINE CEVELCf^ENT GROUP CNE 2163
04614 USS LYNCE MC CCRMCX CCG 8 214*
54061 USS MARVIN SMELCS FF 1066 2131
01711 USS NORTON SCUNL AVM 1 2121
20827 USS UGERSCLL LL SSO 2115
206C2 USS MERRILL CC 57
6
2110
971C0 RCA SAN CIEGC ENGINEERING 2070
07111 USS VANCOUVER LFD 2 2062
04962 USNS TALUGA T AC 62 1994
04667 USS TURNER JC Y CC S51 1978
52H2 USS JOHN PALL JCNES ODG 22 1968
20224 USS dRISTCL CCLMV LST 1193 1965
526<2 USS GRICLSY CG 21 1939
07iei USS CLEVELAND LFD 7 1897
21024 USS JUNCAN tt C 10 1881
31954 NAVAL SLdPARlNE TRAINING FACILITY 1856
046<4 USS SChCFIELD FFG 2 1845
70240 US NAVAL CCiv PUN K A T ICN STAT ICN 1833
540-5 USS 8RCNSTEIN FF 1037 1811
20054 USS COCK FF 1C82 1773
05846 USS M08ILE LKA 115 1752
540*6 USS OCALLAHAN FF 1051 1752
20eS2 OSRV 2- AVALLN 1728
177*1 YR 85 1710
20023 USS FRECERICK LST 1164 1705
05143 USS GURNARC SSN 662 1687
20C66 USS 8AR3EY FF lCcd 1675
53212 flEACHMASTER UNIT 1 1597
072C3 USS ANCFCRACE LSD 26 1480
02 123 USS ALAPG LSD 22 1417
20829 USS FLETCFER CC C.S2 1407
036 fc 5 USS MENCEPSCN CC ?b5 NRF 1402
20028 USS SAN bERNAFJINC LSI 1189 1399
07113 USS TAiUL^A ATF 113 1399
54060 USS STEIN FF 1C65 1396
68CS0 *AVAL KEGIUNAL MEDICAL CENTER LCNG 8EACH 1394
03651 USS LCNC £ = ACF CCN 9 1389
07S57 USS CONSTANT PSC *27 " 1360
638<6- NAVAL SECURITY G?CLP CET NAVCCMMSTA SAN OIEGO 1351
20014 USS MOUNT VERNCN LSC 39 1214
54C64 USS 6AGLEY FF H6S 1304
20143 USS PIGEON ASR il 1279
65610 SUPSHIP LCNG cE^Ch 1276
05057 USS PERMT iSN * «. <* 1231
65913 NAVAL SEA SUPPCM CENTER 1222
54058 USS REASCNER FF 1C63 1182
079S4 USS PLUCK MSC 46* * 1182
05147 oSS GUITJSRC SSN Cfi5 1167
629*7 NAVAL REGICNAL CENTAL CLINIC LCNG BEACH 1166
O5605 USS JCNEFISF SS t d2 1142
606(1 NAVY CCJ-MlSSAflY SfCFE REGICN SAN OIEGO 1137
091S1 FLEET AVIATION SPECIALIZED TRAINING GROUP 1135
05112 USS HACGC SSN 6G4 1129
05059 LSS dARd SSN 5St " . 1076
04629 USS R°LTELS AS li • 1068
54053 USS HETEHKQRC FF 1058 1063
141

206CI USS GBRIEN LC S 1 5 1063
03EJ4 USS MCKEAN CO 7E4 1023
540*5 USS ALBERT CAVIL FF 1050 910
05567 USS GUUCECN SSAC 567 855
05 1 ! 3 LSS PINTAQG SSN 672 843
68 5 53 PERSONNEL SUPPORT ACTIVITY 845
05121 USS FLASHER SSN 6i3 e44
071C5 LSS MGCTCdl ATr 105 780
621C6 NAVAL RESERVE CEMER 779
63152 FLEET CCMUAT CIRECTICN SYSTEMS SUPPORT ACTIVITY 742
05127 USS HAOCCCK SSN 62 1 686
39353 CO INTEGRATEC CC."tAT SYSTEMS TEST FACILITY 685
05120 USS GUAROFISh SSN 612 660
002!A FLEET CCMBA1 SYSTEMS TRAINING CENTER 641
52 1*=6 USS DECATUR CCG II 624
96771 SUPERIOR ENGINEERING CG LCS ANGELES 592
056C4 USS BLUEriACK SS 5 d 1 581
09528 FLEET AREA CCNTFCL AND SURVEILLANCE 575
20«65 USS GEORGE PHILIP FFG 12 553
425C0 UNMANNEC VEHICLE CETACH<ENT 547
6e5'.2 PERSONNEL SUPPORT ACTIVITY NTC SAN CIEGO 536
20628 MYSTIC CSRV 1 532
6e524 NAVY TACTICAL INTEROPERABILITY 528
68625 PERSONNEL SUhPCRI ACTIVITY 513
63013 NUCLEAR nEA^CNS TRAINING GRCLP 512
60S57 FLEET ACCOUNTING ANC CISBURSING CENTER PACIFIC 511
55721 FLEET COMPOSITE CFERATICNAL REAC I NESSGRCUP 1 508
57094 PACIFIC FLEET ALC1C VISUAL CC^PAND 496
63C18 COMMANDING CF F ICES Af-PHBIClS SCHOOL 488
53813 HELICOPTER COU1 SUPPORT SCO HC 9 482
046<5l USS iAUCELL CCG 24 465
39C27 SURFACE WARFARE CFFICERS SCFCCL 460
03135 USS MCNTICELLC LSC 25 443
09120 FIGHTER SCuACRCN vF 202 430
67211 LANDING FCRCE TRAINING COf^ANC PACIFIC 425
20829 TURTLE CSV 3 421
092*6 NAVAL AIR RESERVE IMT 289
607CI NAVAL WEAPONS S1ATICN SEAL eEACH 365
033*3 USS CORAL SEA CV 42 356
20919 SEA CLIFF \^i^ 4 346
091C8 FIGHTER SCUACRCN VF 201 339
42029 NAVAL UNDERSEA ^AkFARE ENGINEERING STATION CET 234
05012 USS JOLPHIN AGSS 555 205
57025 CCMMANCER NAV/L AIR FORCE PAC FLT 299
66E<4 NAVAL ORUG REFA fc I L I T AT I C N CENTER 294
002<2 NAVAL BASE SAN CIEGC 288
39354 NAVAL SCHOOL CF CENTAL ASSISTING ANO TECHNOLOGY 284
33022 USPHS OLTPATIENT CLINIC 277
52S«5 FLEET COMPOSITE SCC VC13 247
095:0 FLEET AVIATION SPECIAL CP TRAINING OET WARNER SPRINGS 246
55446 SPECIAL BCA1 SCLAOPCN 1 236
552C4 MOBILE TECHNICAL UNIT 5 235
04EEA NAVY MANPOWER ANC MATERIAL ANALYSIS CENTER 213
53S10 FLEET LCoISTlCS SUPPORT SCO VR 57 *10
144CI CGC GLACIER WAGE 4 209
09074 CARRIER AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING SCO VAw 38 207
092^9 hELICCPTEP AM ISLdNAR IN6 SCC LT HSL 10 198
96460 TRIPLE A SCLTH 198
57C62 FLEET TRAINING GPCLF SAN CIEGC 194
33115 SUBMARINE GRCLP 5 180
09822 HELICOPTER CCM6A1 SUFFCRT SCC HC 3 171
09211 HELICOPTER CLMBAT SUPPORT SCC HC1 169
53824 CCMMANOEk NAVAL SURFACE FORCES PACIFIC 163
63027 NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHY CCMHANO FACILITY 163
09126 HELICOPTER AMISLe SCC LT hSL 21 152
05058 USS PLUNGER S SN 595 15009SU ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE WING PACIFIC 147
68221 NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND CEVELCPMENT CENTER 144
21C62 CAPE CUC AD <. 3 134
42256 NAVAL AVIATION LCJISTICS CENTER 132
07110 USS wUAFiw ATF i 10 127
965S2 LOCKHEEC MISSILE ANO SPACE CCfPANY 126
38176 PRECISION «ELCING L STRESS - 125
092*8 AIR ANTISUBMARINE SCO VS 41 118
682fO NAVAL RESEkvE KEACINESS CCMMANC 116
20S76 LEWIS d PULLER FFG 23 111
53920 HELICOPTER CCMEA1 SCC HC 11 110
38161 ATKINSON MARINE CORP 106
68C«6 NAVY REGICNAL CA1A AOTC^ATICN CENTER 104
09C;5 FIGH T ER SCUACRCN VF 124 10 1
S68-3 ARCWtL CCRruRATiCN 97
54048 USS ROAR* HF 105 2 96
142

38 If 5 RAM ENTERPRISE 93
20972 JCHN A MCCRE FFC 19 89
85460 NAVAL RESERVE MC8ILE INSHCRE 87
28360 FIRST CENTAL EA11ALICN 87
S6£<4 SOUTHWEST MARUE INC 82
57C22 CQMMANOER TRAINING CCMHAND PACIFIC FLEET 82
21047 USS ACALIA AC 42 78
38162 MARINE PNEUMATICS 75
38173 INGERSCIL-RANC 74
97111 MEDICAL SLFFLY OFFICER 72
38l<8 ALOI CGRPCRATILN 71
iiOCl HEADQUARTERS EATTALICN 70
05111 USS POLLACK SSN 6U3 68
55 2*7 SUBMARINE SCUACRLN 3 68
570<6 NAVAL fiEACri AJ-Mh MJ 1 CU S REFRESFER TRAINING GROUP 65
52912 NAVY FIGHTER VE^fLNS SChCCL 64
63116 NAVAL HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER . 60
09128 HELICOPTER AM I SCePARINE SCC LT HSL 33 59
09729 AIR ANTI SUePARINE SCO VS21 59
09391 LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHIC SCC VFP 43 59
20 SI 5 FAHRICN FFG 11 59
964<3 NATIONAL STEEL ANC SHIP3LCG CC 58
09372 HELlCOPTtR AN 1 1 SL if AR IN= S5C I-S2 57
09116 FLEET CCMFCSITE SCC VC3 56
52676 HELICOPTER AN T I SL :i.v AP I Nc SCC LTHSL 35 55
096(8 MARINE MPCRAFT GRCuP MAG 39 55
152C9 CGC WALNUT *L* l\Z 55
09844 SHIPS VT ACfT USS NEfc ORLEANS LPH 1 55
09458 CARRIER AIRtlCFNE E/fiLY EARNING SCO VAW 112 54
090<8 CARRIER AIPSCFNE EARLY EARNING TRAINING SCO RVAK 110 53
09243 AIR ANTISUBMARINE SCUACRCN VS 22 48
0061A NAVY P57RCLELC LMT 48
20967 PCQ SIDES FFG 1* 43
051*1 USS SANC LANCE SSN 660 46
20 3<6 USS CAvALLA SSN 6 64 4 5
200*3 USS WILLIAMS F E A T fc S SSN 680 45
09361 AIR ANTISueMflR INt SCC VS37 45
42<25 MILITARY SEAL 1 F 1 CCKKANQ 44
05115 USS CAGE SSN 6C7 44
96457 WHITAKER CORP 42
685C3 CQNSOLICATEC CIVILIAN PERSCNNEL 42
096(7 FLEET LCGISTICS SlFFC^T SCO VP30 39
099!1 HELICPQTER AN T I SLc<« AR I Nc SCC hS 8 37
09678 FIGHTER SCUACRLN VF154 36
680C3 HUMAN RESCUPCE MANAGEMENT CENTER 36
09425 FIGHTER AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING hING PACIFIC 34
09820 AIR TEST mC EVALUATION SCON vX 4 32
09876 SHIPS VT AIRCRAFT KITTY riAKK CV 63 30
MC1C0 GENERAL ACCOUNT 30
38168 AMEX SYSTEMS INC 30
661«0 SPECIAL SERVICES 29
38160 OAY CITY MAR 1NE 29
09277 FIGHTER SCU^CFCN VF 121 27
09815 TACTICAL A[R CCMFCL SC I VCT 1 26
00164 OEPUTY OMANCER CPTEVFCJR PACIFIC 26
282C1 HEADQUARTERS ANC SERVICE SN 26
38159 AMEX SYSTEMS INC 25
09627 FLEET CCMFCSITE SGuACRCN VC 7 25
09461 FIGHTER SCUAOFLN Vr 126 23
09462 CAKRIER AIRdCPNE EARLY EARNING SQD VAW 114 23
09264 ATTACK SCUACRCN VA 145 22
34CC0 PROPERTY CCMFCL CFFICER 21
38170 BAY ARE« CCNTRCLS INC 20
66064 QIC NAVAL AIR MAINT TRNS GRCUP CET MIRAMAR 19
947 71 NUR1EN SYSTEMS 17
664T2 NAVAL CCEANCGF-AFHY CCMM4ND 13
684C1 NAVY RECRLITlNb CiSTRICT SAN CIEGO 11
23C43 FEOERAL BLREAL INVESTIGATION 10
42980 NAVY BRCACCASTING SERVICE CETACHMENT 10
09415 FIGHTER SUoAOFCN \.f 51 10
21320 30 AMPHIBIAN TRACTCR 8ATTAL ICN 10
091*3 NAVAL AIR RESERVE CENTER CET SAN OIEGO 9
09S63 HELICOPTER V.ING RESERVE " 9
09465 CARRIER AlRdCRNE EARLY *ARNING SCO VAW 116 8
32255 CG MARINE SAFETY OFFICE 8
01770 USS PALL REVERE IPA 248 NRF 6
38167 AMETEK 5
66065 OIC JAVAL AIR MINT TRAINING GRCUP OET 5
33C71 VETERANS AOF IMSTKAT ICN HOSPITAL 5
964<2 HARBOR SOAT ANO 1ACHT CC 5
092S6 SHIPS VT AIRCRAFT 5
682*6 NATIONAL FArtACHcTE TEST RANGE EL CENTRO 4
143

28210 1ST SUPPLT EATTALICN 4
28 3 J
1
CCNSOLICATEC IS SL £ PCINT NC 1 4
OOS78 MARINE CJKPS 1 AC 1 SYSTEMS SLPT ACT 4
092C2 MARINE ATTACK KeLlCCPTER SUC l-MA 169 4
68276 NAVAL SIPPO CEMER CETACt-^ENT LCNG BEACH 4
28:21 M23321 1ST fAIMENANCE BATTAUCN 3
53260 MARINE <=AhRACKS 3
934C3 SHIPS CETAChfEM SUPPLY OFFICER 3
30627 SERVICE SChlCl JOfAND SAN CIEGC 3
0S8C0 SHIPS vT JIRCRAM 3
94SS5 N94995 CENEhAL OfVAUCS CCFF 2
210^8 USS ShENANCCAh tl 4 « 2
112:0 3R0 BATTALILN 7Th MARINES 2
09261 MARINE ATTACK hELlCCPTER SCC H^A 369 2
99S60 NCRTH ISLANC StPVW*RT 2
11160 THIRO dN FIFTh MRUES 1
2 1<. 10 FIRST TANK cATTALIC.N I
21626 3R0 ANGLICC
93973 MARINE CC-^PS PECFLITING STATICN
28 340 CCNSOLICATEC ISSLt PCINT NC 2
90869 CCNVA.IR
38177 ThE ^TANhICK CCf F
32112 BUREAU CF PP1SC.NS, METROPOLITAN
67271 LANDING FCRCE TA* 1MNG CMNO




















































































LOCAL CUSTOMER LIST BY SHIPPING DOCUMENTS
NAVAL SlPPLY CEMcR SAN OIEGC
LONG BcACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITYSHORE INTERMECUTt
USS RANGER CV 61
NAVAL A IK SIATILN N
NAVAL A IR STAT ILN f
LSS SAMLEL CC MP £F S
LSS SPEPRY AS 12
USS 3IXCN AS 27
NAVAL AH Rck«CRK FA
USS JASCN AS 6
LSS -MA IK IE AC 15
NAVY PUBLIC »CRKS C
USS AJAX AR 6
LSS idliy HAfeK CV 6
USS TARAWA LhA 1
USS CCNSTELLATICN C
NAVAL REGIONAL MfCI
USS STEFETT CG 2
1

























LSS 3ENVER LPC 9
LS NAVAL TRAINING C
NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS
USS OIxIE AC 14
FLEET CC.-HA1 TRAIM
USS PO INT i)Ef IANCE
ASSAULT GRAFT LMT
USS HURNE CG 20
USS SCI-ENECTACY LST
FIT AVI ATICN ICGIST
NAVAL STATICN SAN C








JCHN YCUNG LC ^
ELLIOTT UC <67
COMMENCING CFF ICES
USS GUSHING CC c.65
USS ronERS COG s
USS JUNEAU LPC 10
LSS HARRY '* hill CC
NAVAL SLPPCRT ACT IV
USS THCMASTCN LSC 2
OULLTh LPC 6









SUPERVI SIR CF SH lFc
USS oARBCLR CCLMY
FLEET ANT I Sutftf- IN
USS HEPdLRN FF 1C55
USS ilUAC-lS LFC 6
FLEET TRAINING CENT
NAVY Sue^ARINt ilFF
















CAL CENTER CAMP PENDELTCN





































ICG ClNVEFSICN ANC REPAIR
LST 1195
6 rfARMRE TRAINING CENTER
E« SAN C IEGC









































































































































































9 6 1 1 1
USS CAYLGA LS




















LSS FIFE CC 9
USS TURNER JG
USS NO PTC N SC
NAVAL AIR FAC
USS BRISTCL C



























































SC < 27 1742
/ ACCS 2 172 3
FH 2 1697
STA.NCLEY CG 32 1682
AY LC 971 165 I
A LSI 1167 1638
CC 972 1603
LFC 2 1585
PE GFCLP I ' 1578
L CENTAL CLINIC SAN DIEGO 1554
NSTFLCT ICN oATTALICN 1 1514
GN 25 1512
C 492 1480
1 11612 147 1
NC SERVICES SUPPCRT CENTER 1452
T Ud3 1443
E AFC 2C 1426
ASP 9 1432
91 1426
Y CC 951 1414
LNC AVM 1 1289
IL HY EL CENTRC 1288
CLMY LST 1193 1381




STEP CC 964 1246




D 97 6 1174
JCNES COG 22 1167
FF 1037 1121
l(6ti 1076






L fEClCAL CENTEP LCNG eEACH 963
G 1C 960
PY STCRE REGICN SAN OIEGO 960
LMCAT ICN STAT ICN 950
MSC *27 946
TF 105 929













F CCN 9 747




FCPT CENTER 66 1
VIC S-f 1053 656
L CENTAL CLINIC LCNG BEACH 653
RCINC LST 1139 648
CN A,NO TRAINING SLFFCRT CENTER PACIFIC 629
FCRT ACTIVITY 630
SN tbi. 623
Nc TRAINING FACILITY 626
SS t62 § 9 3
N 55.4 593
!96 568
Y GFCL? CET NAVCCMMSTA SAN DIEGO 559
NCeP UG CC LCS ANGELES 522
146

05112 USS HACCC SSN 604 524
051*7 USS GUITARRC SSN 665 501
04629 USS PRCTELS AS 19 495
05567 USS GUDGECN SSAC 5o7 443
20965 USS GEORGE FhlLIF FFG 12 426
6 €5 f 2 PERSONNEL SUPPORT ACTIVITY NTC SAN DIEGO 412
09191 FLEET AVIATICN SFECIALIZEC TRAINING GRGUP 405
206C1 USS JBRIEN LC 9 ". 5 393
621C6 NAVAL RESERVE CENTER 274
03864 USS .'1CKEAN CC <fc4 373
J5153 USS PINTACC SSN 672 344
056C4 USS 3LUEBACK SS 581 240
39253 CO INTEGRATED CCf-tAT SYSTEMS TEST FACILITY 334
39037 SURFACE «AKF:RE CFFICERS SCHCCL 327
55721 FLEET CCMFCSI1E CPERATICNAL R E AC INESSGPCUP 1 215
60957 FLEET ACCCUNT1NC ANC DISBURSING CENTER PACIFIC 304
05120 USS GUAROFISh SSN 612 286
425C0 UNHANNEC VEHICLE DETACHMENT 283
20e29 TURTLE CSV 3 282
05121 USS FLASHER SSN 613 278
63013 NUCLEAR wEAPCNS TRAINING GRCLF 278
09528 FLEET -i FEA CCMPCL AND SURVEILLANCE 271
63C18 COMHANOING CFflCEh A^PHIBlClS SCHCGL 239
62152 FLEET CCMBAT CIRfcCTICN SYSTEMS SUPPORT ACTIVITY 236
68524 NAVY TACTICAL I N T E
F
CPER AB I L IT Y 229
05127 USS HAOCCCK SSN t*l 213
39354 NAVAL SCHCCL CF CtNTAL ASSISTING ANO TECHNOLOGY 209
20919 SEA CLIFF CSV 4 195
668«4 NAVAL CRUG REHABILITATION CENTER 194
20828 MYSTIC CSRV 1 193
52 1*6 USS DECATLR CCG 21 190
33022 USPHS CLTFATIEM CL IMC 187
144C1 CGC GLACIER WAGE 4 176
09296 NAVAL AIR RESERVE LMT 167
96460 TRIPLE A SOUTH 166
68625 PERSONNEL SLFFCFT ACTIVITY 164
0025A FLEET CCM3AT 5 Y S TEN S TRAINING CENTER 159
6C7CI NAVAL tEAFCNS STMICN SEAL EEACH 147
57C25 COMMANCER NAVAL AlF FCRCE PAC FLT 145
53813 HELICOPTER CC >fc A 1 SUPPORT S'iO FC 9 143
67271 LANDING FCRCE TRAINING COMMAND PACIFIC 133
570<2 FLEET TRAINING GfCLF SAN CIEGC 131
09120 FIGHTER SwUACPCN wF 202 127
55446 SPECIAL bCAT SCLACFCN 1 122
96592 LOCKHEEC MISSILE ANC SPACE COMPANY 116
091C3 FIGHTER SCUAXF-LN vF 201 115
38176 PRECISICN "ELDING I STRESS HI
57C94 PACIFIC FLEET ALCIC VISUAL CCM"MAND 111
033*3 USS CORAL SEA CV <*2 i 109
552C4 MOBILE TECHNICAL LNIT 5 107
09074 CARRIER AlnaCPNc EARLY EARNING SQD VAw 88 104
09299 HELICOPTER AN T I SLbf AF I NE SCC LT HSL 10 101
53910 FLEET LOGISTICS SLFPCRT SCO VP 57 100
38161 ATKINSCN MfU£ CCFP 95
42256 NAVAL AVIATICN LCGISTIC3 CENTER 94
09822 HELICOPTER COEAT SUPPORT SCO HC 3 87
05C12 USS DOLPHIN AGSS 555 86
22115 SUBMARINE GFCIP 5 82
09126 HELICOPTER AnTISLB SCO LT HSL 21 81
68250 NAVAL RESERVE PEAC1NESS CCfPANC 79
05058 USS PLUNDER SSN I c. 5 72
002*2 NAVAL e/SE SAN L1EGC 72
96823 ARC^EL CORPCRATICN 68
38173 INGEkSCLL-RANC 66
04691 USS «A0CELL CCG 24 66
09211 HELICOPTER COtAT SLFFCFT SCO FC1 65
38155 RAM ENTERPRISE 65
38162 MARINE PNEUMATICS 65
381*8 ALDI CORPCRATICN 63
09961 ANTISUBMARINE *ARFARE WING PACIFIC 62
57C22 COMMANOER TRAINING CC"MANO FACIFIC FLEET 60
09298 AIR ANT ISUbMAF INS SCO VS 41 56
96€<4 SOUTHWEST MARINE INC • 56
529<5 FLEET cCMPCSITE SCC VC13 55
52920 HELICOPTER CCMdAl SCC *-C 11 54
68C«6 NAVY REGICNAL CATA iLTCMATlCN CENTER 54
0711O USS JUAPAw AlF iiC 52
HOC! HEADQUARTERS fcATTALlCN 47
63027 NAVAL QCEANCGPAFhl CC^MANO FACILITY 46
57C<6 NAVAL BEACn Aff-MblCUS REFRESHES TRAINING GROUP 46
153C9 CGC «ALNUT *L* I '. 2 45
28280 FIRST CENTAL EAUALICN 43
147

03135 USS MCMICELLC LSC 35
C9520 FLEET AVIATION SPECIAL CP TPilMNG CET WARNER SPRINGS
0466A NAVY MANPOWER ANt MATERIAL ANALYSIS CENTER
96463 NATIONAL STEEL ANC SMPBLCG CC
97111 MEDICAL SuPFL> CFFICFR
52876 HELICOPTER ANT I SL d f th INE SQC LTFSL 35
54048 LSS RGARK FF 1CS 2
05111 USS PGLLACK SSN tJl
85460 NAVAL RESERVE MCfiiLE INSHORE
68 22 1 NAVY PERSONNEL cESEAPCh ANC CEVELCPMENT CENTER
09C<5 FIGHTER SCUALPCN VF 124
52912 NAVY FIGnTER WEAPONS SChCCL
098C8 MARINE AIRCRAFT CPCLP MAG 39
09391 LIGHT PFCTCGRZPUC SCO ^FP 63
SC 4 57 WHITAKER CORP
66140 SPECIAL SERVICES
21C43 CAPE CCC AC A3
52824 CGMMANDER NAV/L SLRFACE FCPCES PACIFIC
55347 SUBMARINE SwLACRCN 2
210*7 USS ACACIA AC 4 2
09C48 CARRIER AIRriCPNE EARLY WARNING TRAINING SCO RVA* HO
68O03 HUMAN RESOURCE >A,\AGE M 6NT CENTER
09176 FLEET COMPOSITE SCC VC3
38168 AMEX SYSTEMS INC
63116 NAVAL FEALTF PSSE/RCF CENTER
096C7 FLEET LCGISTICS SLFPCRT SCC VP30
09138 HELICOPTER AM ISLE MAP INS SCC LT HSL 33
38159 AMEX SYSTEMS INC
09951 HELICPOTER AM 1 5UKAFINE SCC FS 8
209i5 FAriRlCN FFG 22
381(0 BAY CI TY MAP INE
38170 BAY AREA C-CNTPCLS INC
0061A NAVY PETROLEUM UI1
20972 JGHN A VUCRE FFC 19
09830 AIR TEST ANC EvALL^TICN SCDN VX 4
66064 OIC NAVAL AIR ,* A I N T T3NG GRCLF CET MIRAMAR
42029 NAVAL UNJERSEA >*PF/FS ENGINEERING STATICN CET
09263 AIR ANTISUBMARINE SCUADRCN V S 22
34CC0 PROPERTY CONTPCL OFFICER
098*4 SHIPS VT ACFT USS NEW ORLEANS LPH 1






092*2 HELICOPTER AN II SL if AP INS SCC
09676 SHIPS VT AIRCRAF1 KITTY HAwK
MCKO CENTRAL ACCOUNT
09827 FLEET COMPOSITE SCLACRCN
68401 NAVY RECRUITING CISTRICT
200*3 USS *ILLIAMS H EATES SSS
22255 CG MARINE SAFETY OFFICE
09481 FIGHTER SCUACPCN vF 126
09261 AIR ANT ISLJMAFINE SCO VS37
09815 TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SC 1 VCT 1
330H VETERANS ACM IM ST R A T ION HOSPITAL
G92e4 ATTACK SULACRCN VA 1*>5
96462 HARbOR EOAT ANC 1ACFT CO
09983 HELICOPTER hING RESERVE
66412 NAVAL OCEANCGPAFM CCMMANO
53260 MARINE cARRACKS
685C8 CCNSULICATtC CIVILIAN PERSONNEL
93403 SHIPS 06TACJ-MEN1 SLPPLY OFFICER
092C2 MARINE /TTACK FEllCCFTER SCC FMA 169
28210 1ST SUPFLY KATTALICN
09465 CARRIER AiRBCPNE tARLY WARNING SQO VAW 116
091*3 NAVAL AIR RESERVE CENTER CET SAN CIEGO
28167 AMETEK
00978 MARINE CCPPS TACT SYSTEMS SUPT ACT
C9458 CARRIER AlRBCPNc EARLY wAPNING SCC VAW 112
30627 SERVICE SCh( C L CC^ANQ SAN CIEGG
05115 CSS CACE SSN 6C"i
42980 NAVY BRCACCASTING SEPVICE DETACHMENT
098CQ SHIPS VT AIhCRAPT
051*1 USS SANC LANCE SSN 660
202*6 USS CAVALLA SSN 464
09462 CARRIER AlReCPNE tARLY EARNING SQO VAW ll*>94C«5 N9Vn5 CENERmL CYNAMCS CCRP
23063 FCJERAL dLREAL INVESTIGATION
28221 H28321 1ST MAINTENANCE 2ATTAL1CN









































































































































































CHLTE TEST RANGE EL CENTRQ
14
CENTER CETACFPENT LCNG BEACH
CCf F
FLN \f 51
(P INE SCC \.S21
FCN *F154
MAIM TRAINING CPCUP OET
ISSlfc FCINT NC I
TRACTCR BATTALICN
TTAl IC N7H MARINES







ii Si. 6 PC INT NC 2
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C1CAL CEMcr CA^f f£%C£LTJN
iLKt REuICN SA,N Ji6^C
LEM en





















































FdLOG CCNVEBSICN AI\C -EPAM




























1 144SS8 .C2U 106 79. SI
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2G01* USS .iJLNT VEftNC^LJC J
5%ill USS fA,',M,-, u re lC.t
0*667 0->S rUrt.NdK -(,( tC 951
203 '2 Jii nAHrtf M li L L 4. Jti -. t
C7177 uJ^ JJLolF LHJ 4
205 c.l OSS uAvtJ K K4t C* 971
5*J41 USS MARVIN inlcLCS FF
0*962 uifo TALuOm T ii. cZ
0531A SERVICE iLMcul cC^ANJ
527C* JSS J^ucTT <_j 2S
20546 vSj ntwlTT uJ ^66
21022 OjS «AdS*oKln Hu 9
C*630 Cii JUCl-ANA.\ ICC i*
03651 oSi l.u.4vj ocAwf- CGN 9
038*3 CSS iUl-fhtMANu Cw 7*3
l**Cl cut- vjLAcI c* «Jut •
600*2 <AVAL AiK 4-.4l.Ullt £L
206 C 2 JSj MERRILL -C S76
52653 CSS cWUu «G *2
058*6 JSS lUtJlCE L.\A 115
20637 uSi liiOcOLLL >.L 990
5*0 35 Ojj okoNjILIn ri- 1C37
206 16 USS LcfT^lut- C 1C
C7U1 CSS wLeViLANJ Lkl 7
0*7C9 USi M.uk|HA,i Aif >
072C3 JbS *.4C4-ukAi,c LiC j6
660*2 »AVAC «fc..Ii.NAL wtNWL
20823 JSi Flft Cu -,91
20575 uSS fAoL r *-o3 f £|J LC 9
526 c.2 oSS «k1ll£¥ wU <1
5*053 USS ,itY cKKOrtw re iC53
521S2 OSS jCmn t-Mtc -cCec CG
206CI uSS JUnlt.. uJ S75
52/(7 CSS «iLLlAH L ST^CLEV
66260 NAvr fc Ai.nA.4uc UMj BE<«
655S* .4AVfc'LtA utlAxhCtM SAN
571C0 »Ptt-lAL -.Aki-Acc CkCCP
03di5 USS ritNt-cNSL , uu it5
03133 USS ACAfu LJJ JJ
5*0*6 USS j^hLLAHJ. Ff IC51
05057 JSi •CnllT _>SN 59*
056C5 CSS dL.'.tHjl- SS 5 o2
5*06C cSa iTel.4 Ft- 1C65
210}* jSi uJ.SC.aN fFC 10
2C05* CSS I.CU *-F iCo^
2w06o OSS uAirJct Fh ICec
5*06* uSi oAuCcY FF lwo»
117<1 Y« 35
0*o 1* USS LYNJE MC CCKf* it-K. Ci
20945 (JSS GEcRGE Fh U If t FG
5*0*5 U6S -CiicKl CAW- rF 10
051 12 CSS H4L-J Sin 60*
056C* USi acucoAun ii 5tl
5*053 JSS KtAiLNt-rf FF 1012
OTiS* USS fLULN MS0 iti
0U150 USS i'LcJjE MjC *ii
07957 JiS CONSTANT ^SC -.^7
200i3 Oia jA.» jtK.^AMC^C 1ST
07113 dSS ^A^£CMA - IF 113
201*3 CSS Oleics ASS a
210<7 USj ACAJ1A AJ ii
07S67 uSS tr.t-A.\u£ ISC '37
65d ?Q SUf'Srlli' CCNvi ctACh
Z06l<i USS FLETLHt.% DJ <ii2
555i2 Sua>lArtlNc jucLifctM
057i5 USS JMi" SS.\ £77
0*6S* USS SCFCrlELLi »-FG 3
053£0 CSS SA.S CMjFk£ JhC 30
051il CSS FCAincK j iN ill
05127 USo MAuCoCK, SjN til
208S2 CS<<V Z AVALL.i
53itd FCT AV1AT1C.S CCClSTICS
071C5 CSS ^uClcdl ATF 1C5
05O5-* USS oAKt! SS.* 5S6
522 12 ucAC.ifAST£« CM T 1
6le»t5 FCc=T CC.M.bA T IRAIMNC-
521 c-6 USS uECATum u Cu 21
C53i7 FCfcET (_ClFU5iI£ i.C^CK
630 18 COM.-IA.Mi, 1.4 u CFFli.cn AfH
659 13 NAVAC S£* SuHFCfT CtNT
0505c Uii ^(..wcii jiN 5S5
055o7 uSS jJk^cu^ iSAC 5o
7
Q51*7 CSS SclTAhriC SSI* cc5
2C9 lS__i£A_CC IFh J_jV *
OSliU JiS a C\lAN" ll TZ~2,


























tic 1 • *tco
tldii. £6 <. IS* .« 7<lDbZ^Z .05 c* c. I .12*/
£2 719. <2 act . 2 C C '»
6200 7. li c I 5t .C 7cs
61 77^ .6d 2Cii . ; fc -. 1
61G-.2. i* 2121 .!*;(*
60<3j2.CO U l c- . < c it
591*6.25 *D iO .25*1
50*^0. £<j lo<c .<<:<./
5al7* ,C6 1 7': 2 . t: 12
5/1C5. 20 26 i I • .* C l g
55/^J .5z Isst .'itta
55591.57 i6c 1 .621j
5* Ub. U 1**6 .C1CJ
5*731.2 1 lt<-.* . 'C 13
5*171. to lots . :ica
50d23. 12 <6s 2 J . '. 5 S C
50667. cO <:12 / • 52c3tobo.n 1 Jt J . t 7S6
*-»Jd 7 .el
.^i* . i^l
*d366 . 17 13 2 2 . cC59
*73*C.<3 It '. ; . <*C 7
161-.3. n l**„ .'ww/
*5 *<•*). *d l •» 2 i • «i*l
*52G J.*0 i*Si .C36C
*39-*0 .39 137S • f Jii
*31*6. iZ 13 »•> .7632
*21l*.59 12 <C . t S t e
*1* J9. *9 U /I .to;l
2e62o . t*. u 7 1 .151/
371**. 63 1<:C9 .C9 77
26351. S5 1-iC .iitC
35653.au 3ut M .*5 /w
2531 i.*5 i. 5 . 1 .'3;1
3526?. £5 < I i C .11:7
3*665. 78 10';3 . 21C*
2**1*. 1 7 i 1 /G . 1321
3*132. *9 1m 25 • CS**
29725.75 *s* .e 7*2
29Cc'J. 1
1
3 IS • CSC 7
276JJ .17 i t s .'5S3
27*/C. <* 5 J > . 1 Jd j
26*o / • <o c 5 <• . IiU
25923. *2 S 1 i .etW
251,1.3. lici . S S 7 b
2*633 .*9 lu - e . t 1 .
2hl^<t .Z\J ]-. t . COCfl
2**23.21 i ; * .745*
2**2*. «3 7S* . C 2 c 5
229o2. 12 oCi . * * 2*
22333.67 ac . 70 6 2
21t65.2o 72c • i'C £.121*W.5C 711 • Cj <w
2112*. 7* 623 .2910
208d7.£5 71o .2917
19913.63 i is ..111
196JJ.C6 627 .SCcU
U8J 7. Co 5 i C . Ct tj
16377.29 26 5 .S2tt
16156.61 7<S • CC~F
161*2.6 . 7** . I*c7
17952. S3 O 16 • 6Sc*
17133. *0 652 . 29 72
16733. S7 5 It . i 2 t 5
16713.72 7£5 .7321
15285.22 7S* .76*9
1*W1.3 2 2 cG .2222
1*065. 39 jSc .CC<.3
12928. *7 oC3 .cSi2
12752. t5 T t a .S^ea
11*3*. S3 Jt, • Ct*S
11253.53 3 29 .S3dl
10921. *5 6ce . 2 5 c c
1066.3.53 922 .59 13
106 51. t* 5C6 . 7c*2
S6J3.21 i 2 < • . i<;u
9503.73 ol* . 12S2
9*72. eO 1 J « 6 . 19*3
9*13.61 iSt .<5 20
37d2.01 iiO .17?*:
85o3.C7 * • J . 7 5 ( e62 13.63 2 £ -
2*t
. «... '•w
at. 2 * . 7 1 . 1293
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u Sl.fFi.kI CENf^ PACIFIC
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CL APfCH ACir.lIY M( SAN CieOC
LI IL.«L i,\ lEcCpLH-AaiL I I Y
ClUUL u<:l< AlTC^T ICC. LENf.R
RjC.Nfcl c::£4»Ch ANJ 3E V 1 1 1 r r ; ,>T .E<TE*
AT TAl* I-CLIlCPTLR S-o FMA 1j4
Nc j>.L^^l^ 3
Y LuN OCl LFF ICE r<
T ALrt uiS > E k» CftLEANS LPh *
KutUKA I 1L £





CMrLoI Tc Swt VLJ
I=S AnIISLjPAMNE SCC LlHSL 32-
» C6r 1 Nc
tK imVIL SLrtfACE FORCES PAwiFlC
y SaALirl ^.l.^''A^L;
fuKir.u »A(.Fiil<c r»lf»j FACIFIv
r ALL £<-LoAllC\ S,^N »A 4
trAc.-l^'c^T SlFPLY cffiler
i,^;i u .'w^ »*• 12 1
liUO .1*. r I r\i SCC Vij7
crv rKAlMAG CCP*ANJ PACIFIC FLEET
SYSTcMS
»UIU> UCIST ICj CENTER
A LwMpcI.5 i NL
FCTLLrAt'FtC SwC VFP £3
NPL..L-* A^C »AItKiAL A.NALYilj CEMc-i
!£« A,\Il<LJf AkINc S^C FS2
LIA/Ij I- t*ItS jSN tidO
lil ,-U. IN ItAAfvCE DAtrALlCN




TER AiN 11 ildf AH1NE SCC FS i
b* iCi< ' CLi> P
Ajc :AN LlcCC
lRCJRNfc t/RLY «A^MNC »IN.# PACIFIC
I AlRLRAFT
tALTF RtSEARCF CENTER
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WEEK ENDING REQUISITION STATUS INDICATED
JULIAN CATS MOM LOCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SUPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQUISITIONS
7 3777. 4932. 498. 417. 9624.
14 4097. 7340. 1230. 441. 13158.
21 3761. 6463. 775. 543. 11542.
28 3972. 5322. 914. 494. 10702.
35 3967. 5 7 84. 948. 766. 11465.
42 3813. 6220. 1277. 342. 11652.
49 35€5. 5655. 933. 479. 10652.
56 4277. 6663. 484. 539. 11963.
63 3715. 4209. 629. 330. 8883.
70 4026. 6663. 865. 349. 12113.
77 4498. 6212. 605. 602. 11917.
64 2751. 4572. 1394. 528. 9245.
91 2 7 21. 4152. 1089. 958. 3920.
98 4745. 6888. 1361. 609. 13603.
105 4176. 5840. 736. 510. 11262.
112 4 i 3 5 . 6877. 1231. 387. 12630.
119 5024. 7390. 1146. 574. 14134.
126 2321. 3936. 1188. 299. 3304.
133 3689. 5565. 834. tl3. 10501.
140 3878. 5438. 954. 583. 10903.
147 5220. 6274. 767. 250. 12511.
154 2309. 3541. 851. 248. 7449.
161 6239. 7289. 797. 351. 14776.
168 5429. 60^0. 960. 353. 12837.
175 3372. 4393. 973. 291. 9029.
182 23C3. 4649. 812. 436. 390 5.
189 3667. 7323. 274. 388. Hb52.
196 3451. 5996. 232. 2 44. 9923.
203 3d60. 6234. 253. 244. 10591.
210 4065. 9000. 561. 253. 13879.
217 4968. 7862. 228. 263. 13321.
224 3235. 6080. 389. 332. 10056.
231 4425. 7325. 495. 233. . 12473.
238 6057. 3947. 460. 403. 15867.
245 2999. 4348. 211. 137. 7 695.
252 5698. 9247. 462. 384-. 15791.
259 3825. 6415. 523. 354. 11117.
266 3053. 10946. 477. 383. 19859.
273 3861. 6114. 397. 511. 10883.
274 3C4. 1064. 136. 108. 2112.
TOTAL 162313. 245858. 29399. 16334. 453904.
WEEKLY ^EA^S FCR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
NOT BA 8A9 8A 8LK CTHER BA TOTAL





WEEK ENCING TYPE ISSUE INDICATED
JULIAN DATE LCCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 3724. 595. 219. 4548.
14 4424. 1255. 253. 5932.
21 6401. 746. 428. 7575.
28 6101. 953. 1306. 8360.
25 4210. 1027. 687. 5924.
42 5162. 653. 224. 6039.
49 5344. 1225. 267. 0836.
56 6044. 763. 750. 7557.
63 8206. 641. 651. 9498.
70 3575. 716. 331. *672.
77 6156. 458. 356. 6970.
84 7127. 346. 423. 8396.
91 4221. 1468. 396. 6085.
S3 4679. 1534. 235. 6698.
105 4927. 227. 1017. 6171.
112 6673. 518. 414. 7605.
119 7420. 2275. 565. 10260.
126 6422. 1117. 448. 7987.
123 5566. 1055. 412. 7033.
140 4376. 764. 352. 5492.
1*7 4424. 674. 281. 5379.
154 295C. 1128. 330. 4453.
161 4350. 643. 594. 5587.
168 7567. 1068. 439. 9074.
175 6700. 1032. 464. 3196.
182 5561. 715. 601. 6377.
189 6388. 449. 459. 7796.
196 7923. 240. 454. 8617.
203 6357. 227. 363. 6952.
210 7526. 364. 327. 3217.
217 7932. 407. 239. 3578.
224 4979. 347. 351. 5677.
231 5982. 517, 313. 6812.
238 7184. 299. 298. 7781.
245 7541. 418. 352. 8311 .
252 5250. 236. 150. 5636.
259 8033. 456. 271. 87&0.
266 7653. 520. 349. 3522.
273 11662. 534. 320. 12516.
274 1624. 37. 62. 1723.
TCTAL 229054. 29147. 16906. 285107.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
BA9 6A 8LK CTHER 3A TOTAL





WEEKLY MlEFIAl I S ! L E S
WEEK ENOING V.EIGM Et IYFE CF SF IFf-ENT
JULIAN QATE LOCAL UNSPECIFIED CHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT 3F If 1£M Sh IFy EN T SHIPMENT
7 1236421. d2 ".14-16,54 8356 .25 1315234.61
L4 2 3 9 6 6 7. 7 1 15t < 2,.92 2 1 7 C . 2 6 5 1346 7.90
21 5 5 79 6 3 . S 6 1281^ 1 .85 22 1C .64 688216.47
28 902233. 2C 159 7CC.22 6668.19 1069771.81
35 266454.. d3 1 * 2 1 k : . C n 5C54.63 4 13694.66
42 34-4141 .63 26 Ijoi .72 1 127.75 612649.10
49 225623.81 2 1 I C 4 U . t 5 1 1 C c . 4 7 492370.93
56 850961.12 1 1202c .57 4U 4.98 9 73684.67
n 922722.97 944 id .91 12680. 11 103)88 1 .99
7J 145392.64 1 i 2 4 4 c . 2 4 2261. C7 321720.05
77 2 7434o.es 36103.. .01 676C .62 6C2963.72
64 179759. 14 1C24CG.46 2360.88 235520.48
91 666051 .68 litilb.Cc 57 15.58 644485.22
<e 500162.05 16124^. CO 952.23 682464.28
1C5 1380dl9.95 6 9 1 „ . 2 C 1 H 5 5 . 1 5 1399375.30
112 411344.29 111529 .64 2£5 1 .90 525735.83
119 469770.44 1C4C62&. 79 3346.17 15 13742.40
126 65373?. 72 15596* .EC 4 9 C 6 . 9 8 81460C.51
123 251413.22 l4bC<: / .11 35 20.9 9 502966.23
140 77^4(32. ee 1 14 3 / . 1 6 1567.40 85248 7.46
147 417325. 13 (7 15d.l2 1 < 6 2 . 1 506466.27
154 655039. 71 115S/u.73 2022.42 773039.86ia 6 3 3870.62 t 4 v, < 4 . 9 7 6 < * 5 . C 2 904930.61
168 578324. U6 14<,5<-4 .61 24 (29.43 747496.30
175 {57923. 73 121212.70 23282.48 1002518.91
182 4472J5.75 11522 /.n 2 5 2 9 5.65 597829.11
189 576752 .76 65063 .42 2 512 .28 647349.46
196 4558-W. 76 5 \ t 3 . 6 6 2257.34 46+879.46
203 220467.79 5 9ii.£5 2C 112.69 247C93. 23
210 629607.86 17 J33 .24 6 2C6.41 65365 1.51
217 566777. 71 2 U6v,. 6C 16*94.87 62753 3.18
224 1738045.57 1256; .27 166 2 .46 1752272.40
231 69255 7.64 16642.43 16C2.13 710832.20
238 210817. 17 12 2C J . 7 7 41669.54 365712.48
245 764031.43 1277* .12 46229.67 84310C. 22
252 662284. 16 5iSa.C7 1C57.36 46383 9.59
2 59 534249.09 4(742d .35 106< *2. 16 1128329.60
266 23903J.29 16S61.66 4563C.39 352460.34
273 4609 7h.35 1 2 i * i . « : 222664.18 797380.46
214- 208376.28 15 2? .54 299.04 210312.66
TOTAL 2323536d. 95 5269i4j.34 303674.18 29328386.47
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNc" MCNTHS OF (Y 1980 ARE:
BA9 BA 8LK CTFEF tA TOTAL






X6EK ENDING GIBE dY 1 rPE CF SHI F ^ EM
JULIAN CATE LOCAL UNSf tCIF I EC CUER T01AL
SHI PMENT Sfclf PEM SMFfEKT SHIPMENT
7 4 199 1.8 5 2 G i 1 . 7 4 17 5.69 44239.28
14 140 85.18 443/ .za 69 .45 1859 1.92
a 22718.66 3528. 79 675.78 26923.23
29 35248.06 445J.22 166.02 29886. 30
35 10 907.94 3^6<i. 14 405.35 15275.43
<2 12880.8 1 £52%. C2 4C.2 7 2146C.20
49 3b37.38 6647.77 6 1.71 15546.86
56 3 40 7 J.6 2 4;* * .11 174.55 3879 2.44
63 36059.67 «<S2.«£ 242.95 40 7 8 6. C
9
TO 57 ^).C7 464 j .64 1C6 .66 10542.27
77 11199. 14 13419.65 12C.84 24739.63
84 8212.42 2799 .56 S6.71 U1C6.70
SI 25962.32 5 l<* c . 7 9 16 1.40 31366.51
S3 19034.42 5G54. 76 44.45 24133.66
105 52511 .24 : 14 .12 < 23.92 534<*9.28
112 16650. 1C 4U2.2J7 159.66 20972.13
119 19496. 17 3 5 "i 3 i . 2 6 136. 76 5537C.21
126 26454. 71 4 149 .20 2 17 .01 2092C.92
133 13433. IS 412/ .52 166.28 1773 7.G9
140 29873.0 1 2U< i. 14 3 32.39 22047.54
1^7 L5630.9S 2534.02 81.42 18246.43
154 25654. 8S 33 it. 58 62.34 2911 5.80
161 33526.40 2119.01 247.35 25892.76
168 2163U. S7 3tC j .61 373 .10 25726.69
175 34435.16 2611.51 165.6 1 28232.30
182 17675.09 3:371 .35 227.07 21282.50
139 21465. 24 2C91. 16 122.65 23679.05
196 2100 5. 16 il 1 .46 172.70 21355.32
203 8903.41 ill . 58 536.76 9759.74
210 22289. 75 I < c . 5 2 2C6.C7 23046.33
217 21309 .37 54/.g7 180.36 22037.61
224 6 594 5. 2 2 514.85 64 .99 06525.06
231 25260.35 636 .27 SC. 26 26186.SE
228 12343.65 7 // .87 197 .99 13319.51
245 26864. 64 4^/ .42 245.21 27537.27
252 15505 .50 254.15 54. a 15.814.46
259 19398.76 1844-».49 2964.73 40807.97
266 11843. 7S 6 7 6.41 1 4 S S . C 14019.26
273 18610.66 4 * i .47 12119.58 31171.71
274 7570.64 4^.91 12.95 7626.49
TCTAL 692145.62 K9245.51 2276 2. 12 1085274.25
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNc KLMHS CF O 1980 ARE:
849 eA BLK CThES fcA TCTAL




32nd STREET AFLOAT ACTIVITIES
WEEKLY PEtllSlilCN SUdMISJICNS
r £(.L iSi T I CN STAUS INC1CATED
JULIAN OATE NGN LCCAL LNSFECIFIEC CTHEP TOTAL
SF IPVENT SF lPr<ENT SHIPMENT ShlPMENT REQLISITICNS
7 2 3 5 4. 3867. 47 J. 409. 7 60 2 .
14 2481. 4115. 1Q50. 425. 3121.
21 2775. 5267 . 755. 5U2. 9299.
28 2296. 34 44. 65 J. 431 . 7080.
25 2574. 4 321. 626. 760. 8661.
42 2825. 4o/6 . 1223. 337. 9066.
49 2457. 45S7. 915. 475. 8444 .
56 2871. 50 14 . 451. 527. 6662.
63 2633. 3094. 615. 328. 6671.
70 20 98. 5469. 62 J. 336. 9 743.
77 3104. 4327 . 545. 601. 6567.
64 1882. 2UE. 1365. 525. 6960.
91 1763. 2 7 : . 99 a. 820. 6221.
<a 3 2 94 . 5oi2 . 118 7. 596. 10719 .
105 3044. 42? 7. 689. 503. 8536 .
112 2513. 46t8 . 1192. 383. 87 7 7.
119 2389. 5967. 1102. 572. 11550.
126 1715. 2 377. 1121. 296. 5519.
133 2498. 4286. 79 9. 410. 7992.
140 2673. 4 012. 881. 246. 7812.
147 1650. 2310. 689. 240. 5539.
154 20e2. 2667 . 733. 243. 5775 .
161 5044. £0fc7. 74 1. 340. 12212.
168 33 27. 4570. 66 1. 355. 9612.
175 1627. 239 7. 906. 290. 5720.
182 1902. 27:0. 764. 430. 6846.
139 2635. 5612. 225. 381. 8652.
1'6 i ee 7. 4251. 213. 242. 6693.
203 2220. 44C0. 22J. 234. 7074.
2 10 2693. 5314 . 421. 245. 9172.
2 17 3342. 6253. 199. 257. 10551 .
224 2223. 4781 . 23L. 330. 767C.
221 2941. 5441 . 471. 228. 9081 .
233 4341. 1 J < 7 . 261. 224. 11973.
245 1941. 2127. 173. 130. 5276.
2 = 2 471J. 7936 . 384. 381 . 12414.
2 59 2 5 2J. 5268. 415. 345. 6546.
266 7082. 9366 . 404. 370. 17742.
273 2637. 46C6. 349. 504. 8096.
274 6 30. 954 . 122. 107. 1623.
TOTAL 111631. 184125. 269 50. 15423. 3 38179.
WEEKLY MEANS FOP FIRST NINE M'CMfca CF CY I960 ARE:
NOT BA 3A9 8A ELK CTHER e* TOTAL




WEEK ENCING TYPE ISSUE INCICMEC
JULIAN DATE LCCAl INSPECIF \lu CThER TOTAL
Sh IPMENT shipi^em SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 2938. 502 . 2 18. 3656.
14 3111. Mil. 2 f6 . 4388.
21 2726. 126. 423. 4fc87.
28 4912. 930. 1256. 7C96.
25 2003. *£4. 6J1 . 4568.
42 2955. 6 1€ . 222. 4795.
49 3942. 1199 . 261 . 5402.
56 456t>. 7 2?. 7 ib. 6039.
63 6449 . 617. 632. 769e.
70 26Q4. 694. 379. 3677.
77 45 20. < 12. 242. 5274.
P4 5106. E2 1. 4 18. 6345.
SI 2990. 1255. 394. 4739.
98 2548. 1245. 242. 5125.
105 2468. 20 0. 9o2 . 4630.
112 '915. 489. 412. 5816.
119 5176. 121 1 . 523. 793C.
126 4930. 1C58. 4^7. 6435.
133 4385. IC24. 41J. 5829.
140 3061. 6< 6 . 3 50 . 4107.
147 2545. 655. 276. 4476.
154 1498. 1C26. 279. 2912.
161 3426. 5 JO. 260. 4216.
ua 5972. 1G4 2. 424. 7439.
175 5067. 912. 462. 6442.
182 435d. 6 55. 588. 5601.
189 35 26. i 14. 456. 4406.
196 5726. 20 9 . 451 . 6386.
2C3 4712. It 7. 365. 5264.
210 486 3. 2 2 2. 213. 5414.
217 5723. 37C. 229. 6322.
2 2'* 2507. 2t 6. 3 50. 4143.
221 4347. 504. 2 10. 5161.
223 5o77. 25 3 . 2*9 . 6219.
245 56 55. 224. 113. 6162.
252 3012. 199. 148. 4259.
259 6978. 301. 262. 7541.
26o 6212. '27. 225. 6974.
2 73 1(1485 . 49 6 . 312. 11295.
274 1066. 26. 62. 1164.
TCTAL 17 75 80. 2665< . 16013. 220247.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NI.\E MCMHS OF CY 1980
BA9 EA 3LK OTF ER cA TCTAL




32nd STREET AFLOAT ACTIVITIES
WEIGHT OF WEEKLY l*ATEFIAL ISSLES
WEEK ENCING fcE IGhl d» 1 YFE OF : SH I Ff-ENT
JULIAN CATE LOCAL JNSFE C IF I EC CTFER TOTAL
SHI ('ME NT SHIPMENT SF IFfENT SHIP*E\T
7 54 3720.4; 7 1126. S
7
6 Iti.QQ 62321 2.40
14 1172 5,}. 17 14-3604 .71 2 162 .08 263025. S6
21 165292.26 12i4e5.32 22^5.86 295088 .44
23 365705.58 156SG4 .El 6 55 1.44 521162.23
25 62523.27 12 715L.C9 5044.83 2 0*764. 19
42 14824 2.6 2 2 eC5C6 . 53 112 7.50 409686.66
49 81082.80 242 Ic4 .40 16 7 6.47 345522.67
5a 233562.20 US 46 CIS 4635.30 44786 1.69
63 220906. 56 U27S.11 6 < 7 2 . 1 6 331157.83
70 103315.13 1722*5 .35 2:75 .6 1 278976.68
77 16998 7.6 A 56 it 3.C4 6130.80 234933 .48
84 125916.61 1O2J40 .45 2 2 5 7 . C 2 231314. C6
SI 26211 3.36 1C829J.26 2 5 3 5.48 432947.20
S3 56210.41 US 5Ct. 56 S 1 7 . 4 1 236636.38
105 231820.78 2501.22 11556.63 257276.65
112 135126. 52 t 7*03.47 2647.20 255175.19
119 410234. 7 5 7 1524 5.25 2<6C52 1132580.66
126 147023.28 155266 .11 4 40 6 .5 8 307503.27
123 233795. 1 7 145C5C.60 3521.93 332366.50
140 159.j97.43 6611 i .05 15 5 5.60 226764.28
147 159311.92 6685d.88 1S3 1.7 6 24815 2.56
154 12 180 4. C7 lQ2t£4.£2 c C 2 C . 6 2 237485.22
161 273257.71 * 35c } .56 5C5 1.62 321506.85
163 112447. 55 1*415-. 69 4767.43 26239 1.67
175 112474. 17 62 245. IS 2 S 2 2 . 4 8 156652.84
182 10045 J. 05 1C3520 .52 6 76 2 .0 5 215761.62
189 1890'->9. 65 64lci.S2 3C74.35 256355.92
156 332431.09 24o5.6 1 •250.48 339217.28
203 192071.94 5255.05 20240.69 217707.68
2 n 204055. 54 1«*26.61 5*11.48 224307.S?
217 186721.00 14 it 5 .55 45 26.27 2C551 2.S6
224 577565. 47 6SC0 .*5 1661.46 586137.26
221 261724.45 141 10.56 15 5 6.72 277422. 73
233 230258.93 fc /4* .59 2 152 .54 251 157.46
245 218290.03 5C5c.40 2733.44 22608 1.87
252 226403.85 4540 .52 1 C 5 2 . 5 8 2 2 2*40 2. 2 5
259 295O80.71 4*5i .57 22252.16 32389C.44
266 212141. as l6i t-. 78 2< 2 5.68 230652.55
273 331432.82 120EJ.2S 2CC5.18 345471.25
2 74 28177. 41 I i 3 i . 5 4 395.04 30 113.59
TOTAL 8610722. 72 2S<4021.7 2 1 7 s 61 S . 4 12754362.65
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIKST MNg ,-CMFiS OF CY 1980 ARE:
8*9 6A 3LK CTFER fcA TOTAL
220787.76 101641.58 46C5.6J 227034.57
161

32nd STREET AJLOAT ffTT/rriES







JULIAN GATE ^ ^ U Sgfcj
;
M SMIFHEKT SHIPMENT
7 15863.41 f^rlc Es'.flO q 3*-- 42
14 515^. 92 V1 !! '?2 674 98 11 79 1 .^9
31 76i«1.27 r^-V-C ill. 43 19678.93
78 15.177. 22 ^5^'1q 404.37 6837.62
35 2657.35 2 7J*"!? 13251.64
<2 4636.61 £i.-*.67 I'lAl 9911.30
49 3065.03 HV'll 167.62 18639.93
56 14107.67 llJVcl ?' 65 14812.29
63 10168.41 iJU'Sl f 26 9277.71
7(1 4534.14 Mr?'li 8 9043.46
77 7271.61 M^'11 <6.51 7466.23
84 5J.id.ja £ ! U 4n 144.14 16001.8S
91 10668.05 518*.70 42.26 7752.04
<3 2715. S3 ^M'tt ( l L<;42.40
105 11088.81 .^'ij HI. 34 9955. CO
lip 7945.90 .Ml 3 *-* 152 ^5 41158.47
IIS 17385.67 2:t J.a «*.2l 9847.28
126 5484.30 4 lis-] 7 lfc6 .37 U509.21HI 9213.72 IJt-'H i" .15 7519.20
143 5493.12 |I?:'S3 61. *2 3989.66
147 6392.76 ^? L -?'?§ 81.57 8514.24
1=4 5411.55 ^a.12 iiA.98 13629.72hi 11672.71 ,UA<i -2l 108.^3 8347.10
168 $578.12 ^c-.65
C| -
? 3g^175 5436. d* -r-T nn 1 c " . 1
9
757^.35
92 tttf'M il*l:°9 19i96 'ttl'tf1 eg 7474.6/ '^i*,, 1 1 2 . C 8 15814.74
lib 15529.34 JJ| - 5$ « 27 .15 8422. G5
2P3 7710.68 ^ff'il 188.78 6876.24
210 6327.91 i-V^7 14C.28 6226.56
217 5677.11 hi'll 64.74 22112.06
2?4 21728.49 sil'H «cli0 9975.379219.71 i c-;Mc 114.23 11796.24l\l U0O4. 92 $P'\l 103 30 6-579.69
2 ?5 6270.16 ^c.24 ^J.'ta 7392.30
12? 7102.11 1^1'If 224.71 11119.12
259 10591.56 l"3/'Jt 257.14 8628.79
266 773Q.05 M2'^i 1CA.16 1315*. €6
273 12651.59 -?W} 12.95 780.672?
Sotal S3sl»:a i*c«:li 6-,H: i6
,59900.96
>EEKL, STATISTICS FOR FIRS1F M>{ MCKTHS OJ CJ 1980
ARE:
BA9 8A 8LK. U'rCh c«, ii?^."^
8542.04 3077.08 173. *i U7S< .-J
16 2

32nd STREET ASHORE ACTIVITIES
WEEKLY REQUISITION SU.iMISTICNS
WEEK ENDING RECLJ SI IICN STAHS INOICATEO
JULIAN CATE NCN LCC/=L oNSPECIFIEC GTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHlFf«cNT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQUISITIONS
7 9 23. 10t5. 25. 8. 2021.
14 1616. 3165 . 23). 16. 5027.
21 986. 1 1 c. 6 . 2 ). 41. 2243.
23 1676. 13 78. 55. 13. 2622.
35 13 93. 1263 . 122. 6. 2784 .
42 988. 1544. 45. 5. 2586.
49 1123. 1053 . 19. 4. 22C8.
56 1406. lb W. 33. 12. 3100 .
63 1032. 1115. 13. 2. 2212.
70 938. 1314. 45. 13. 227C.
77 1394. 1815. 60. 1. 2330.
84 869. 12£4. 29. •a 2285.
SI 953. 14i;2 . 91. 128. 2599.
S3 1451. 1246. 17*. 13. 2884 .
105 1132. 1542. 47. 2. 2724.
112 1622. 2189. 33. 4 . 2852.
119 1135. 1402 . 44. 2. 2584.
126 1116. 16< 9 . 57. 3. 2785.
122 1191. 1279. 35. 3. 250 8.
140 1205. 1416. 72. 337. 2C91.
147 3570. 3264. 73. 10. 6922.
154 727. 8". 4. 63. 5. 1674.
161 1195. „ 1302. 56. 11. 2564.
163 16 02. 1520. 99. 3. 3224.
175 1745. 14? t. 67. 1. 3309.
182 O06. 1119 . 23. 6. 2C59.
189 1022. 1711. 4-). 7. 279 9.
196 1564. 1645. 19. 2. 323C.
2 03 1640. 1834. . 33. . 10. 3517.2P 1372. 2186. 14J. { i 8. 4706.
21; 1126. l'>0 9 . 29. 6. 2"'7C-
2 2h i.02 7. 1299. 53. 2. 2236.
221 1484. U84. 24. 5. 3397.
233 1716. 19 00. 99. 179. 3894.
245 1058. 1221. 33. 7. 2219.
252 985. 1211 . 73. 3. 22/7.
259 1305. 1147 . 10 3. 9. 256S.
266 971. 1060. 13. 13. 2117.
273 1224. I5ca. 43. 7. 2767.
274^ 174. 110. 4 . 1. 289.
TOTAL 5C622. 61732. 2449. 911. 115725.
WEEKLY MEANS FCP FIRST MfSE MCMhS CF CY 1980 4PE:
NOT 8A BA9 8 A BLK CThER BA TOTAL
1298 .26 1582.90 62. 79 22, 3<i 2967.31
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3 2nd STREET ASHORE ACTIVITIES
WEEKLY MATERIAL ISiLES
*EEK ENDING TYPE ISSUE INC IC ATE C
JULIAN DATE LCCAL LNSPEC IF1L J CTHEP TCTAL
S»- IP 1EMT ShlPMEM SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 796. 93. 1. 890.
14 1213. 224. 7. 1544.
21 2&65. 18. 5. 2688.
28 1139. 22. 50. 1262.
35 1207. 142. 6. 1356.
42 1207. 35. 2. 1244.
49 1402. 26. 6. 1434.
56 147-3. :6. 4. 1518.
*3 1757. 24. 19. 1800.
71 971. 22. 2. 995.
77 16 36 . 46. U. 1696.
€4 2021. 25. 5. 2051.
91 12H. 112. 2. 1346.
98 1331. 189. 43. 1562.
1C5 1459. 27. 55. 1541.
112 1758. 29. 2. 1789.
119 2244. 44 . 42. 2330.
126 1492. 59. 1. 1552.
133 1181. 1 1. 2. 1204.
14(1 1315. 68. 2. 1385.
147 8 79. IS. 5. 903.
154 1452. 92 . 1. 1545.
161 924. 112. 334. 1371.
168 1595. 25. 15. 1635.
115 1633. 119. 2. 1754.
182 1213. ec. 13. 1276.
189 3352. 25. 3. 2290.
i«6 2197. 31. 3. 2231.
203 1645. 4C. 5 1688.
210 2663. 131. 9. 2803.
2 17 2209. 2 7. 10. 2256.
224 147?. 61. 1. 1534.
221 1635. 13. 3. 1651.
228 1507. 46. 9. 1562.
245 1886. 64. 179. 2149.
HZ 13 38. 37. 2. 1377.
259 10 5 5
.
155. 9. 1219.
266 1441. 92. 14. 1548.
273 1177. 36. 8. 1221.
274 558. 1. 0. 559.
TCTAL 61474. 2493. dil. 64860.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST H\\i rttMHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
8A9 BA til* CU E»5 c A TCT^L
1576.26 63.92 22.90 1662. Qt
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32nd STREET ASHORE ACTIVITIES
WEIGHT CF V.EEKI* MTEPIAl ISSLES
WEEK Ef^DlNG aEIOJ-T t i ItFE OF SH IFf ENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL LNSPEuIFlEG CUEP TCTAL
SHIPMENT SMMfcNT ShlFNEM SHIPMENT
7 691701. 39 219.57 0.25 692021.21
14 242409.54 k.u'ci.12 7.18 250441.94
21 3*92570.72 tii.il 4.78 39322E.C2
23 = 37o 77. i2 .Ha. 51 136.75 538609.58
35 203926.56 4SS2. C,1 10. CO 203930. 47
42 195(199.00 6dtJ.19 0.25 202762. 44
49 144541.01 U/e.25 20.00 146447.26
56 523393.92 2573.38 45.68 526022. <6
63 692616.41 21*y.80 2707.95 699724.16
70 42577.46 Id-. 45 5.46 42743.37
77 104359.25 222c9u.S7 560. C2 42803C.24
64 5J842.53 360. CI 3.86 54206.40
91 «J3933.22 4<24.7C 216C.1G 411538.12
93 443951.64 1840.44 35.22 445827.90
1C5 K98999.17 2<Sc.S7 98.47 1102096.61
112 226217.77 <4ji4.17 4.70 270556.64
119 59535.69 321**1.40 265.65 381162.74
126 50590^.^,5 6S2.6S 5CC.C0 507097.14
133 117623. 06 297 6 .21 C.C6 12059?. 43
140 £20335.45 5;<:-.l:> 11.60 625723.18
147 25dol3.21 iSS.25 1.25 253312.71
154 523235.64 12212.10 2.80 535550.54
161 565612. SI 1C-» C./.41 1912.40 578023.72
168 464876.51 26 d . 1
2
1«{<2.C0 465106.62
175 745449.56 3806/.51 20349.00 803866.07
162 246747.70 6 i C 1 . 1 S 28<12.60 382067.49
189 389653.11 SCI. 50 436. S3 3S0993.54
l c 6 123266.67 22&O.C5 7.36 125662.08
203 28395,65 6lc.6C 272.00 29365.65
210 425548.32 2o,i.43 696. S3 429343.68
217 402056.71 7 5 S ;> . C 1 12368.50 422020.22
224 1160476.10 5t5c.S2 l.CO 1166136.(12
221 430863.19 2531.37 2.41 433396.47
223 30558.24 446*. 76 2S526.CO 74555.02
245 565701.40 7720.72 425C6.23 617016.35
252 235675.27 557.15 3.78 236"436.20
259 238568.36 482460.73 622S0.C0 804439.16
266 77546.40 oeu.d3 43431.01 121823.29
273 129541.52 UU.54 320659.00 451909.07
274 180198.87 O.C CO 180196.67
TOTAL 146246«*o.23 1325321.61 624054.78 16574022.62
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNc MONTHS OF O 1S80 ARE:
»A9 3A 6L.K CTFEF. tA TCTU
374990.93 22982.61 16001.40 424974. <4
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32nd STREET ASHORE J\CITVI1TES
CUBE OF WEEKLY /•ATcPIAL 1551 ES
WEEK ENCING CUBE 6Y 1 r PE OF ShIFMENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL INSFECF I E C CTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT ShiMENT ShlFPENT SHIPMENT
7 2 61 2 d . 4 4 1 ', .59 0.00 26146.03
14 89 28. 2 5 US . 79 0.45 9248.50
21 1508 8.40 <2.54 C.60 1513 1. 74
2r3 20170.64 2 > . 9 4 6.59 20207.37
25 8250. 59 1 It . 1
5
C.48 843 7.81
42 8044.20 U ^ .25 r.c l 8206.56
4 9 5572. 36 58 .61 4 .60 5b35.57
56 19965.95 12*3.62 6.93 23102.52
63 25891.26 21 .45 60.10 25972.80
70 1255.93 o.33 0.40 1264.66
77 39 2 7 . 5 3 11/53. 18 in. 46 15696.17
64 3124.42 17.84 0.2O 3142.47
SI 15294. 26 5 2 . C 9 17.25 15364.62
98 16318 .49 60 .94 2 .19 1628 1.62
1C5 41422.42 "(5.74 7 .81 41505.99
112 8 7J4.2 1 22Cd .61 0.22 11012.12
119 2110.30 120t/ .13 14.41 1421 1.84
126 2C970. 41 3U.43 72.80 21073.64
123 4219.46 3 .41 C.C1 4227.68
140 243 79.3 9 147.81 0.65 24526.35
147 9 2 3 8.22 It. 44 CIO 9256.77
154 20243.32 25 1 .46 C.77 2060 1.56
Ul 21853. 69 2 / j . 9 7 132.37 22263.03
168 1710 8.65 i.96 264.77 17379. 59
175 2 899 8.3 6 126<: .01 41 .69 30302.06
182 122 28. 9 2 29o.24 63.88 1371 1.15
189 13990.58 28 .67 2.69 1403 1. 94
196 5475.31 6* . 14 0.63 5540.58
203 1192. 72 122. 26 11.61 1336.69
210 15961. 77 U 7 .04 19 .29 16168.09
217 15632.26 lio.7C 40.09 1581 1.05
2 24 4 4 2 1 o . 1 2 Ho. 02 C.25 4441 2.T0
221 16040.62 17J .74 0.26 16-21 1.62
228 13 38. 7 2 9c. 68 63.76 152 1.17
2^5 20594.48 til . 18 1M.91 2095 7. 57
252 8403.39 18.64 0.13 842 2.16
259 8807.20 la i* i. t? 2140.01 29688.84
266 4107.74 40 .6 7 12*1.86 5390.47




TCTAL 559005.96 49229 .36 17027.97 625372.29
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCMHS OF CY 1980 ARE
849 EA 8LK CThEF Li TZJIL

















































NON LOCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
5509. 7351. 302. 68.
924. 1116. 126. 32.
1092. 1113. 94. 42.
1145. 2217. 168. 60.
937. 1704. 166. 69.
979. 1C52. 117. 27.
1657. 1697. 164. 52.
961. 699. 191. 35.
893. 1179. 91. 34.
1059. 1397. 178. 34.
985. £35. 168. 36.
1203. 1179. 34. 33.
1475. 1235. 195. 90.
9C8. 1027. 65. 36.
1382. 1520. 42. 40.
987. 870. 215. 18.
2715. 2207. 172. 21.
1360. 1479. 137. 35.
1130. 1349. 77. 34.
1240. 996. 207. 44.
10C2. 823. 41. 54.
1612. 1766. 391. 40.
1686. 3271. 279. 47.
1158. 1440. 157. 25.
1489. 2C94. 294-. 51.
1332. 1153. 205. 56.
913. 1262. 108. 46.
1362. 1503. 79. 349.
1545. 1913. 111. 42.
1314. 2174. 90. 22.
1463. 15 90. 100. 23.
1459. 1800. 92. 31.
1866. 1942. 183. 46.
955. 846. 49. 35.
1466. 1561. 149. 36.
372. 1304. 41. 34.
935. 1329. 78. 29.
3114. 3155. 214. 79.
604. 751. 43. 37.
73. 71. 7. 10.










































































































WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY i960 ARE:
BA9 BA BLK OTHER BA TOTAL
1606.46 142.37 48.77 1798.10
LOCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
993. 73. 21. 1087.
3024. 359. 26. 3409.
4348. HI. 41. 4500.
1193. 123. 59. 1375.
1224. 171. 40. 1435.
837. 82. 59. 978.
1035. 133. 22. 1240.
1481. 197. 35. 1713.
929. 106. 51. 1086.
828. 95. 22. 945.
1447. 213. 15. 1675.
1161. 97. 41. 1299.
934. 130. 42. 1156.
364. 89. 33. 986.
1185. 26. 92. 1303.
1472. 38. 30. 1540.
1171. 299. 29. 1499.
2040. 30. 32. 2152.
1235. 166. 25. 1426.
1083. 173. 31. 1287.
1372. 62. 29. 1463.
1249. 193. 32. 1474.
3754. 422. 45. 4221.
1456. 159. 56. 1671.
2523. 291. 66. 2380.
2209. 204. 53. 2466.
1055. 96. 30. 1181.
1635. 135. 45. 1815.
1626. 122. 62. 1310.
1749. 73. 36. 1358.
2073. 69. 339. 2486.
1414. 35. 14. 1513.
1695. 171. 41. 1907.
1339. 65. 39. 1493.
1833. 130. 33. 2046.
.'29 8. 51. 29. 1378.
1421. 66. 31. 1518.
1457. 90. 103. 1655.
2131. 177. 62. 2420.
774. 0. 6. 780.






WEEK 6NCING WEIGH EY 1 YPE OF SH IP^ENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UfsSFECIF 1 EC CTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT JHlf MEM SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 60773. 14 2069.16 76.21 6292C.61
14 157940.93 315oiU.41 110.13 473701.47
21 23 1287.01 < 2 :J. 2 6 56. 6L 342675.90
28 202325.54 25964 ,C4 < 5 1 .20 238 760.78
25 73469. 92 22466.57 223P .81 108269.31
42 202728.54 1^; 5 .60 9 E . 2 1 218286.55
49 170970.83 25D66 .95 12 .26 20657 1.04
56 282566. 12 *\iti. 11 3640.25 327589.49
63 788b35.30 16791 .02 1EC*. 16 8C723C.46
70 166586. 73 2Ji 11.65 1<29.10 191227.68
77 161466. 59 ^•U.'l i C 2 . 6 18635 1.80
e* 6 70 29.2 7 7 15 2.92 127 .43 7431C.62
SI 202672. 53 « 6 72 0.3 5 5123.86 304526.74
98 57765.81 J295< . 19 1«.61 7081 7.61
105 249833.43 lfco .6 1 212.11 2 50232.15
1 12 179659. 5C 22/6 i.47 135.29 203582.26
119 454616.81 4 14524.64 1CC.C9 869241.54
126 49764.38 2135.89 56 .34 52956.61
123 161369. 75 10 1 C4 . 6 2 4 9^2.43 23641 6. CO
140 24 3575.76 2 9 "i 5 c . 7 4 1C5.59 273440.09
147 14676J. 55 1C729 .71 146.41 15964 1 .67
154 344687.51 2 4 9* 2. 19 2 C 2. 50 269832.60
Ul 15 7204.81 124825.86 2 2 2.80 28236E.47
160 73273. i4 173 79.02 142.27 90795.03
175 117216.56 < 74AJ .98 1666.65 206326. 19
162 60524.02 lto 1 J . 34 125.58 77267.94
189 240187.90 12 124. CI 1CC1 1.62 262393.53
196 310016.63 2269 .64 512.63 313896.90
203 469144. 23 22616 ^.81 197.67 705526.81
2 10 252553.69 2 160.20 6 < 9 7 . 1
9
262736. 38
2 17 100056.65 29 U .63 176 .74 103207.22
224 7705b7.27 191*. 5. 50 5.28 789718.05
231 167201.22 8C6 i. 76 115. 14 175376.12
228 31636.43 157o.50 151.14 33366.07
245 42538.67 2 9 5 c . 1
1
2642. C6 ^a33e.io
252 196478.72 5155.75 9 9.79 202334.26
259 692832.45 1560.92 122.10 694526.47
266 153282. 12 ;; i2c 99 27665.13 203084.24
273 169950.45 825o .20 195 .96 198402.61
214 12336. C9 0.0 61.28 1241 7.37
TCTAL 8993660.32 1823 « 2d . 11 72272.53 1089077C.96
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNE rtCMHS OF O 1980 ARE:
849 EA 8LK CTFEF £A TQT*L




CUBE OF WEEKLY JMcBIAL ISSIES
WEEK ENDING CUBE EY TYPE OF SHIFMENT
JULIAN OATE LGCAL UNSPECIFIED CTFEP TCTAL
SHIPMENT SF If MtNT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 4615.51 80.90 6.36 4702.77
14 6814.65 1226 2. 26 7.2 2 19035.55
21 126 58.3 8 ill .24 5.03 12899.15
28 9 703.97 S S 1
.
4 3 10.20 1071 1.60
35 40 3 7 . 8 6 < 5 c. 4 C 6C.66 5054.93
42 7993.83 dOd .59 5.77 8806. 19
49 5453.82 <st /.61 1.52 6447.97
56 10316. 8^ 1 112 .28 62.46 11512.64
(3 31305.10 <*SZ.33 12.51 3181C.94
70 7J 4 7 . 6 5 612.21 26.62 7696.68
77 4760 .46 744.65 2 6.58 554 1.89
64 2358. 1C 2/S .79 10.39 3643.23
91 3992.06 4 i t 1 . 7 2 45.29 13805. 10
98 3191.31 2 Jl .75 2.42 3566.49
105 1234 J. 52 8.C5 16.06 12867.64
112 9911.09 9:1.48 2.23 10845. 60
119 17628.22 16-.7i.34 7.59 34107.16
126 2958.46 < e . c 5 2.77 3038.29
133 6119.44 255c .68 12.65 869C.77
140 7767.42 9<id .39 2.91 3694 .23
147 5324.47 222.57 c..6 3 5667. dl
154 14304.31 6 6 J . 1 5 9.14 15172.60
161 6137. 65 224c. 57 18.73 9554.95
163 2065.09 4 Id. 95 5. 17 2492.21
115 445o.95 3014.64 9.03 7480.32
162 235U.20 446. C2 6.68 2803.11
189 9700.5 4 7 id .30 7C .78 10549.62
l c 6 9904. 13 H /.92 7.73 10019.79
203 18653. 6 7 c. 4tt .20 5. CI 28346. 69
2 10 13506.08 dl .91 171.49 13759.43
217 6320. 6C 4J J.C6 13.41 681 7.07
224 28115.34 1234 .22 C.72 2950C.38
221 7796.94 ,: lo.7 3 7.57 302 1.23
233 1781.07 4 i. <56 6.34 1833.36
245 1903.62 101.65 161.97 2187.44
252 7746. 62 1*2.63 7.39 7886.66
2 59 26539.92 44. EC 6.25 2659C.C6
266 5129.22 lfc5S .75 75.56 6864.54
273 6468.87 27 i . 45 8.42 6 75 4.74
2 74 652.60 0.0 2.45 656.05
TOTAL 356596.42 6ttcS 7.98 1C03.43 426497.83
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNc MCNTHS OF C> 1«80 ARE
3A9 8A 8LK CThfiF fcA TCTAL




WEEKLY PECL IS1TICN SU3MISSICNS
WEEK E N C I N
G
FEU IS i T ICN STAHS INDICATED
JULIAN OATE .NGN LCCAL ON SPECIF IEC CThEP. TCTAL
SH IPMENT SHIPMENT ShliMENT ShIPMENT REgusni
7 5209. 6952 . 29 J. 67. 12501.
14 641. d£l. 112. 73. 1707.
21 780. 7? 5. 52. 38. 1625.
28 6 90. 17C5 . 15J. 56. 260S.
25 612. 1424. 159. 65. 2260.
42 599. 707 . 105. 27. 1428.
49 1274. 1366. 12). 49. 2838.
56 713. 5 12. 165. 33. 1449.
6 3 457. o(!5 . 65. 34. , 1161.
70 799. 1170. 171. 23. 2168.
77 593. 451. 155. 25. 1224.
64 538. 782 . 5/. 30. 1457.
91 886. 929. 137. 63. 2015.
98 470. 589 . 49. 26. 1134.
105 929. 117 4. 4). 40. 2132.
112 657. 5S9. 196. 18. 147C.
119 2271 . 1762. 133. 15. 4181.
126 S66. llfij. 123. 35. 2232.
133 691 . Til, 67. 33. 1522.
140 811. 651. 157. 42. 166 1 .
147 716. 6C8. 25. 52. 1405.
154 1330. 1389. 225. 40. 3C84.
161 1340. 2763. 26 4. 47. 4434 .
168 647. U 2. 143. 24. 1577.
175 1018. 1622 . 237. 49. 2S26.
182 923. 736. 179. 55. 1898 .
189 532. 7(-U. 71. 46. 124C.
l c 6 1064. 1143. 7 >. 347. 2623.
203 1153. 14 22. 105. 38. 2 724.
210 1422. 1521 . 83. 21. 3047.
217 1114. 125C. 6<i . 28. 2458.
2 24 10 22. lOtiE . 7 3. 30. 2213.
231 1492. 14S4 . 177. 46. 32C 9 .
2 38 664. 491. 44. 22. 122 1 .
245 1221 . 1283 . 147. 36. 2667.
212 635. 654 . 29. 33. 1351.
259 613. 726. 70. 27. 14<*8.
2 66 3016. 2992. 210. 77. 6295.
273 383. 526. 33. 20. 972.
274 58. 4S. 7. 10. 124.
TCTAL 41039. 48182 . 4919. 1855. S5995.
WEEKLY MEANS FCP FIRST MNE MCNIhS OF CY I960 ARE:
NOT 8A eA9 BA BLK CThER EA TOTAL




WEEKLY MATES UL ISSUES
WEEK ENDING TYPE I SSLc INCUAUC
IAN CATE LCCAL UMSPEC If Itb QThER TUTAL
SHIPMENT ShlP*EM SHIPMENT Sh IPMENT
7 7<2. 63. 20. 830.
14 2737. 245. 25. 2157.
a 4028. 68. 34. 4130.
28 325. Hi. 54. 996.
35 835. 16 2. 27. 1035.
<2 560. 69. 52. 681.
49 726. 14$. 22. 907.
56 1117. 139. 32. 1338.
63 570. 62. 50. 710.
70 556. 64. 13. 656.
77 IC75. 20 6. 12. 1292.
64 923. 6 5. U. 929.
91 527. 127. 41. 695.
S3 3e6. ]<• 24. 482.
105 864. 2 2, 61. 947.
112 1141. 25. 29. 1195.
119 824. 2£1. 29. 1140.
126 1695. 51. 27. 1772.
133 967. 16C. 25. 1152.
140 638. 141. 20. 8C9.
147 921. 26. 29. 976.
154 372. 164. 30. 1086.
161 2329. 2 4 1. 4 5. 3731.
163 909 . 153. 55. 1117.
175 1939. 249. 65. 2303.
182 1709. 156. 52. 1919.
ie<3 6 51. 57. 29. 737.
i<6 1C 83. li 1. 43. 1247.
2 03 1134. 115. 53. 1207.
210 1174. 65. 35. 1274.
217 1541. 62. 238. 1941.
2 24 819. 42. 14. 876.
221 1162. 167. 41. 1370.
238 10 39. 59. 29. 1187.
245 1440. 175. 25. 1640.
212 1014. 46. 28. 1088.
2 59 745. 5 4. 25. 824.
2*6 990. 82. 104. 1176.
273 1911. 172. 62. 2146.
2 74 762. 0. 5. 767.
TOTAL 46958. 4826. 1735. 53569.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE *CMhS JF CY 1980 ARE;
6A9 8A 3LK G It- ER tA TCTAL




WEIGHT GF *£fcKLY NAlEFIAL ISSLFS
WEEK ENDING v«E IGM By 1 tPE GF SHIfNENT
JULIAN GATE LQGAL UNSFEC1F 1EC GTr-ER TOTAL
SHI PMENT Shlf CtM Sh If NENT SHIPNENT
7 3111. 89 U« 5.6C 7 £ . 3 1 988 5.30
14 14 757m- .57 3 14 Hi .50 110.13 462596.20
21 164452.03 2GC0.16 47.11 166499.30
28 132106. 39 3 5 i C : . 2 8 2CC.60 166012.47
35 13858.17 3 2- -.2. 7. 1 2224. C6 53514.94
42 23931. 9C 6 t» 2 i . 2
4
i2.65 30083.99
49 8184.25 24clt .57 12.26 42814.08
56 189855. 40 2 £ ? s j . l a 3(38.25 232466.83
63 72 264 3.4? 14 6 91.38 1 1 < . 1 6 7 33509.03
7(1 1U2U.35 1831 J. 17 1429.10 20859.62
77 16533. 69 24*14. 99 242.60 4109 1.68
84 14338.4 1 6 6*9.22 127.43 21C95.C6
91 99010.40 284iJ .59 5 122.66 132567.65
98 36509. 52 1C t'. 5.6 2 79.61 47464.75
105 66124.07 lai.io 202.92 6651 1.C9
112 77421. 73 2 3 5 i 5 . C 5 135 .24 101142.02
119 382100.31 4 C 2 6 4 a . 5 4 1CC.C9 786049.34
126 1 39 1 3 . 1 d 3C2d .65 50.74 21997.77
153 108765.3 I 6 9 94^.94 4943.43 13365 1 .68
140 156 38.8 4 26679 .62 49.59 42366.05
147 1254-33.35 Ui 1.65 146 .41 126853.41
154 279939.0? 2 2 1 6 c . 5 9 2C2.13 304009.81
161 139137.82 1 fc 7 4 ^ . 3 1 222.60 15821 3.93
163 42981. 79 173 /c. 7b 142.27 60 5^2.34
175 6J460. 29 < 5 4 5 <•. . 7 2 13£.65 156056.66
182 31791.67 13 13j .46 124.60 4505 1.93
169 219396. 04 4c5l. 98 10C71.62 23432 1.64
196 1S5772.33 1: 1J.62 5 1C.03 157595.96
203 356109.79 236Ubd .22 191.19 592389.20
210 186915.63 2 w S ? . 9 4 6 « « "i . 1
9
197012.76
217 43697.93 261:2.79 177.74 51756.46
224 614376. 5C 292 .81 5.28 617306.59
231 35536. 5 1 tG2w .61 115. 14 93682.46
233 19807.38 1^50 .26 15 1.14 21406.78
245 35<<32. 75 2933.42 2669.78 4103 7.95
252 181958.95 5*4 i.Ol 99. 79 167499. 75
259 504401.30 1311. 72 12 1.23 506044.35
266 42344. /I U4Uc. 52 52C2.68 57954.12
2 73 56314.13 8ii««.G6 195.96 64744.20
274 11694.29 CO 61.08 11755.37
TCTAL 5462753.40 15! 4 i2;. 39 469 14.75 7064402.54
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST ,\lNc MCMHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
BA9 EA 8LK CThER LA TOTAL




CUdG OH WEEKLY fAlfcRlAL ISSUES
CLBE ev 1YFE CF SHI f f EM
IAN DATE LOCAL UNSPEllr 1EC CThER TO TAL
SHIPMENT Shlf rfcM SHlFf EM SHIPMENT
7 409. 24 iu. 55 6.36 486.25
14 60 6 7 . 3 4 1222/ .^6 7.2 2 18212.61
21 6776. 16 1 C . 4 6 3.94 6880.56
28 5291. 3 € < i. a . e ? 5.57 628 2.64
35 78 8.2 5 944 .51 56 .59 179 1.25
*2 963. 16 It 7.83 4.87 1155.87
49 280. 19 644 .63 1.52 1126.55
56 6902.90 loco .46 62.30 8132.66
£3 27761. 15 H 4. 64 IC. 17 28136.16
7') 474.07 44c .55 26.62 95 7.44
77 421. 7 4 72o .96 22. 4d 119 1.18
84 425. SO 2; /.6 1 10.39 692.90
91 3159.91 7 71 .35 45 .27 3976.52
98 1486. 47 iC 7.41
7.92
3.42 1797.30
105 2615.62 9.4 2632.94
112 2678. dd -.24. 83 2.22 3606.93
119 12751.72 ] 5 i 7 / . 2 4 7.59 29636.66
126 1448.86 68 .84 2.51 152 1.2 1
123 4020. 07 2553.57 12.65 6 58 8.29
140 478. 30 719.06 2.73 120 0.10
147 4530.55 2d .33 9.83 4566.81
154 11572. 52 6C7.74 9.11 12339.36
161 5397.02 627.12 16.73 6052.66
163 1201.75 4 Id. 92 9.17 1626.84
175 2552. 14 2 c. 5 5 . C 3 5.70 5516.87
182 1275.70 iii.48 6 .66 1634.05
169 3573. 62 12^.60 70.78 3770.20
196 5789.28 62.24 7.67 5860.29
2 03 14203.66 947> .52 4.81 23686.00
i 10 6608.47 / 7.24 171.49 6857.20
217 189J. 00 4 7 7.76 12.38 233 1. 16
224 22417. 14 lo* .5 1 C.72 22589.37
221 2798. 65 2 13. 16 7.57 3.02 1.42
233 897.54 <i .98 6.34 946.65
245 1381.67 100.10 181.35 1663.22
252 695o. 27 12-.. 47 7.3 9 7088.23
259 19347.21 42.21 6.04 19396.46
266 1437.22 26o.C5 29.72 1732.99
273 17j2. 10 2 i t . 4 2 6.42 1986.94
2"J4 598.63 U .0 2.35 600.98
TOTAL 207414.47 56141.28 926.57 264484.32
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST M f\ c CUTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
BA9 8A liLK. CTFEP tA TCT4L





WEEK ENOING PECL I
S
;I IICN STATIS INDICATED
JULIAN CATE NGN LCCAL UNSPECIFIED CTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SH^ENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQLISI ICNS
7 139. 312. 7. 0. 458.
14 65. 118. 4. 3. ISO.
21 78. 171. 8. 0. 257.
28 238. 220. 8. 1. 577.
35 85. 157. 4. 0. 246.
<2 1C9. 116. 3. 0. 233.
49 116. 179. 1. 1. 297.
56 89. 69 . 2. 2. 162.
63 114. 261. 9. 0. 384 .
70 39. 83 . 5. 1. 128.
77 78. 114. 5. 0. 19 7.
84 233. 155. 3. 0. 391.
91 268. 2 32 . 5 ). 0. 550.
S8 228. 2S7. 13. 9. 547.
105 226. 151. 1. 0. 376.
112 136. 150 . 6. • 0. 292.
119 188. 2< 5. 12. 1. 466 .
126 66. S8. ^. 0. 16E.
133 145. 3<:1. 4. 1. 471.
140 51. 81. IS. 1. 152.
147 42. 59. 2. 0. 103.
154 100. 228. 64. 0. 39 2.
161 85. 254. 11. 0. 350.
168 131 . 275 . 6. 1. 413.
175 106. 2C6. 8. 0. 320.
182 167. 148 . 19. 0. 334.
18-* 115. 321. 28. 0. <64 .
19- 144. ?C4. 4. 0. r-52.2T 101. 262* \, 4. 291.
2 10 1C8. 2t7. 2. 0. 39 7.
217 72. 1-6. 24. 0. 232.
2 2'-. 143. 515 . 17. 0. 675.
221 61. 214. 3. 0. 278 .
238 63. 1^4 . 1. 0. 20 e.
2*5 68. 1^3. J. • 0. 211.
252 87. 415. 6. 1. 50 9.
259 190. 447. 4. 1. 642.
266 32. dl. J. 1. 97.
273 18. 5 3. 1. 0. 72.
214 0. 2 . 0. 0. 2.
TOTAL *524. 6054. 330. 28. 12986.
WEEKLY MEANS FCP FIRST NINE MCNU i CF CY 1980 4RE:
NOT aA BA9 8A 3LK CTHEft EA TOTAL




WEEKLY MJTEP UL ISSUES
MEEK ENCING TYPE ISSUE INCICATEQ
UULIAN OATE LCCAl LNSPEC1F If C CThER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPJ'EM :iHIFMcM ShIPNENT
7 156. 2 . 0. 156.
14 142. 5. 0. 147.
21 157. 10. 0. 167.
28 247. 2. 0. 250.
25 2G9. 5. 1. 215.
42 126. t. 3. 135.
49 164. 4. 0. 168.
56 123. 1. 1. 135.
63 219. 10. 1. 22C.
70 125. §• 0. 133.
77 120. 2 • 2. 124.
84 141. 6. 0. 147.
91 205. 46. 0. 251.
98 245. 11. 8. 264.
105 153. 3. 1. 157.
112 170. C. 1. 171.
119 181. 8. 0. 189.
126 164. 3. 0. 167.
123 109. 1. 0. 110.
140 249. 10. 0. 259.
147 151. 21. 0. 172.
154 199. 6 . 1. 206.
161 149. 69. 0. 218.
163 367. 2. 0. 369.
175 20 7. 6. 1. 214.
182 171. 12, 0. 193.
189 223. 2C. 0. 253.
196 246. 10. 1. 257.
2C3 240. 6. 2. 248.
2 10 214. 4. 1. 219.
217 286. 1. .0. 287.
224 406. 3^» 0. 440.
231 280. 2 . ..0. 28 2.
238 146. 1. 0. 147.
245 203. 4. 0. 207.
252 136. i. • I. 138.
25-5 549. 6. V 1. 556.
266 254. <.. 2. 260.
273 101. 2. 0. 103.
274 3. 0. 0. 3.
TCTAL 8046. 27 5. 28. 8449.
WEEKLY. STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINc KCMHS CF O 1980 AREi
BA9 BA 3LK CThER tA TC7AL




HEIGHT CF WEEKLY MTEFIAl ISSLES
WEEK ENDING WEIGH EY TYPE QF SHIPMENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSPECIFIED CTFEP TOTAL
SHIPMENT ShlcHcNT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 51733.12 3iJ.56 0.0 52106.68
14 99^6.52 6 4c . EC CO 13615.32
21 171268.11 ii40.cC 0.0 172806. SI
23 61628.74 2ia. CO 0.0 61906.74
25 34610.94 5c. 57 C.C 34669.51
42 178022.48 82*?. 50 0.0 186321. Se
49 161520.71 530.37 0.0 162051.08
56 82102.64 2249. 0<1 CO 84451.64
63 64152.39 20ci.72 1620.00 67864.11
70 154170.66 4901.21 C.C 159071.99
77 • 142087.88 J .0 l.CO 14208E.ee
E4 19d63.17 12o.c8 0.0 19997.05
91 70968.8*5 2C4-j. c.6 C.C 101718.65
=3 16976.14 198^.24 0.0 13965.38
1C5 225295.29 3.15 0.0 235298.44
112 101566.38 J.O C.C5 101566.43
119 23359.07 3c5d.40 0.0 27017.47
126 12893. CS 6.53 C.C 12899.62
133 106)3.42 J.C CO 10602.42
14
-
) 130000. 7C 2254.17 0.0 132354.87
147 18393.52 ^25. 97 C.C 27829.49
154 623D4.64 1323.24 0.37 63825.25
161 2060.26 1C6C/C.51 0.0 108138.89
163 27303.55 O.O CG 27392.55
175 7739.59 5.00 1520.00 9274.59
162 1272.21 246C77 C.C 4842. C8
139 13554.61 7279.61 C.C 25834.42
1«6 152317.92 2C5J.23 0.0 154371.21
203 49775. 4C 6 -i . 5 S C.C 4985*;. 99
210 90904.24 67.24 0.0 90971.48
217 45399.51 2.89 0.0 45932.40
224 152633.32 16189.88 C.C 168826.70
221 49384.19 2.95 0.0 49-387.14
238 13560.42 w.C C.Q 10560.43
245 5466.32 17.25 O.C 54d2.57
252 12722.1c d.00 0.0 12730.18
259 154650.13 13. CO C.C 15466C.13
266 109312.33 11702.25 22462.00 143477.08
273 122874. CC *2.C0 0.0 132896.00
274 638.30 0.0 C.C 63e.30
TOTAL 2838258.24 217401.59 25623.42 3081283.25
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCN7HS OF CY 1980 ARE:
8A9 HA 8LK CTF d fr c / TCT tl




CUBE QF WEEKLY MTERIAL ISSLES
WEEK EfvCING CUBE BY 1 rPE OF SHIf NENT
JULIAN CATE LOCAL UNSFECIFIEC CThER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHI f HEN T SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 4169.02 1U.36 0.0 4179.38
14 724. 55 20.72 0.0 745.27
21 579S. 76 1U .40 c.c 5906. 16
23 3992'. n 5 .70 0.0 3998.43
25 2454. 77 li.10 0.0 2465.37
42 6933.00 612 .86 CO 7551.86
49 5108.01 11^ .71 0.0 5227.73
56 2921.03 15.24 CO 2966.24
63 3474.11 125.40 2.24 3602.86
70 6 5 34. 91 165 .64 0.0 6700.55
77 4233. IE d.G CIO 4238.28
84 ltjfo .12 3 .47 0.0 1671.69
91 4505. 72 24*4.89 0.0 700 0.61
93 1546. 19 6 2.24 CO 1609.43
1C5 e452.37 J. 10 0.0 8452.47
112 7199.65 w • y C.01 7199.85
119 2032 .33 292 .19 O.C 2326. C7
126 774. CC 0.26 0.0 774.26
123 360.95 •j » C CO 360.95
140 3536.00 lid .20 .0 3764.20
147 627. 46 3C-».C8 0.0 93 1.54
154 25Q3.25 51.17 C03 2649.45
lei 146.43 2711.17 0.0 2857.60
163 744. dS w . C CO 744.89
175 357.49 0.15 2.23 360.97
182 31. 22 9G.63 0.0 12 1.91
139 914.92 612.27 CO 1567.20
196 406 7.9 3 4<t .48 0.0 4112.41
203 140S.01 d.C9 0.0 141 7.10
210 3970.44 4 .18 CO 3974.62
217 4239.39 J. 15 0.0 4239.55
224 5542.38 1212.29 CO 6755.67
231 36<U .87 J .C7 CO 3691.94
223 323.42 0.0 0.0 322.42
245 454.09 1.55 CC .45 5.6 4
252 610.44 J .56 0.0 610.99
259 5876.47 0.56 0.0 587 7.03
266 34 3 3.91 129J.05 45.83 4872.79
273 4737.52 1.02 0.0 4738.54
274 53.62 0.0 CO 5 3.62
TCTAL 120809.40 10710.98 52.64 131599.02
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCNTHS OF CY 1980 ARE
849 EA 8LK CThEP it TOT/L




UEEKLY FECL ISlTi'Cfk SUJMISSICNS
WEEK EUCING REwL IS i T ICN iTATLS INOICATEO
JUL! AN DATE NCN LCCAL UNSPECIFIEC CThER TOTAL
SH IPMENT SHIP*»EM SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQLISI
7 48. 56. 1. I. 1C6.
14 81. 5o. ,3. 6 . 146.
21 121. 126. 3. 4. 254.
23 122. 123 . 2. 1. 25E.
35 124. 01. 2. 4. 221.
42 165. 15o. 3. 0. 344.
49 188. 1C9. 2. 2. 30 1.
56 IC8. ".4. 0. 0. 182 .
63 236. 259. 11. 0. 506.
70 1C9. <6. 1. 0. 206 .
77 177. l$l. 4. 1. 275.
84 2in. 210. 1. 0. 42 1.
91 192. £7. 3. 27. 309.
98 12J. 84 . 1. 1 0. 205.
1C5 149. 171. 1. 0. 22 1.
112 E6. 62. 2. 0. 151.
119 187. 147 . 2 %. 4. 262.
126 161. 132. 3. 0. 29 6 .
L33 2lfa. 224. 5. 0. 44 1.
140 197. 192. 3. 0. 292.
147 118. 128. 2. 0. 248.
154 137. 122. 1. 0. 261.
161 201. 154 . 1. 0. 256.
168 268. 267. 4. 0. 53 9.
175 161. 165. 0. 2. 24E.
182 195. 236. 5. 1. 437.
189 186. 2 10. 8. 0. 404.
1<6 97. 94 . 1. 0. 192.
203 114. 1C9. 2. 0. 225.
2 10 108. 200. 3. 0. 211.
217 192. 150 . 4. 0. 246.
224 150. 116. 2. 0. 268.
231 147. 121. 3. 0. 281.
228 134. 157. 4. 13. 20 8.
245 128. 121. 1. 0. 260.
2 52 114. 2(7. 6. 0. 227.
259 102. 112. 4. 0. 218.
266 18. 51. J. 0. 6<.
273 150. 135. 4 . 17. 206.
274 17. 20. 0. 0. 37.
TOTAL 5774. 5551. 120. 83. 11538.
WEEKLY MEANS FOR FIRST NINE MCMhS CF CY 1LS EC ARE:
NOT 6A EA9 8A EX* CThER EA TOTAL



















































LCCAL INSPEC1FIL J OTHER TOTAL
St- IPMcNT SHIPPEINT ShIPMENT Sh IPMENT
53. 2. 0. 55.
21. i . 1. 34.
106. 2. 7. 115.
66. 3. 4. 73.
93. 2 • o. 100.
108. 6 . 4. 118.
112. 1. 0. 113.
171. I. 2. 174.
79. 9. 0. 38.
82. 2 » 0. 84.
221. 1. 0. 222.
125. 2. 0. 128.
161. 2 • 1. 164.
172. 2 . . 175.
123. 1. 27. 166.
135. 2 • 0. 127.
9 3. 1. 0. 99.
163. 24. 4. 191.
95. 4. 0. 99.
141. 4. 0. 145.
224. 2. 0. 227.
141. 2. . 143.
177. C. 0. 177.
143. 1 . 0. 144.
193. 4. 0. 197.
262. 1 . 1. 266.
146. 6. 1. 152.
265. 2. 1. 269.
142. 1. Q. 143.
111. 2. 0. 113.
176. §• 0. 182.
107. j . 0. 110.
176. 2. 0. 178.
93. 4. 0. 102.
135. 1. 7. 142.
121. 3 0. 124.
84. d. 5. 95.
139. 3. 1. 193.
120. 2. 0. 132.
2. 0. 0. 2.
537 7. 13G. 36. 5573.
TICS FOR F IRST % 1NE MCMHS OF CY 1980 ARE
3A QLK CThEP LA TCT4L




WEIGHT OF WEEKLY MFEPIAL ISSUES
WEEK ENDING WE IGhl 8t I rFE CIF SHlffEM
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSPEC1F I EC CThER TOTAL
SHI P.HEN7 SHIfrtEM SHIF>ENT SHlPfENT
7 336.56 J .0 C.C 336.58
14 2b4.84 73 .50 0.0 340.24
21 1679. 94 i.89 11.50 1701.33
28 8190.61 0.76 C.40 8191.77
25 198-12.74 75 .00 0.0 19877.74
<2 1457.55 lid.ce 25.36 161 0.97
49 1237.41 .26 C.C 1237.77
56 10425. 19 l.CO 2.00 10428.19
63 516.67 C.49 C.C 517.16
70 1097.56 .37 0.0 1097.93
77 2726. 14 4.32 0.0 2730.46
84 32653.72 40.19 CO 22692.91
SI 32642.02 375C2.GO 0.20 70144.22
9 8 4171.02 t6.65 C.C 4257.88
105 4773o.74 U.36 1C6.19 47845.29
112 613. 91 4.12 0.0 618.03
119 480 3 2.5 4 6CC0 .GO CO 56022.54
126 1 7429.58 J-» .95 5.60 17470.13
133 41591. 05 1<1.88 0.0 41732.93
140 97403.94 261.59 CC 97685.53
147 482 7.60 3 .24 0.0 4632.84
154 1718.46 4c. CG C.C 176 6.46
161 15918.38 .0 0.0 1591 6.28
168 2122. 56 0.24 0.0 2122.82
175 3 5958.97 S!S. 20 CO 36918. 17
182 25070.63 .75 C.78 25072.16
ie9 1559.61 2.14 0.0 1561.75
196 1831.79 l.CO 2.60 1835.29
203 57560.38 12.00 0.0 57572.38
2 10 73494.42 C 19 CO 73504.21
217 5226.87 6 5.95 0.0 5312.82
224 1997.75 10.89 0.0 2014.64
III 31750.30 2c .00 C.C 31778.80
233 74 3.0 3 126 .24 .0 .871.27
245 1439. 71 4.50 136.28 1579.49
252 1751.20 2C6 .60 0.0 2057.80
259 33218.88 29.20 1.77 33259.85
266 1610. 37 «ti. 2 1 C.25 1638.33
273 682.28 0.14 0.0 682.42
2 74 3. 50 0.0 0.0 3.50
TCTAL 663496.97 46C62.76 294.93 71685 4.68
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MN£ KCMHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
6 A9 EA 8LK CThER tA TOTAL




CUOF UP WEEKLY ,4ATcRIAU ISSlES
CL8E 6> IrPE CF SMFtENT
IAN CATE LUCAL UNSPEC1MEC C1FER TO TAL
SHIPMF.M SfclFMENT SF 1F.MENT SHIPMENT
7 23. 17 J.O 0.0 23.17
i* 13. 16 3 C C CO 16. 71
21 57.94 J !45 1.0 8 5S.47
28 315. IS J.C4 C.C4 315.27
35 7c3.85 0.77 o.c 764.62
42 54. 36 6.65 0.90 6 2.41
49 63. d 6 . C 2 c.c 6 3.90
56 399.53 .10 0.16 39S.80
63 16. 33 Q.C6 0.0 16.39
70 2 6 . 8 S O.02 CO 26. SI
77 97.27 J .29 0.0 97.56
64 1236.96 1.2 3 c.c 1233.30
91 1324.55 151 J .20 C.02 2824.77
S3 150.32 i .06 0.0 15 1.38
105 17 'td.SS C . C4 6.66 1755.58
112 28.08 a .is n.o 23.65
119 18 34. 17 3CJ.C0 0.0 2134.17
126 713.41 1.S2 C.26 72 l.ffl
133 1716.54 2 .36 .0 1719.40
140 3681. 33 3.47 o.c 3686.30U7 151.50 J.C9 CO 15 1.5S
154 120. 11 1.20 0.0 12 1.31
161 638. 94 w • C CO 638.94
16* - 86. 15 0.02 C .0 86. 17
175 13 19.45 11 .7b 0.0 1362.21
182 955.2 1 0. 10 C.02 95 5.33
169 183.52 J. 2 2 .0 186.74
IS6 '3.45 0.G3 0.C6 <*3 .54
213 2275.36 0.56 CO 2275. S5
210 2773. 71 0.39 0.0 2774.10
217 174.2c :. 14 C.C 17S.42
224 115.13 U .S6 o.o 116. 15
221 1236.24 1.50 .0 1.28 7.74
233 40.91 w.S6 cc 4 1.68
245 56.^2 J .21 a. 48 57.11
252 177. C5 / .54 CO 184.59
259 1294.47 i.C2 C2 1 1295.70
266 257. 1C .65 0.01 257.77
273 22.77 0.G1 cc 22.78
2 74 0.3 5 .0 CO 0.35
TOTAL 26269.51 1660.41 9.91 28147.83
KlY STATI STICS FOR FISST f\ 1 N t rtCNThS OF CY 1980 ARE:
0A9 8A BLK. CThER dA TOTAL





WEEK ENCING REQUISI1r ICN STATUS INDICATED
JULI /»N OATE NON LOCAL UNSPI OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQUISITIONS
7 670. 571. 29. 7. 1277.
14 916. 1004. 87. 14. 2021.
21 1448. 1113. 28. 9. 2593.
28 673. 699. 14. 11. 1397.
35 794. 595. 37. 5. 1431.
42 1118. 1C09. 20. 37. 2184.
49 671. 636. 29. 23. 1359.
56 715. 735. 33. 29. 1512.
63 326. 697. 28. 24. 1575.
70 955. 815. 21. 11. 1302.
77 676. 666. 35. 20. 1397.
84 1022. 861. 67. 13. 1963.
91 879. 622. 35. 24. 1560.
98 980. 844. 93. 17. 1934.
105 323. 864. 25. 6. 1723.
112 913. 730. 90. 7. 1740.
119 799. 660. 112. 38. 1609.
126 847. 726. 101. 6. 1680.
133 1029. 634. 97. 1. 1761.
140 852. 691. 115. 6. 1664.
147 577. 490. 35. 6. 1158.
154 1099. 830. 111. 10. 2050.
161 942. 732. 118. 20. 1362.
168 1323. 1C59. 102. 6. 2490.
175 912. 753. 102. 9. 1776.
182 603. 3 83. 77. 2. 10o5.
189 712. 643. 16. 9. 1380.
196 779. 830. 25. 17. 1651.
203 375. 1103. 31. 11. 2020.
210 323. 641. 18. 2. 1439.
217 864. 884. 17. 7. 1772.
224 992. 941. 27. 10. 1970.
221 887. £17. 23. 5. 1732.
238 1027. 830. ^6. 5. 1908.
245 641. 373. 21. 17. 1052.
252 786. 759. 29. 19. 1593.
259 828. 623. 37. 3. 1501.
266 741. 525. 9. 3. 1278.
273 664. 638. 14. 10. 1326.
274 73. 100. 3. 0. 176.
TOTAL 33764. 29181. 2007. 484. 65436.
WEEKLY *EAJ>S FCR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
NOT 6A 8A9 BA BLK OTHER 8A TOTAL





WEEK ENCINC TYPE ISSUE INDICATED
JULIAN OATE LCCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 434. 26. 4. 464.
14 539. 49. 2. 590.
21 684. 53. 21. 758.
28 381. 21. 9. 911.
35 613. 27. 4. 649.
42 390. 33. 4. 927.
49 768. 26. 3. 797.
56 8C8. 19. 14. 841.
63 663. 29. 17. 709.
70 779. 27. 56. 362.
77 689. ZZ. 17. 728.
84 305. 23. 11. 839.
SI 634. 74. 14. 722.
98 741. 87. 13. 841.
105 796. 26. 26. 843.
112 739. 12. 20. 771.
119 766. 195. 7. 968.
126 321. 96. 24. 941.
133 741. 89. 18. 843.
140 613. 115. 2. 730.
147 5 16. 94. 0. 610.
154 654. 106. 3. 768.
161 672. 104. 12. 788.
168 810. 77. 12. 899.
175 1231. 153. 15. 1399.
132 369. 92. 13. 974.
189 560. 7. 7. 574.
196 456. 11. 15. 482.
203 698. 28. 10. 736.
2L0 927. 31. 14. 972.
217 1062. 16. 14. 1092.
224 723. 20. 3. 751.
231 773. 19. 4. 801.
238 370. 57. 3. 935.
245 843. 30. 4. 877.
252 708. 20. 5. 733.
259 436. 28. 23. 537.
266 743. 20. 6. 774.
273 657. 26. 4. 687.
274 96. 0. 1. 97.
TCTAL 28773. 1988. 469. 31230.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
BA9 8A BLK CTHER BA TOTAL






WEEK ENDING WE IGhT £Y f y P E CF SHIPMENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSPEC1FIEC CHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SI- If rtEM SH 1PMENT SHIPMENT
7 29749. 94 l c. 56.61 7.15 31713.70
14 29791.34 2 1 7 * . 11 CO 22666.45
21 41967.48 512a .15 £ 1 .80 47175.43
28 86322.25 126^.91 27.36 37634.52
35 60477.82 1 < (1.77 "».6 8 61957.27
«2 62803.24 272 J. 92 5.99 66542.15
49 59964. 86 It 5 t .67 12.20 61835.75
56 58416.22 4C d .48 <C .71 53862.42
63 276484. 81 155c33 82.00 273125.14
70 63134.37 2 C c. ^ . C £ 122.04 6536 t.49
77 4 218 8.66 7 7 VJ .70 82 .91 5002 1.27
£4 8CB74.44 liCo.63 156.19 82336.26
91 64521.59 4<2;.C2 1 1 « . 2 9 69334.^0
S3 100rM5.74 5124.74 5 7. £8 105268.36
105 37237.83 K \ 2 . 1 5 M 1 . « 2 3872 1.90
112 37209.71 92 .00 2rs .57 3751 1.28
119 52708.65 2742^.67 13.79 90 14 5.11
126 80272.29 105 2C.26 14.48 9081 5. 15
133 18194.41 9 6a / .3 5 124.08 2801 5.84
140 32405. 8S 19^45.47 0.0 51831.36
1^7 34463 .44 20202 .44 CO 6466 5. 68
154 38846.83 2 3d j j . G 1 2.00 61854.84
161 270266. 2 1 16056. 59 2C.E6 288343.76
168 53554-. 60 146 17 .65 < .28 73176.53
175 34423. 5C I € fcfci.eS 25.37 53314.72
182 25923. 16 26 26 9 .; 2 26. 72 52349.20
169 64610.33 1J .36 6 .80 64627.49
1S6 37263. CS S £2.12 l 2.24 33286.55
203 67968.80 12JU .22 '22.28 69691.20
2 11 68661 .25 1h.J-i.14 570.37 70665.76
217 50037.06 6 4i.65 S 2 . 5 6 50626.29
224 6 5025 .9 4 25c .66 IS .99 6 5*40 4.59
2:1 6C74C. 04 I4t; ,11 63.86 62259.14
238 86440.30 I if15. €2 2.C4 91696. 17
245 36679.78 S<3 .85 4.71 37206.24
252 55527. C9 2928.96 75.00 5353 1 .07
2 59 48649.38 1222 . 14 1 5. 70 49897.22
266 69700.57 199H.78 11.24 71706.59
273 58868.92 2u 9 . 1
2
7.76 59185.81
27* 11281.19 o .o C.C 11281.19
TOTAL 2558873.27 266SCI.98 3085.04 2830860.29
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNE MCNTHS Of (> 1980 ARE:
8A9 fiA BLK CThEF tA TOTAL




CU8E OF WEEKLY PAfePIAL ISSlES
WEEK ENOING CL3E 21 1 » P £ CF SHIOENT
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WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST M h £ KMHS CF O 1980 ARE:
3A9 EA 8LK CThEP tA T0T4L
3040.50 202.93 3 .88 3247.21
FEClf 1 EC CUER TOTAL
JhlfrttNT SF IFfENT SHIPMENT
5o.29 C.57 107 5.81
dl .73 0.0 962.28
2 U . 9 7 8.36 2054.11
2 l .15 1. 70 4445. 71
45.25 0.45 2 77 1.47
9 9.12 C.22 2596.41
42.12 C.93 2601.72
*0.25 9.25 1822.23
£ i . 5 1 4.27 11356.31
5U .23 7 .23 338 7.60
1 9 h . C 6 2.53 1799.41
80.22 4.44 3508. 85
2JJ.51 4.70 3275.24
16 1. C2 1.46 4545.94
5d.82 16.96 1856.48
1.48 8.18 2128.44
924. CO I.C8 3770.81
2dt .47 1 .24 408 1.45
til . 11 16.57 1667.10
29 c . 6 9 CO 2176.74
61 J .96 0.0 3184.02
62 1. 56 C.C8 2457.71
502. C4 2.76 12038.47
453.92 0.17 369 5.41
t 4c . 4 2 2.52 2428.51
6dJ .84 2.43 2135.00
1.C5 0.45 3348.34
2 18.22 1.89 1914.67
5J . lb 12.22 3828.92
2 » . 2 2 12. 73 328 7.91
2 1.91 2.23 2592.23
13.85 1.05 2594.01
6i.42 9.44 3-828.31
9^» .30 C .85 455 7.51
2^.45 0.34 1529.27
69.95 4.6 I 2305.48
d2.t4 2.88 2372.17
15.15 C.74 3135.31







WEEK ENDING PECLISITICN STATU INDICATED
JULIAN DATE NCN LCC*L UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIP*ENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT RECUISITICNS
7 591. 4< 1. 7. 4. 1042.
14 801 . 65c. . 1J. 4 . 1471.
*l 1242. 9=1. 13. # 1. 2284.
28 5 70. 4 46 . 6. 5. 1C2 7.
35 743. 52 3 . 6. 1 . 1282.
*2 952. e5C. 12. • 7. 1621.
49 5HO. 450. 9. 2. • . 1C4S.
56 622. 479. U. 14. 1129.
63 769. 525. 17. 22. 1333.
70 767. 542. 9 . O • 1226.
77 501. 2<6. 7. 5. 809.
84 921. 6 4 S . 22. 6. 1596.
91 8C8. 556 . 11. 8. 1282.
c
,3 646. 6*4. 72. 1. 1563.
105 703. 592 . 19. 2. 1316.
112 747. 459. 69. 2. 1277.
119 721. 492 . 66. 31. 1310.
126 724. 463 . 57. 2. 1246 .
123 889. 42fi. 44. 0. 1271.
140 719. 4 80 . 56. 0. 1255.
147 502. 318 . 39. 0. 859 .
154 1014. 625. 61. 1 . 1731.
161 798. 542. 44. 9. 1394.
163 1233. 946. 5 J. 1. 2220.
175 815. 5C£. 47. 3. 1373.
182 546. 322. 73. 1. 952.
189 658. 5C6. 13. 3. 1180.
196 642. 502. 11. 9. 1165.
203 7e^. 74 3 . 20. 8. 1555.
2 11 755. 523. 16. 0. 1294 .
217 714. 502 . 10. 2. 122 <5
.
224 920. 682. 20. 1. 1622.
231 7<56. 574. 12. 3. 1385.
233 935. 5 36. 41. 1. 1512.
245 589. 303. 17. 13. 922.
252 627. 369. 1<5. 3. 1C16.
259 769. 471 . 31. 2. 1272.
266 654. 424. 7. 1. 1096.
273 5 30. 3 29 . 8. 10. £77.
274 67. 50. 3. 0. 120.
TOTAL 29693. 20520. 1064. 196. 51483.
WEEKLY MEANS FCR FIRST NINE MCMFS CF CY 1980 ARE:
NOT eA 8A9 BA 81 K CThER EA TOTAL





WEEK ENOING TYPE I SSUE INCICATEC
JULIAN CATS ICC4L LNSPE C I F IE C OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHlPl*cM St- IPMiM Sh IPPENT
7 Bid. 1C. 4. 222.
14 407. 9. 1. 417.
21 539. 8. 9. 556.
2S 572. 4. 1. 577.
25 439. 8. 2. 449.
42 701. 10. 1. 712.
49 567. 9. 2. 576.
56 586. ,5. 1. 592.
63 48,). 2 Q • 3. 508.
70 559. 8. 27. 594.
77 512. 3. 13. 528.
84 463. 10. 2. 475.
SI 383. 12 . 8. 403.
98 508. 7 2. 3
.
583.
105 6S5. 22. 15. 692.
112 592. E. 2. 602.
119 487. 128. 1. 616.
126 525. 55. 21. 601.
123 518. 43. 11. 572.
140 405. 55. 0. 460.
1^7 365. 39. 0. 404.
154 457. 5 1. J. 508.
161 433. 58. 2. 492.
168 585. 43. 1. 629.
175 973. 6 1. 6. 1040.
182 752. 73. 3. 828.
189 282. 7. 2. 391.
196 34J. 7. 6. 352.
203 592. 10. 1 . 603.
2 19 6C9. 2 1. 1. 631.
217 705. 11. 14. 720.
224 483. 11. 4. 498.
231 484. e. i. 493.
23* 586. 5 2. . 638.
245 624. 2 5. . 649.
252 472. 19. 2. 493.
2 59 366. 21 . 15. 402.
266 424. 14. 2. 440.
273 446 . 18. . 464.
274 87. 0. 1. 88.
TOTAL 2C381. 1C46. 193. 21622.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNd CCMhS OF CY 1980 ARE;
BA9 BA 3LK OThER LA TOTAL




WEIGHT UF WEEKLY MATERIAL ISSLES
WEEK ENOING *E IGhl B> 1 rFE CF SH IFNENT
JULIAN CATE L3CAL JNSPEC iF 1 EC CTFER TO 7AL
SHI P^ENT SH IF PcM Sh IFfENT SHIPMENT
7 11122. A3 it 5.C5 7. 15 11494.63
14 21163.22 5. CO O.G 21166.22
21 21731. ie i i o . 6 5 35.50 3194 2.52
2S 4727). 14 Sd. 22 6.60 47344.76
35 20328.49 10« .37 0.0 2043 2.86
*2 22191. 67 1 JlZ.55 0.0 34904.22
49 23202.66 1 5 o . 1
1
12.20 2396 5.C5
56 4C961 .69 J .86 4.33 40972.68
63 245976. 16 2tO.C2 52. CO 246414.18
70 25269.82 UH.13 29.29 26728.84
77 33416. 45 7241 .56 22.15 41680.16
84 421L7. 72 I 2a. 01 152.58 42598.32
91 24176.95 1C6-. . 16 111.42 25424. 13
<a 646)2.21 4652.C6 1.85 69456.22
105 2 58 28. 5
e
lxi< 3.C9 2 9C C,5 27232.62
112 13861.41 u .00 129.2 2 14055.73
119 22113. 72 23556.41 6.82 55676.96
126 27303.24 925 1.39 12.29 26667.92
123 35 10.90 604/ .56 71.36 9619.82
141 7217. 16 ]7iCl. 65 O.C 24419.01
147 8 302.75 196 ii.69 CO 2797 5.44
154 28072. C6 12 712.59 o.o 41984.65
161 221339.94 6 I 6 c . 2 1 12.65 229992. CO
168 3 4 15 0.6 4 6 c 2 4 .93 0.0 4155 5.62
115 24131. C6 16C2.69 2.52 31935.27
132 18420.41 116: 1.21 22.65 20074.27
169 2 6601 .00 10.36 0.0 2661 1.36
l<6 2o93 7. 16 ^g. 44 • 24.14 27461.74
203 25353.76 tt - .64 2 .68 2591 1.28
2 10 40712. 72 12C3.C0 o.o 42015.72
217 21294.56 566. ce c. 2 . 5 6 21954.20
2 24 33191 .32 ili .73 12 .99 23219.04
221 19646.03 12 ).23 20.00 19795.26
233 52367.92 51<3.89 0.0 5801 l.gl
245 19351 .8 5 510.75 0.0 19-85 2.60
252 24811. 36 2 c. 2 3 . 5 12. CO 2 7 74 9.88
259 35372.33 153.26 10. CO 26636.19
266 27942.98 1C9J.S6 9.66 29046.60
273 21169.86 2:J.C2 CO 31399.91
214 112 79.6C J .0 0.0 11279.60
TOTAL 1511494.39 167S60.C5 1259.06 1680813.50
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNE PLNTHS OF CV 1980 ARE:
QA9 BA 3LK CTFER bA TCT4L




CUBE CF WEEKLY fAIEPIAL ISSLES
WEEK EMJING CLEU EY 1 Y \> £ OF ShiPfENT
JULIAN OATE LOCAL UNSPECIFIED CTFER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 4^2.43 11.03 0.57 504.03
14 6*7.00 1.23 C.C 648.33
21 10*1.09 c.3 c C29 1C171.73
26 1371. 1C 1.65 0.33 1373.2b
35 601.6? c.26 C.C 610.05
42 1102.27 47.49 0.0 1149.76
49 682.66 15.30 0.93 69 9.09
56 1104.74 i.26 C.22 1107.22
63 9lo6.54 13.54 2.27 9185.35
71 76 i. S2 i i. 10 1. 73 796.74
77 1015. =5 6 i/j.64 1.20 1194.10
64 1902. 60 i.71 4.33 1916.64
91 731. 6G 2-.. 61 4.57 765.78
98 2428.58 12:. 54 0.21 2564.34
105 843.92 5c. 43 15.39 917.74
112 568.66 2.<5 2.23 595.55
119 10)8.21 827.42 0.55 1836.18
126 976.92 243.3d 1.17 1223.47
133 310.39 15/. 10 6.49 472.99
140 330. 09 337.25 0.0 667.34
147 6 2 3.16 -6C11 C.C 9d3.96
154 800.65 24^.56 CO 1145.21
161 8828.51 <ld.26 2.52 9049.29
168 1421.14 iv.S.CC CO 1630.15
175 116J.12 ici.17 0.10 1532.40
182 913.31 ^3.73 1.71 1200.75
189 1151.10 1.0 5 C.C 1152.15
196 122&.25 1UJ.83 1.39 1331.48
203 1006.75 ;.29 C.28 1010.43
210 1586.73 24.55 CO 1621.27
217 900.92 2o.92 2.33 933.18
224 1483.52 4.44 C.77 1492.74
231 716.41 11.03 5.00 732.44
223 2044.42 S^.CB 0.0 2.136.50
245 671.46 2a. 19 CO 69?. 65
252 836.19 67.6O 0.96 906.75
259 1024. 2J ii.il 2.50 1058.41
266 890.02 44.17 C.63 934. e2
273 1212.3V i.7i 0.0 1222.08
274 289.62 CO C.C 289.62
TCTAL 55930.69 4367.49 67.90 60366. 08
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCNTHS OF C Y 1980 ARE
849 6A 8LK CTI-EP fc 4 TCT4L





*EEK ENDING H cJt i S
i
riCN iTiMLS INDICATED
JULIAN DATE NON LC(.;.L J iiSPEoir- I EC OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHlPrttNT SHlr> lei il SHIPMENT REulilSl T iCNS
7 12. 22 • -' , 0. 36.
14 72. 3>2 . 7. n. ?«L.
21 62. 126. >. 0. 190.
2d 7Z. 2C5 . 0. 277.
35 4. U. J. 0. 20.
42 124. 327. ?. 0. 456.
49 37. 164. i. 0. 2'">4.
56 36. 213. 4. 0. 253.
63 42. 147. 1. 0. 190.
71 123. 1 il . i. 0. 26 7.
77 1U9. 3Ud. 11. 1). 42 8.
84 60 . iJ2 . o . 0. 24 7.
91 16. 2d. ). 0. 44.
98 100. 171. 7. 0. 278.
105 6Z. ZZ<). i. 0. 30 5 .
112 115. Zi'J. > 0. 356.
119 28. 1 15 . J*. 0. 146 .
126 74. 201 . o
.
0. 2ol .
133 102. 1 d. 11. 0. 26 1.
140 90. 176. 17. 0. 285.
147 45. 157. 7. 1. 210.
154 36. 174. 2). 0. 23 0.
161 93. 1S6. 4J. 0. i^Z.
16d 33. *5. 33. 0. 111.
175 74. 206. 23. 0. 310.
182 3. 5 . 0. 0. 'i.
1B9 7. 70. La 0. 73.
19a 64. 2d6. 1). 1. 38 1.
203 74. 2.91. f. 3. 376.
210 43. 40. 1. 0. 84.
217 76. 236 . 3. 0. 315.
2 2t 44. 2o S. 3 0. 254.
231 64. 1* d. f. 0. 271.
233 57. 19b . *»& . 0. 257.
245 23. 23. I. 0. 56.
2 52 114. 312. 7. 0. 433.
2 59 30. 12 1*
.
-»• 0. 15d.
2 66 50. 24. L. 0. 75.
273 127. 29d. 6 . 0. 431.
274 1. 1. J. 0. 2.
TOTAL 243d. 6554. 2dO. 5. 9277.
WEEKLY MEANS FOR FIRST NINE MCMnj of cy ;L98Q ARE:
NOT 84 dA<? 6A 6L.\ OTHER B4 TOTAL




NRMC SAN 01 ECO
It MATERIAL li. jES
'WEEK ENOING rvh>: i S S Li E IMjIwmFc.J
JULIAN DATE LCCAL ui\S^tCl f 11 J GT 12K TOTAL
SHIPMENT SrllPfcNT Shi? tENT ShIPMENT
7 83. J. o • 33.
L4 33. 2. ). 35.
21 108. 7. 0. 115.
23 2S>. 0. o. 250.
35 152. 1. <). 153.
42 152. 4. J. 156.
49 L84. 1. o. 185.
56 163. 2. o. 165.
63 16J. 5. J. 165.
70 19b. 3. ). 199.
77 59. 1. o. 60.
84 281. 13. I». 294.
91 209. 2. ). 211.
98 177. 7. 0. 184.
105 9Q. 4. 0. 10 3.
112 118. 1. 0. 119.
119 22o. 3. j. 229.
126 259. 1. 0. 260.
133 134. 5. 0. 139.
1 40 172. 13. 0. 185.
1*7 137. 16. 0. 153.
154 171. 24. 0. 195.
161 194. IS. 0. 213.
168 191. 27. 0. cl8.
175 187. 44. J. 231.
132 92. 17. 0. 109.
189 131. 0. 0. 131.
196 6J . 2. 1. 63.
2 03 71. 12. 2. 85.
2 10 245. 7. 2. 254.
217 282. C. 0. 232.
224 97. 7. 0. 104.
231 258. d. 0. 266.
23d 182. 5. 0. 137.
245 166. 0. ). 166.




2fc6 276. 5. 0. 281.
273 136. 4. 0. 140.
2 74 9. 0. 0. 9.
TOTAL 6380. 27S. 5. 6664.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOK FIRST \li\c .1c \THS liF CK isatf ARE
8A9 8A bin OTHER l a TGTAL





WEIGHT UF fcFEK-n ^TEFIAL ISUES
WEEK ENDING WEIGFT Ey fYPE C F ShIFfENT
JULIAN CATE LOCAL UNSPECIFIED C1HPR TOTAL
SHIPMENT SUMtNT SH IFM6NT SHIPMENT
7 13627. 51 1591 .56 0.0 20 219.07
14 8621.64 2 61 2 . 1 1 c.c 11492.75
21 102 3 0. 3 494 i .30 46 .30 1523 1.90
2a 39042. 51 12*0.69 20.56 40289.76
35 40138.9 3 136? .40 1.68 4 1 5 1 4 . C
1
<2 294)2. 38 2J<:1.37 2.89 31427.14
49 3660 3.62 lKc. 50 37712.32
56 17454.54 iS c . 6 2 26 .28 17889.54
(3 30405. 7C 11 J2.31 3^.00 3169 8.01
70 37859.44 6JS.25 9 2 . 1 5 38632.54
77 8753.45 bC / .14 61.76 9322.35
84 36738. 72 \\ 1 . 6 2 3.39 39719.73
91 40344.64 2<
i
i .C8 1.97 4281 7.69
93 35356.93 <i/2.68 56.03 35685.64
105 1 1409. 25 i.C6 2C.97 11439.28
112 23 343.30 21 .CO 60.25 23455.55
119 30594. 84 3fc6t> .26 6.97 34468.07
126 52969. 15 llit.^ 1. 19 54147.23
123 14t>84.69 36 39 .79 62.72 1838 7.20
140 25259. 73 il«J.62 0.0 27403.35
147 26160.09 105 2 i . 15 C.C 2669C.44
154 1C774. fl 9C6o .42 0.25 1986 1.44
161 38870.37 94cc. 26 7. CI 48351.76
168 23323.96 719 2.67 4.28 21620.91
175 10293.44 11C6;.16 4.75 2136 1.35
182 7498. 1
5
1 4 •, 5 a . 1 1 14. C 7 2227C.93
189 3 74H9.33 .0 6.80 27416.13
196 9073. 91 5< i.68 9.20 9624.79
203 42612.24 i 4 c . 2 8 4 H.60 43771.22
210 27914. bl li 1 .14 570.37 28616.04
217 27481.04 1 S . 5 1 27560.61
2 24 268 10.12 242.93 7. CO 27061.05
221 4108 1.01 1-23.99 43.88 42449.88
2 38 33568.06 111.94 2.04 33682.04
245 1 7241 .43 Id .60 4.71 17264.74
252 30715. 71 J. 48 62.00 30781.19
259 12682.39 457.76 5.70 13145.67
266 4164Z.C9 69J.92 1.58 42542.59
2 73 27699. J4 IS. 1C 1. 76 27785.90
2 74 1.59 .c C.C 1.59
TOTAL 10423O2.44 99613.35 1702.81 1144820.60
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FUST MN£ MLNTFS OF O 1980 ARE:
8A9 8A 6LK CTFcF tA TOT/L




CURE OF WEEKLY ."• >» f = P 1 AL ISSltS
WEEK ENCING C UdE BY 1YPE OF SHIPMENT
JULI AN CATE LOCAL UNSPEClr 1 EC CTHER TOTAL
SHIP lENT ShIFrfcM SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 532.4 i J^».37 0.0 571.78
14 232. 9C 60.39 0.0 313.30
21 612. fc9 it d . t 3 4.C6 982. 38
28 3035.17 35 .90 1.36 3072.43
35 2123. 92 3c. 89 0.45 2161.26
42 13 77.73 \ 1.64 r.C6 1429.43
49 i87o.no c 1 . d 2 o.o 189 7.82
56 687. 99 i i . 9 t E.9 4 714.91
63 2127.16 '1.97 1 .CO 2170.13
70 2 5 6 5.77 19.14 5.50 2590.41
77 5d3.26 1 / . 22 2.23 602.73
64 1520. 9C 7J .52 0.10 1591.52
<5l 2 305. 44 64. 18 0.12 2369.75
98 1934.37 ii.46 1.25 196 7.60
1C5 936. 77 J. 40 1.57 936.75
112 1526.91 1.03 4.95 1532.89
119 1827.51 Ko.59 C .53 1934.63
126 28L8. SZ 2-, .C9 0.07 2857.98
133 ID 7 2. 4 £ 1 1U.C0 1C.C8 1192.57
140 1447.36 61 .44 .0 1506.60
147 1949.6 1 250.19 0.0 2200.06
154 1025.42 26o .86 0.C3 1312.30
161 270b. 16 26 J .79 0.24 2989.18
its 1818. 16 Ht. 92 0.17 2065.27
175 609.44 <6J.26 C .58 893.28
182 53 J. 2C 3S3.ll 0.71 934.03
189 2143. 74 <i • C C.45 2146.18
196 268.11 214 .38 .49 482.99
203 2 7 50. 4 4 ii .76 13.03 2818.23
210 1648.73 4.18 12.73 1666.24
217 1502 .81 J .99 0.0 1505.80
224 1086.47 11. < I C.27 L098.15
231 30 34.2 8 5= .40 4.44 3095.12
233 2416.99 Z.72 0.85 2420.57
245 815. 16 w. 66 C.34 61 6.36
252 1394.73 0.35 3.65 1396.73
259 1259.24 4/. 93 0.38 1307.55
266 2160.2 6 :.1.«1 C. 11 2191.79
273 2003.92 Id .67 0.46 2015.05
274 0. 14 0. 0.0 0.14
65756.10TCTAL 62273.38 340 3.48 61.24
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNc MCN1HS CF CY 1980 ARE:
8A9 EA 3LK CThER EA TOT/L





WEEK ENCING REQUISITION STATUS INDICATED
JULIAN QATE Nor\ LOCAL UNS OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQUISITIONS
7 2783. 2118. 76. 101. 5078.
14 2848. 2425. 255. 118. 5646.
21 2463. 2427. 118. 144. 6157.
28 3410. 2751. 350. 251. 6762.
35 5375. 3633. 267. 176. 9651.
42 5960. 4555. 223. 232. 10970.
49 57C6. 3192. 206. 141. 9245.
56 4703. 4471. 160. 171. 9505.
63 3778. 2519. 147. 56. 6500.
70 3122. 2420. 99. 148. 5789.
77 3062. 2480. 238. 71. 5351.
34 3429. 2594. 281. 76. 6380.
91 3393. 2131. 759. 122. 6405.
98 3163. 2183. 174. 69. 5594.
105 4*23. 2895. 187. 36. 7591.
112 11036. 4618. 193. 110. 15957.
119 4031. 2966. 415. 140. 7602.
126 3271. 2193. 341. 106. 5911.
133 2913. 2335. 209. 104. 5561.
140 4106. 3137. 491. 102. 7836.
147 3176. 2375. 354. 71. 5976.
154 4414. 2480. 376. 100. 7370.
161 3655. 2630. 287. 148. 6720.
168 4825. 4120. 314. 140. 939 9.
175 3223. 2209. 676. 37. 6195.
182 3645. 2219. 290. 166. 6310.
139 2344. 2101. 122. 156. 5223.
196 4873. 3487. 126. 208. 3694.
203 5306. 3493. 150. 193. 9142.
210 3099. 2366. 133. 360. 5958.
217 4959. 3394. 169. 222. 9744.
224 4326. 4 162. 165. 411. 9564.
231 4793. 2810. 202. 224. 8034.
238 6548. 3725. 172. 286. 10731.
245 2390. 2673. 170. 234. 5967.
252 5682. 4703. 263. 364. 11012.
259 3454. 2624. 208. 598. 6884.
266 4865. 3039. 252. 830. 8986.
273 4263. 2508. 126. 599. 7496.
274 633. 243. 22. 31. 929.
TCTAL 166013. 115604. 9756. 7952. 299325.
WEEKLY MEANS FCR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
NOT 8A 6A9 eA 8LK OTHER 8A TOTAL
















































WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
BA9 3A 8LK OTHER 3A TOTAL
2897.13 240.46 190.46 3328.05
LOCAL UNSPECIFI E() OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
375. 61. 15. 951.
1515. 131. 64. 1760.
2349. 113. 75. 2542.
1343. 111. . 67. 2021 .
1796. 349. 103. 2243.
3225. 212. 76. 3513.
3907. 233. 93. 4233.
3244. 147. 134. 3525.
1775. 102. 167. 2134.
4259. 55. 116. 4430.
2761. 199. 330. 3290.
2618. 98. 90. 2306.
2419. 349. 98. 2866.
2339. 860. 51. 3250.
2404. 57. 161. 2622.
2379. 100.' 102. 2581.
2166. 468. 95. 2729.
3113. 239. 221. 3573.
2556. 209. 106. 2871.
2535. 359. 80. 2974.
2697. 401. 74. 3172.
4065. 429. 78. 4592.
2109. 353. 101. 2563.
2612. 238. 117. 3017.
5530. 763. 119. 6412.
3794. 262. 87. 4143.
1915. 128. 56. 2099.
2145. 104. 139. 2338.
3333. 128. 179. 3640.
.3554. 125. 241. 3920.
3562. 75. 245. 3882.
2086. 123. 308. 2517.
3634. 171. 143. 3 948.
5571. 382. 237. 6190.
2823. 122. 129. 3079.
3002. 101. 388. 3491.
3546. 266. 501. 4313.
2737. 304. 985. 4026.
2812. 195. 972. 3979.
1358. 61. 35. 1504.




WEIGHT GF WEEKLY MATERIAL ISSUES
WEEK ENQING WE IGM 6Y 1YPE F SHIPMENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSFECIF IEC cm- P. TOTAL
SHIPMENT Shlf KEM SHIF>EM SHIPfENT
7 76426.54 8 3 5 2.76 2 2.46 84801. 76
14 112875.86 6 60 40. 25 10 2 3.01 199943.16
a CI 7398. 16 45 tCl. 3 5 25 5.73 667595.24
23 79552.14 550<: .17 569.11 50423.42
35 . 81161.55 1(4^12 .67 1259.80 246634 .22
42 173194. 19 17 5 6 a . C 2 5C5.42 191667.63
49 119077.01 16 c 4 / . 7 4 5C8.56 196423.71
56 222162. 11 115 35.62 14637.71 243335.64
63 66243.72 26C6 - .6 7 226C.C4 94667.63
70 267506. 2d 1(35,1. d6 7< 16.67 276818.81
77 194329.66 •6260.45 6365.58 239479.75
84 57B3'*6.45 50 2C2.60 2C22 .60 631071.65
51 914 81.25 <5<52.67 6785.15 170059.27
98 121769.85 i 3 '» < i . 2 1 1311.22 176886.54
105 145262.22 18210.52 1237 .10 164760.24
112 685500.68 7 642. S4 488.06 89383 1.68
119 146919.43 K9C 7C .75 <6 1.75 256471.93
126 77292.13 7QJ22. 14 4321.28 152335.55
133 133214. 78 * 6 4 , 6 . 3 6 3*45.01 213338.15
140 2265^3.38 14369 .95 6 32 .00 301745.37
147 <31728. 91 2(7350.67 885 .80 639965.38
154 24238J. 16 5 5 5 1 1 . 3 1 6 44.54 29>44 1.C3
161 4 2 915 0.54 66l CO .40 45C .86 45564 1.80
168 67679. 83 1C6 o-t.42 6C73.08 182207.33
175 91036.8 5 35 54C1.70 6 5 4 1.60 453036.15
182 253335.12 51180. 05 16252.67 320817.84
189 11 7156.31 13 )i.i . 14 i 1C.21 131065.16
196 166431.65 I 20 i .6 5 5(1.09 169326.35
203 826027.26 3 S t d . 6 1 935.64 83095 1.51
2 10 225337.67 55uc.6C 2546.72 233842.99
217 144225.00 1363 .21 5637.06 15122 7.27
224 275450.28 2 '< 3 5 . 1 8 6590.82 284776.28
231 11055(1.82 14 / 5 2 .29 12 14.08 126656. 19
233 227894.23 1724>. 95 4*21.64 249571.82
245 119719.55 6c £4 . 2 3 1 C* 1.23 123765.01
252 159102.33 4 dl . 5 3 5 26C.09 169162.95
259 325162.03 23012.64 3563.47 356138.34
266 375640.68 ICSC5.<0 11111.63 358323.51
273 162252 .45 10633 .68 54560.04 227866.21
274 168456. 12 ICC. 52 1670.56 170467.61
TCTAL 9346675.97 15 788-2.56 151C5 5.59 11516566.52
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNc *CMH$ OF O 1580 ARE:
SA9 EA dLK CT I- £ P £A T0T4L






hEEK ENCING CUBE EY 1TPE OF SH IffENT
JULIAN DATE local uis:jfEClFI EC C T H E R TOTAL
SHIPMENT <h 1FMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 2632.49 ild .08 C.96 2851.53
14 3677.47 25.5 7 . CI 43.73 6278.21
21 22318.43 124J.94 2C.98 2418C. 26
28 2394.03 e. i 5 • 56 61.93 323 1.52
35 3076.27 45J-. 6 I ^2.27 7625.15
42 5825.37 556 .72 22.45 6407.55
49 42^"). 53 2 15 J .19 26.60 6380.22
56 8477.46 25 J.C9 15C2. 13 1033 7.71
63 2712.06 lito .12 52 .60 403 1.78
70 9499. 65 10J.C3 1C2.70 9 70 2.39
77 7355. J 9 1253.22 <<9.25 9062. 56
e4 2132 7.38 1951 .74 69.48 23366.60
si 3682.34 U<S. 55 15 t . 29 569G.17
SB 4375.52 I« J5.6S 66.50 6056.70
1C5 5797.56 4U.80 74 .40 6285.76
112 33934.82 25.. El 52.65 34247.50
119 5634.76 2962 .18 54 .91 8671.85
126 2153. 77 2260.37 342.07 5756.21
133 5648.91 IS5 5.11 111.84 7715.92
140 86^0.15 20 i t.8 4 57 .63 10822.62
147 15 7 3 4.29 5650.23 '2.44 21476.96
15V 10245.6 1 15 4d .C5 2 7.67 1183 1.23
161 16091.48 15Ji.91 38.49 1326 1.89
163 22J3. 35 2fc C 9 . 22 124.01 7226.58
175 3859.25 9<S3.70 222.93 13375.68
182 9367.35 1460.62 66.27 10922.44
189 4641.56 2d2.il 5 9. 78 5084.47
196 5597.17 7J .29 66 .66 5737.12
203 20938. £5 12J. 85 70.4 9 30236.18
21) 7221.21 U5.79 1 C. 6 . C 6 751 5.C6
217 5348.35 oj .77 418.70 5847.82
2 24 3835.20 \S-,. 45 152.34 9188.00
231 40 3 6 . 4 3 4 e J . 1 7 66 .47 4587.12
233 6738.25 5 So. 54 132.74 7.5 1 7 . 5 2
245 464 3.01 506 .56 ec. 17 5209. 77
252 5dlo.28 1^2 .61 452 .66 6392.55
259 1525 3.69 633. C9 26^. m 16352.92
266 13660.3 7 265 .76 1C 7C.47 15016.59
273 6464.61 292.43 1781.83 8538.93
274 6457. 46 i.CE i c c. . 6 a 657C.23
TOTAL 349321.00 57510.18 8766.58 415597.76
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNc MLNTHS OF C N 1980 ARE
3A9 EA BLK CTHEf 1 1 TCT/L
6956.95 1474.62 224. It 10656.35
193






LCCAL LNSPECIFIEC OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT RECUISITI
7 2683. 1385 . 5 1. 101. 4 72C.
14 2673. 2020 . 231. 115. 5C3S .
21 2384. 2168. 68. 142. 5 762.
28 3247. 24 24 . 2 13. 246. 6235.
35 5242. 2613. 229. 176. 9260.
42 5863. '267. 200. 229. 10659.
49 5 5 59. 2929 . 176. 135. 8799.
56 '5 12. 4L53. 139. 167. 8971 .
63 36 74. 2292 . 124. 53. 6144.
70 30 12. 1913. 89. 147. 5156.
77 2920. 2229. 177. 69. 5395 .
84 3264. 21)1. 221. 74. 571C.
SI 3193. 17 51. 671. 92. 571 1 .
98 29 5J. 16 5u. 153. 67. 4825.
1C5 4170. 2479 . 171. 80. 690C .
112 K9C6. 4316. 163. 107. 15497.
119 2922. 2619. 253. 138. 7C37.
126 3140. 1963 . 324. 104. 5521.
123 2 7 28. 20'. 2. 160. 103. 5044 .
141 39 70
.
2^28 . 432. 100. 744C.
147 2999. 22f 9. 245. 69. 5522 .
154 4286. 2261. 184. 99. 6920.
I6l 3413. 2261 . 251. 147. 6072.
168 4625. 2792. 197. 139. 8753.
175 3025. 206 1 . 624. 85. 5795.
182 3468. 1904. ZZ^, 162. 5754.
189 2667. U5e. 116. 152. 4813.
196 4658. 2123. 115. 194. S09C.
2 03 5 39. 3134. 132. 193. 8548 .
2 10 29 40. 19f 5. 114. 359. 5398.
217 4680. 30 35. 137. 221. e07 2.
2 24 4539. 27k2. 153. 410. 8824.
231 4567. 24e9. 193. 223. 7472.
238 6341. 3410. 16 4. 285. * 1C20C.
2^5 2330. 2613. 166. 234. 5 34 5 .
2 52 5510. 4470 . 236. 260. 1C576.
259 2249. 2318. 183. 594. 6244 .
266 4608. 2715. 222. 828. 844 3.
273 39 79. 2194. 115. 596. 6884.
274 601. 204. 17. 31. 35 3.
TOTAL 159121. 102817. 6260. 7826. 279024.
WEEKLY .«EANS FCP- FIRST NINE MCMhi CF CY 1980 *RE:
NOT EA 8A9 8A BLK OThER 3A TOTAL
408C.03 2661.97 211 .79 200 .67 7154.146
199

HAS NORTH ISLAND ACTIVITIES
WEEKLY MATES IAL liauES
WEEK ENDING TYPE ISSLE INC ICA TEC
JULIAN CATE LCCAL UNSPEL-1F IE u OThER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHlFf-EfsT Shlf PENT St- IPMENT
7 717. k 3. 15. 775.
14 1207. 148. 63. 1418.
21 2066. 82- 74. 2222.
20 15/7. i ;
.
65. 1717.
25 1583. 205. 99 . 1987.
«2 2767. in. 76. 3050.
49 3757. 2 12. 93. 4G62.
56 3018. 1C6. 131. 3255.
63 14 49. 166. 159. 1776.
70 3971. 45. 114. 4130.
77 25 13. 156. 330. 3001.
e4 242J. 6 1. iOi 2571.
SI 2128. 276. 96. 2500.
98 1890. "IS 6. 51. 2737.
105 1953. <2. 124. 2119.
112 1991. 90. 101 . 2182.
119 1777. 4C«. 90. 2276.
126 2679. 2< 5. 219. 3107.
123 2138. 166. 1 16. 2410.
14J 2371. :CC. 30. 2751.
147 2378. 29 3. w. 2846.




163 23G8. 148 . 116 . 2572.
175 S 173. i4 4. 119. 6036.
132 2524. 20 2. 92. 3d08.
169 1617. 71. 56. 1744.1% 1895. 9 6. 12/. 2120.
203 2899. 119. 178. 2196.
2 in 3224. 102. 2 27. 3553.
217 3118. 59. 244. 3421.
224 lb So . n. 30 7. 2095.
231 3355. 161. 143. 3659.
2 38 5100. 266 . 237. 5705.
245 2553. 1C7. 127. 2787.
2 52 2824. 92. 267. 3303.
259 3331. 237. 511. 4119.
266 . 2555. 2 79. 9 80. 3814.
273 2480. US. 9 70. 3635.
274 1319. 56. 34. 1459.
TOTAL 101319. 7 i 1 3 . 7309. 116501.
WEEKLY STATI STICS FOR FIRST MNc MCNThS CF CY 1980 ARE
BA9 DA QLK OTHER fcA TGTAl
2597.92 201.87 16 7 .< 1 2967.21
200

MAS NORTH ISLAND ACTIVITIES
WEIGHT CF WEEKLY ,»* T EH ML ISSLES





<6fc i ^ . 2 5
6445.61
W25W.51
1 2 i t i . 2 7
762to .38
6t4 J. 69
2 5 2i i ,8S
li.p.52














2 ! 4 A 2 j . 6 5
30JJO.77
1 C i 2 . 5 1
152o. 16
2-93. C5
4 l * c . C 7
1171 .28
IS c 9. CI
14 2 3d .89
16752 .62
1 1 5 v . i 4
120* .6 1
22 1 e i . 1 8
< / e 4 . 6 2
5751 .2C
9. •> . 7 6
17: 14tc.£6
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOK FIRST NINE «CMHS OF C\ 1580 ARE
849 EA dLK CThEP d* TOT*L
104254.10 44397.15 4378.(5 153030.10
WEEK ENCING
















































< 6 6 . 6 1 64332. CO
1256.68 211894.69
5C 5 .42 152656.60
5C8 .96 176238.01
14436.57 14382 2.10
« 24. C4 64086. 18
T- 16.97 100406.28









t 22. CO 91C9 6.24








671.64 17 7 10 2.49
12 6 9.68 172885.69
46 27 .06 104435.40
6588.22 195-571.50
1 : 1 4 . C 8 93325.78
4< 2 7.64 243497.21
1C2S.23 79314. C8





170 7 75. 13 5968172.65
01

NAS NORTH ISLAND ACTIVITIES
CUBE OF WEEKLN PA1EB1AL ISSLES
WEEK ENOING CIBE EY TYPE CF SHIfNEM
JULIAN OATE LOCAL LNSPECIFIED CHER TOTAL
SMFHENT SfclFMENT SHIPMENT




44<_).26 4 2.21 6511. fiO
481 . 15 23.45 5209.44
2 12J.C4 26.60 5 84 3.89
249.17 1 f C 2.0 3 6695.11
122 i .3*3 49.85 3028.02
5a. 22 1C2.65 3187.40




2 6 d . c, 9 < 2 . Q 9 5180.11
25a. 82 5 2 .G 1 2111.31
2627.63 54.83 4866.05
2C4fc.20 2*2. C7 4763.04

















2J.60 453.62 380 1.53





WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCNThS OF CY 1S80 ARE:
BA9 BA BLK CThEP 64 TOTAL














































"EEKLY Fti LL I«i ItLr SU JM I S i IC NS
WEEK ENDING PEU 1SIT ICN STATLS INDICATEO
JULIAN DATE NGN LCCAL INSPECIFIED CThER TCTAL
SI- IPMENT Sh 1PP6NT SHIP 1ENT SHIPMENT REQLISI TICNS
7 89. 157. 2^». 0. 270.
14 122. 226. 21. 1. 490.
21 76. 225. 46. 2. 24=.
28 122. 247. 3 ). 5. 40 4 ,
35 1J3. 151. 35. 0. 289.
42 74. 145 . 17. 3. 239.
49 97. IS 5. 21. 6. 319.
56 142. 25 3. 9. 4. 406.
63 7 J. 15/ . 21. 3. 251.
70 95. 45 1. 5. 1. 552.
77 99. 17 7. 38. 2. 216.
64 119. 368. 36. 0. 522.
91 171. 318. 7J. 29. 588.
93 162. 451 . J. 1. 62 2.
1C5 155. 2S8. 9. 1. 46 3 .
112 91. 256 . 25. 3. 375.
119 121. 2^4 . 44. 2. 411.
126 92. ltd. 1J. 2. 290.
133 128. 163. 4). 1. 352.
140 111. 168. 47. 2. 228.
147 9.). 100. 44. 1. 235.
154 88. ^8 . 125. 1. 212.
161 129. 22t. 6. 0. 361 .
168 151. 2b2 . 104. 0. 517.
175 117. 102 . 23. 2. 244.
182 143. 267. 5/. 4. 491.
189 107. 191. 4 • 2. 3f 4.
l«6 138. 2 65. 11. 14. 49 7 .
203 102. 22 1. 7. 0. 32J.
210 134. 311 . 13. 1 « 464.
217 227. Z'32. Zl, 1 • 55 7.
2 24 215. 345 . 10. 1 • 571.
221 167. 243. u I • 42C.




252 121. 125. 21. 4. 28 1.
2 59 llo. It 5. 12. 2. 29 5.
266 114. 172 . 12. 2. 200.
273 223. 272. 3. 0. 513.
274 29. 28. 2. 0. 6S.
TCTAL 4925. 89S7 . 106 3. 105. 15090.
WEEKLY MEANS FCR FIRST NINE MCNTt-i Of cr l^ec ARE:
NOT 8A BA9 £A 61 K CThER 6/ TOTAL





WEEK EfsCING TYPE ISSUE 1NCICATED
JULI4N CATE LCCAL INSPEClFIfcC CTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT ShIPMENT
7 133. 16 . 0. 149.
14 206. 2s. 0. 235.
21 227. ; 5 . 1 . 273.
28 217. 32. 1. 250.
25 lea. 42. 4. 234.
42 316. 19. . 335.
4<3 119. 16. 0. 135.
56 163. 26. 3. 192.
63 259. 22. -a. 290.
70 226. 7. 2. . • 235.
77 198. It. 0. 236.
84 121. 10. . 131.
51 2 10. 52. 1. 264.
99 331. 4 5. . 426.
1C5 4 02. 9. 35. 446.
112 354. 6. 1. 361.
119 255. 5S. 2. 316.
126 347. 16. 2. 3b5.
133 247. 2 7. . 384.
140 140. 49. . 189.
147 221. f. . 4. 225.
154 104. 122. 1. 237.
HI 100. 4 5. . 145.
163 216. S4. 1. 311.
175 246. 15. 0. 261.
162 185. 23. 3. 211.
189 258. 54. 0. 312.
1<!6 179. 5. 6. 190.
203 350. S. 1. 360.
2 10 223. S. 14. 251.
217 348. 15. 1 . 364.
224 219. 3C. 1. 350.
231 207. 9. 0. 216.
233 379. 13. 0. 392.
245 178. 6. 2. 188.
252 144. 6. 1. 151.
259 1C4. 24. 0. 128.
2 66 129. 11. 4. 144.
273 170. 4. 1. 175.
2 74 14. 5. 1. 20.
TCTAl 8898. 1C78. 101. 10077.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNd KCMHS OF CY 1S80 ARE:
BA9 8A 3LK GThER e A TOT*L




HEIGHT OF fcEEKll MATERIAL ISUES
fcEEK ENOING HEIGHT Er TYPE C F SH 1FI-ENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSPECli-lEO CTFER TOTAL
SHIPMENT Sh i J- ME NT Sh 1FMENT SHIPNENT
7 44823.96 1121.58 0.0 45950.54
14 13781.93 iS<:.C5 C.C 14579.98
21 4d80Od.09 2561 .60 .0 490659.69
23 2749.25 It. 5. 32 0.0 3504.57
35 28041.85 1612.46 1. 12 29655.43
42 7023.89 3C30.25 0.0 10854.14
49 17/J2. 79 * 3o.3Q C.C 18141.09
56 60276.18 1402 .79 1.14 61681.11
63 2C888.26 t^J.58 1836.00 23547.8*
70 163815.87 2 5.14 1.70 163843.31
77 105559.93 252J .03 Q .0 111062.96
84 457184. C7 27 6.81 0.0 45746C38
91 20931. 76 1133.62 7.24 22072.62
<3 13509.65 1753.11 0.0 15262.76
105 26167.77 15.19 2C2.23 26445.19
112 8078 11.39 18.83 7 .59 807837.81
119 96441.26 7441.82 0.20 103883.28
126 109 26.5 3 1< 16. 15 C.C 12642.68
133 50448.23 15o/ .43 C .0 52015.71
140 204419. 1
5
257, .£4 0.0 206998.99
147 3553^8.18 .0 7.3 7 35586 5.55
154 41933.20 21645.70 0.0 6357E.90
Ul 60153.63 7 712.44 CO 67906.07
168 124-54.00 2 5 C '1 ti . 9 6 3625. CO 41327.96
l*i 5 6311. ,89 c. 5 d . 2 8 0.0 7270.17
132 171649.45 6J2.4Q 10 7 7 2.36 183024.21
189 7868o.75 12590 .98 CO 91277.73
196 57952.06 t<J.49 15.00 58830.55
2J3 650867.27 1593.56 64. CO 652526.83
210 27502.86 23 2 . 4 7 1656.84 29392.17
217 26206.46 1S1.E3 1CCC.C0 37398.29
2 24- 75454.95 74a . 17 2.60 76202.72
231 26999.36 <29.92 0.0 27.429.28
23a 3616.26 4< «.32 C.C 4312.59
245 18981 .87 3J.57 2.00 19017.44
252 26424.32 34So.80 0.50 29923.62
2 59 17887.69 632.61 C.C 18520.50
266 7942.72 J3.24 14.48 803 2.44
273 76414.66 Mc.25 6.60 77139.51
274 160203.04 i.16 171.75 160381.95
TOTAL 4557307.43 110571.91 19601.72 468748 1.06
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MLMhS OF* C Y 1980 ARE:
6A9 eA BLK CThtF tA TGTZL

































l c 6 2063.03
2 03 Zi^i^d. IS
210 10 3 2 . 6 5
217 97Q.89
224 273 3.8 7
231 627.84
239 144.47








CUEE (If- WEEKLY MTERI'AL ISSL^S
C13E EY TYPE OF SHIPMENT
FEC1J- I EC CThER
Jhif >€M Sh IFfENT
21.16 CO
11 .16 o.o
lid. 39 C .
ic .70 C .0
4 j. 16 0.06
t c • v, 8 c.a
13 .08 .0
5 C . S 9 0.10












































































WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNE MCMHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
849 EA 8LK CTh ER tM TCTAL





JULWN OATE NON LOCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQUISITIONS
7 142. 1671. 80. 0. 1893.
14 25C. 2643. 159. 3. 3055.
21 271. 1797. 50. 2. 2120.
28 213. 1872. 50. 2. 2137.
35 212. 1490. 53. 1. 1756.
42 295. 1030. 27. 1. 1353.
49 199. 1521. 35. 0. 1755.
56 145. 2C57. 63. 10. 2275.
63 171. 1838. 56. 3. 2113.
70 411. 1146. 49. 1. 1607.
77 286. 1677. 73. 1. 2037.
84 145. 1629. 63. 3. 1840.
91 175. 1240. 90. 2. 1507.
98 406. 1579. 41. 7. 2033.
1C5 459. 3160. 145. 2. 3766.
112 241. 1941. 44. 0. 2226.
119 217. 1438. 42. 0. 1697.
126 317. 1352. 33. 0. 1702.
133 277. 1657. 53. 0. 1987.
140 162. 1486. 74. 1. 1723.
147 147. 1313. 74. 0. 1534.
154 140. 1432. 126. 0. 1748.
161 276. 1292. 105. 0. 1673.
168 211. 1845. 206. 0. 2262.
175 171. 1162. 103. 1. 1442.
182 418. 1404. 156. 0. 1978.
189 145. 1556. 147. 2. 1850.
196 272. 2349. 234. 1. 2856.
203 160. 1735. 141. 15. 2051.
210 135. 1647. 116. 2. 1900.
217 367. 1534. 74. 1. 1976.
224 141. 1358. 107. 0. 1606.
231 1*7. 1584. 103. 0. 1334.
238 127. 1253. 80. 3. 1463.
245 352. 1244. 64. 1. 1661.
252 184. 2156. 133. 1. 2474.
259 132. 1713. 80. 7. 1932.
266 315. 1623. 94. 4. 2041.
273 195. 2268. 186. 9. 2653.
2 74 42. 696. 35. 0. 773.
TOTAL 9071. 65493. 3649. 86. 78299.
WEEKLY ^'EA^S FCR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
NOT BA 3A9 3A BLK CTHER 3A TOTAL
















































WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
BA9 SA 3LK CTHER 3A TOTAL
1612.69 50.69 1.67 1705.05
LOCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMEN
934. 55. 1. 990.
625. 98. 0. 723.
1604. 50. 0. 1654.
1758. 85. 1. 1844.
2347. 54. 4. 2405.
1863. 58. 1. 1922.
1571. 34. 0. 1605.
1246. 41. 2. 1289.
1380. 58. 13. 1951.
1592. 27. 0. 1619.
1652. 79. 1 • 1732.
1390. 59. 1. 1450.
1564. 90. 1. 1655.
1460. 51. 1. 1512.
1243. 36. 10. 1294.
1964. 37. 2. 2003.
2040. 64. 0. 2104.
2332. 33. 0. 2415.
1498. 103. 0. 1601.
1661. 70. 0. 1731.
1849. 109. 0. 1958.
1505. 99. 0. 1608.
1154. 119. 2. 1275.
1495. 167. 0. 1662.
1227. 172. 0. 1409.
2139. 113. 0. 2252.
958. 160. 0. 1118.
1671. 206. 3. 1880.
1353. 139. 0. 1492.
1837. 151. 15. 2003.
2073. 87. 0. 2160.
1846. 76. 1. 1923.
1523. 35. 0. 1608.
1493. 107. 1. 1606.
1248. 43. 1. 1292.
1523. 100. 3. 1626.
1294. 130. 0. 1424.
2193. 94. 1. 2288.
1331. 192. 0. 2023.
385. 6. 0. 391.




HEIGHT OF WEEKLY FATEFUL ISUES
























5 1 1 . 1 2
120< 1.3?
lttSj.95
1 1 1 2 • 2






1 S £ 7 • 8 a
4t 26 .44








WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCNTFS OF CY 1980 ARE:
3A9 8A bl* CTHER cA TOTAL




























































0.0 2900 C 18
<54.27 56046.80





22C.CO 22814.75CO 29502. 18
0.0 50 813.09


















WEEK ENDING CLdE E> ItPE CF SHlffrENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL LNSPECirlEC C1FER TC7AL
SHIPMENT SF 1MENT SF 1FMENT SHIPMENT
7 1415. 50 ^.45 C.50 1425.45
14 3607.39 26 1.26 CO 3866.67
21 4415.67 ^4.59 0.0 451C.27
28 1846.06 1*4.21 C.C9 1990.39
35 3138.34 305.5 1 C.18 3444.03
42 1261.26 U3.33 3.55 I 3b 8. 16
49 2/13.45 n . is 2732.63
56 1299.51 43 .14 C .74 1245.38
(3 1882.21 6>. 52 C.63 1953.35
73 5889.18 5^.42 C.C 5941.60
77 5257.33 23.58 C.06 5280.56
64 5686.34 c i. 10 2.C8 5705.52
si 3444.58 : 11.66 C.50 3756.94
98 2173. 17 14c. 53 0.0 2326.70
105 160 3.2 6 2 « J . 1 22.10 1920.48
112 3912.28 4 3 .90 2 .68 3958.67
119 3166. 50 la. 72 0.0 3185.22
126 3766.98 2=.67 c.a 3 80 2. 6 5
123 3462.93 353.60 0.0 3816.54
140 2802. 74 1 2 * i . C 2 C.C 4055.77
147 2597.64 256 .22 CO 2692.56
If 4 1036. 4C 64-..71 0.0 173 1.11
161 10 2 5 . 9 1 *<i . 6 2 9.96 1080. 50
163 1093.60 5*1 .68 0.0 1685.28
175 1898. 72 5 W . 2 8 0.0 2476.00
182 3607.06 642.60 C.C 4245.66
189 1781.25 46 50.09 0.0 6431.23
196 35415. J4 2 i 14. C 4 C.15 38133.23
203 2079.51 142 .40 f .0 222 1.51
210 4131. 77 64o.78 11.68 4790.23
2 17 2472.46 lcvi. 25 C.C 2652.71
224 2507. 5b 22a .62. .07 2736.46
221 23h7.97 101.54 0.0 2469.51
238 2033.12 171.62 C.Cl 2254.75
245 1626.08 123.53 0.0 176C.01
252 2131.75 i Is. 49 11.23 J35 7.57
2 59 1615.98 127.53 0.0 1742.91
266 1700. 44 4C3.S4 0.0 2107.37
273 1223.29 c I 2 . S 5 C.C 1476.24
274 371 .b6 0.22 0.0 271.89
TOTAL 136581.96 16239.14 66.33 153037.45
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST MNE ,-U.NTHS OF CV 1980 ARE:
8A9 8A 8LK. CTF.ER aA TCTAL





WEEK ENDING REQUISI1ncN st;HUS INDICATED
JULIAN CATE NON LOCAL UNSPECII OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT RECUISITI
7 17. 121. 0. 1. 139.
14 137. 292. 8. 3. 4~5.
21 60. 143. 1. 5. 209.
28 99. 342. 3. 3. 447.
35 113. 164. 1. 8. 236.
42 93. 232. 4. 5. 334.
49 106. 237. 4. 4. 401.
56 47. 123. 1. 1. 172.
63 123. 311. 7. 9. 450.
70 106. 229. 1. 5. 341.
77 100. 234. 3. 1. 338.
84 95. 99. 12. 1. 207,
91 92. 211. 3. 3. 309.
93 102. 265. 5. 2. 374.
105 86. 209. 6* 9. 310.
112 113. 327. 3. 5. 443.
119 63. 252. 4. 4. 323.
126 70. 164. 1. 1. 236.
133 97. 282. 3. 6. 388.
140 92. 246. 12. 24. 374.
147 57. 145. 37. 1. 240.
154 71. 159. 38. 15. 283.
161 76. 156. 33. 3. 268.
168 63. 179. 60. 2. 304.
175 74. 135. 36. 2. 247.
182 93. 236. 33. 2. 369.
189 95. 270. 5. 0. 370.
196 133. 385. 2. 6. 526.
203 36. 153. 0. 1. 190.
210 90. 272. 8. 3. 373.
217 115. 305. 6. 3. 42?.
224 94. 135. 2. 1. 232.
231 112. 272. 2. 5. 39 1.
238 85. 197. 9. 0. 291.
245 50. 92. 0. 1. 143.
252 42. 236. 3. 2. 283.
259 29. 162. 0. 2. 193.
266 152. 375. 4. 2. 533.
273 33. 116. 5. 0. 154.
274 5 . 12. 0. 0. 17.
TOTAL 3321. 8525. 365. 156. 12367.
WEEKLY NEAI^S FCR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY ]L980 ARE:
NOT 8A 3A9 BA BLK OTHER BA TOTAL





WEEK ENDING TYPE ISSUE INDICATED
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSPECIFIEO OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 142. 0. 2. 144.
14 121. 6 . 4. 131.
21 213. 2. 4. 219.
28 215. 4. 4. 223.
35 Z2Z. 1. 0. 223.
42 244. 2. 5. 251.
49 169. 3. 3. 175.
56 258. 3. 4. 265.
63 288. 3. 9. 300.
70 152. 4. 7. 163.
77 246. 2. 3. 251.
S4 242. 5. 2. 249.
91 226. 10. 2. 238.
S3 130. 4. 2. 136.
105 295. 2. 4. 301.
112 164. 0. 7. 171.
119 257. 8. 7. 272.
126 312. 2. 7. 321.
133 2C7. 0. 2. 209.
140 189. 6. 4. 199.
147 254. 41. 23. 318.
154 249. 33. 1. 288.
161 137. 29. 17. 183.
168 139. 02. 3. 204.
175 160. 42. 3. 205.
182 189. 32. 0. 221.
189 121. 7. 2. 130.
196 406. 3. 1. 410.
203 162. 1. 2. 165.
2L0 332. 2. 2. 336.
217 277. 3. 5. 290.
224 215. 6 . 4. 225.
231 277. 1. 1. 279.
238 191. 5. 2. 193.
245 235. 7. 3. 245.
252 107. 1. 3. HI.
259 163. 2. 1. 166.
266 201. 3. 3. 207.
273 265. 5. 0. 270.
274 99. 0. 0. 99.
TOTAL 8471. 362. 158. 8991.
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
8A9 3A BLK CTHER 8A TOTAL




nEIGHT CF WEEKLY PMEMAL, ISSIES
WEEK ENCING WE IGM d* I YP6 01F SHIPMENT
JULIAN OATE LOCAL U<\SfEClF I EC CThER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIFftEM SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 12359.84 J.O CO 12359.64
14 8983.42 119.43 5.95 9106.80
21 15056. 65 9.24 C.20 15066.39
28 11374.58 i2o.ce 7.18 11507.64
35 159 3d. 53 Lsa.CQ CO 16076.53
42 2J404. 16 \i . C 8 2 2 . C 6 20436.30
49 <U42.73 11J .75 27.11 9280.59
56 18882.99 2CC50 0.0 1^083.49
63 12234.13 6.70 C.50 12291.23
70 3732.09 353u .00 29.97 7298.06
77 2*175.65 2C59. 16 C.20 27235.01
84 14735. '»4 79.98 16.96 14832.28
91 14673.96 79.52 0.0 1^752.48
93 8490.26 55.24 1C.00 3555.52
105 14543.21 24 .68 6.90 14574.79
112 12888. 76 0.0 147.60 13036.38
119 1590 5.4 2 105 .26 21.72 16042.40
126 15964.75 l\l .42 4.10 1634 1.27
133 12810. C7 O.C CO 12810. J7
140 16643.07 127.20 1C.66 16781.23
147 207M8.61 179J.62 27.42 22536.65
154 11146. 4C l'il.'l C.C 1261 7.81
161 64 71. .31 1690 .06 9 .47 817C.84
163 9126.03 2129.22 0.0 12255.25
175 123 3 7. 7 2 2 6G5 .80 C.66 15694.28
162 9665.55 143/ .36 0.0 1110 2.91
leg 7365. 54 2 4c. 66 1.12 7713.34
196 23975. d4 2:1.26 C .78 243C7.90
2 03 16537.96 O.C 0.0 16587.96
2 10 1847J. 02 6< 1. 10 C.32 1911 1.44
217 8683.98 2.1 3 .C4 8 .04 3966.96
224 10O70. 16 21.00 0.0 1009 1.16
221 14547.4? 15. CO C.C 14562.49
233 1199 3. 5
J
3o .04 0.13 12029.70
245 15057.47 24.60 4.50 15086.57
252 110 14.9 1 3.64 12.60 11032.55
259 8864.28 O.08 0.0 8870.36
266 10584.37 w • C 4.66 10589.03
273 16763.18 44o .52 CO 17209.70
274 2186.54 G.C 0.0 2186.54
TCTAL 525160.74 2 1 be 1 . 9 9 M2.51 543195.24
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCISTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
6*9 EA 3LK OTHER cA TOTAL




CUBE OF WEEKLY MATERIAL ISSLES
ViEEK 5NCING C L3E E> \ fPE OF SHIPMENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSFEC1F I EC CTFER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHlFf-ENT SHIPMENT
7 773.03 J .0 CO 772.03
14 415 .46 j. 61 0.32 42 1.29
21 997. C£ l.C c. C.CO 99b. 17
• 23 516.56 4.5 1 C .4 I 52 1.48
35 846.57 5.18 CO 85 1.76
42 1463.30 u* CO 2.17 1466.98
49 376.06 2 ./2 0.10 376.88
56 95'). 38 6.46 o.o 956.86
63 735.93 0.25 C.C3 736.21
7C 369.06 9^.68 1.26 463.01
77 1153. 33 1C4. 7 1 C.C2 1258.06
84 751.46 <».67 C.65 756.78
SI 349. 30 4.15 0.0 853.95
93 4 7 5.16 2.29 2.22 479.77
105 677.33 U .98 C.35 679.16
112 1062. 60 0.0 1.90 1064.50
119 653.41 < . 12 2.12 66C.65
126 1112.49 12.01 0.22 1124.72
123 669.31 0.0 0.0 669.31
140 749.38 1.2 1 1. 11 751.81
147 943. OS 4^.32 2. 09 989.51
154 5 70.7 2 ' 1.62 CO 612.34
161 401.23 It. 1C 0.4 3 462.76
163 1022. 72 ta.32 0.0 ill 1.04
175 72 3.0 7 70. 94 C.C6 79S.C7
132 751 .69 ia .53 0.0 790.22
139 44-». 66 10.74 0.09 455.49
196 1273.40 2 1.54 C.01 1294.95
203 335.03 0.0 0.0 835.03
2 10 1219.30 16. C5 C.CO 1235.36
217 553.60 12 .C9 C.30 566. CO
2 24 64 3. 9 A 1.32 0.0 645.26
231 357.2 1 0. 14 CO 857.35
233 70 9 . 1 4 .31 0.01 709.95
245 859. 12 0.60 0.27 .860.01
252 633.95 0.10 C.86 634.90
259 487.43 0.86 0.0 48 8.34
266 790.00 o.c C.46 790.46
273 1041 .37 9 .52 0.0 1051.39
274 167.31 0.0 0.0 167.21
TOTAL 30532.28 472.46 IS. 49 31224.24
VEEKLY STATI STICS FOR FIR ST Mr*c HCMHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
8 49 eA BLK GThER EA TOTAL


















































LOCAL UNSPECIFIED OTHER TOTAL
SHIPMENT SHIPMENT SHIPMENT REQUISITIONS
1280. 197. 31. 2577.
1802. 290. 66. 4016.
Ic90. 272. 123. 3731.
1996. 423. 66. 4428.
2074. 100. 43. 4328.
1947. 195. 49. 3636.
1645. 245. *3. 3509.
1629. 202. 50. 3504.
1715. 196. 71. 3274.
1386. 229. 84. 4153.
2476. 206. 88. 5250.
2256. 300. 139. 5176.
3209. 659. 248. 6213.
4772. 393. 117. 3141.
4173. 173. 54. 8372.
3518. 627. 96. 6639.
3531. 458. 39. 6851.
1748. 418. 92. 3526.
2C29. 286. 124. 4072.
2707. 139. 65. 5894.
1496. 466. 70. 3514.
1£55. 443. 119. 4000.
2505. 683. 156. 5294.
3071. 942. 208. 6879.
1584. 380. 211. 3461.
2496. 310. 182. 4913.
2C84. 77. 82. 3731.
4674. 156. 153. 7760.
4603. 109. 129. 8631.
2677. 227. 85. 4770.
1730. 139. 140. 3614.
2113. 145. 120. 4162.
2703. 167. 145. . 5353.
2030. 133. 66. 3825.
1473. 73. 69. 2659.
4264. 169. 97. 7349.
2e07. 125. 94. 5473.
2339. 100. 222. 4443.
2788. 133. 78. 5004.
467. 31. 49. 999.
98C47. 11026. 4223. 193134.
WEEKLY MEA^S FCR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
NOT eA 3A9 BA 8LK CTHER BA TOTAL





*EEK ENOING TYPE ISSUE INOIC


































































































































WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
8A9 8A 3LK CTHER 3A TOTAL




WEIGHT HF UP. EKL >r PAlEFlAL ISSUES
week einoing aEIGJ-T tf IYFE 01: SHIFNENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL UNSPECIFIED CTFEF TOTAL
SHIPMENT SF lMtNT SH IFNENT SHIPMENT
7 24103.53 25£i .87 688.20 27553.60
14 64011.51 t:C<Sl.C7 tl 1.50 395 754.08
21 159966.86 i 2 7 ! 3 . 2 6 22C7 .28 204927.62
2H 37352. 13 99CJ.96 279.53 47635.62
35 47325.96 « 4 : i t . 7 1 221.21 101935.90
42 62755.45 22 J4 ^ .32 122 .90 8493 1.68
49 71923. 74 27917. C4 2C7.Q9 100052.87
56 81804.03 122U <: .70 7 1.24 2 14864. C7
(3 46124.63 i51ib.02 161.87 12148 1.53
70 42450.8 7 205 il.24 1C4.69 73126.90
77 69223.45 15102.20 •9C.2 1 64716.96
64 93764. 20 1255tS.67 276 .28 229610.15
91 77577. 9C < A I 2 3
.
tl 444.60 142546.31
98 79126.52 3 5 a C c .46 t 12.98 115346.96
IC5 7 2681. 2
C
1150.66 22C4.05 76035.91
112 64275.63 254i .20 1 19C.66 6901 3. 59
119 53462.01 9 5 4 5^.74 764.63 149679.38
126 109374. 16 2 2 * 2 ft * 7 6 2 C 1 . 9 3 132004.85
133 61928.51 2C<9 7 .19 !4f .63 92766.53
140 65218.01 15*jS.65 295.90 80843.56
147 113583.56 272^6.96 2 7 2.19 1AH64. 75
154 72532. 7C 64o93 .12 323.54 137549.26
161 97763.22 <2*27. 79 515.36 140506.38
168 135850.02 lG4CCa .75 J 9 1 . A 1 240446.18
175 1 5 805 d. 2
7
eGi?2.58 1124.02 219664.87
182 122864. 15 * 74 2*. C
9
12 17.94 181504. 18
139 158045.96 JU24-J . 10 66 1.23 169156.29
196 262233.6 7 11^C5.70 299.67 373839.24
203 83443. 12 J5LC 7.60 5 256.50 103809.43
2 10 139438.56 dd20.49 581 .40 148840.47
2 1? 182251.02 A 1 G 4 . 6 I 448.47 186804.31
2 24 84715.11 10 1 id .66 66C.76 95534. 73
231 119308. 07 6i6J.03 7A1.20 127012.30
2 33 115662.26 114 2 A. 9 6 769. C5 127856.29
245 117454.28 72 19.33 2ro.i8 124973.79
l\l 105199. 72 22cJ.4* 2874.44 111354.60
2 59 202327.05 2cA c . 20 26C.95 205436.20
266 238391 .00 22243a .02 1C82.53 461909.55
273 1C2964. 12 6110.23 648. 72 109723.07
274 22507.41 252 .16 6. 18 22766.75
TOTAL 4119638.86 2324015.13 31026.32 6474682.81
HEEKIY STAT I ST1CS FOR FIRST MNg MCNTHS OF (> 1980 ARE:
8A9 8A 3LK CTFEF tA T0T4L




CU6E OF WEEKLY fAItPUL ISSlES
WEEK ENDING C 13E EY 1 rPE GF SF IP^ENT
JULIAN DATE LOCAL LNSFE-IFIED CTFER TGTAL
SHIPMENT £ F 1
F
A E N T SHIPMENT SHIPMENT
7 1313.56 1C7 .10 42.01 1466.67
14 219o.94 2 2 t < 6 . 6 6 26. e9 35120.69
21 3775.16 1172.27 9 1 .9 1 504C.34
23 1577. 66 20.94 44.34 189 8.16
35 190 3.6 7 1626.65 14.61 375 5. 12
42 1924.94 56/ .14 5.71 2497.78
49 2535.02 941.66 11.20 3537.92
56 4156.82 5U / .C7 5. SI 9169.61
(3 1420.34 1711 .66 11.03 3143.62
70 1954.45 c. 1 1 . 5 4 5.64 2 87 8 .83
77 2306.0 4 4 18.49 22.57 2756. 1C
64 245 3.2G 3419.04 14.86 708 7.10
91 30 7 5 . 6 5 Hi i. 99 25.79 4999.63
98 2670.38 135 3 .21 25 .29 4048.98
1C5 2426.47 Si. 94 165.94 2704.34
112 1932.08 1C / .75 20.24 206C. 17
119 2173.73 261* .41 50.52 4843.66
126 5114.95 E 16.63 12.29 5943.87
133 2495.45 920.76 16 .60 3446.80
140 H42.2C 2i*.63 21.96 2218.79
147 3492.47 i C 7 . 6 2 12.75 4212.85
154 20 4 8. 8 3 19/2 .39 20.38 404 1.60
161 4264. 42 1120 .65 26.29 541 1.35
168 5498.22 2fc 79 .22 24.65 841 2.29
115 403 3.3 3 2 loo .47 61.53 628 1.23
182 46 09.4 6 1 4 1 1 . I 1 4<.52 6148.71
189 62^0.42 26c .56 45.55 6602.55
1<6 14326.02 516 .46 14.42 14856.90
203 2576.66 4c / .26 72.18 3136.29
210 4439.52 21u .61 11 .03 4796.17
217 5118. 72 lid. 76 43.26 5300.75
2 24 3087.39 29i .70 22. 19 351 2.29
221 3894.94 251.51 26.65 4182.10
238 2 19 8.06 26 d. 25 42.21 362 8.64
245 3653.61 it ) .59 17.63 3*95 9.02
252 2465.26 155.37 61.25 263 1.89
2 59 5225. 12 112.27 11.74 5350.12
266 7333.42 9J10 .83 55 .03 16404.28
273 4 3 40. 9 5 25c. 14 21.49 4628.58
2 74 514.66 d.30 C.50 522.45
TCTAL 140821.51 6C5C6.79 1269.25 222699.55
WEEKLY STATISTICS FOR FIRST NINE MCMHS OF CY 1980 ARE:
BA9 8A BLK CTFEF- tA T CT / L
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REQUISITIONS VS TIME (WEEKS)
ZONE 1 Reqns = 1 1,367. 93{weeks) -2461 .235
r*=. 99960 ^"=3705.018
ZONE 6 Reqns=3,029. 147(weeks) +6732.505
r = . 99831 <T=2035.075
ZONE 7 Reqns=1, 693. 3 15(weeks) +301.0040
V=. 99979 T=397.2890
ZONE 8 Reqns=7,628.354(weeks) -3409.700
V=.999U T=3062.546
ZONE 9 Reqns=1,951.755(weeks) +942. 9285
TV. 99968 *T=573.8430
ZONE ? Reqns=323. 09940 (weeks) -62.295500
^=.99966 ^T=97. 190000
ZONE LB Reqns = 5, 163. 417(weeks) -3324. 7800
r*. 99869 T=3064.9660
UNCONSTRAINED LOCAL MATERIAL ISSUES VS REQUISITIONS
LOCAL SHIPMENTS .UNSPECIFIED SHIPSENTS
ZONE 1 SD=. 5240369(R)-5307.005 3D = . 06872668 (R) 1604. 4770
*"
l
=. 99923 T=2705.1953 T = . 9832.7 <4 = 1672.97
ZONE 6 SD=.5186645(R)-3135.412 SD=. 04366 386 (R) -266 . 1 3650
r=. 99844 T = 1017.3500 K*V 99528 T=166.000
ZONE 7 SD=.4249615(R)-538.8669 SD=. 3523048 (R) - 189 . 4 2310
Y"=. 99952 <T=258. 55207 X"= . 98195 T=132.805
247

ZONE 9 SD=. 3905390 (RJ-4432. 110
rV 99845 <*=1922.1900
ZONE 9 SD=. 8279520 (3)-1910. 450
t"=. 99939 ^-=653.20300
ZONE P SD=.593631U (R)-69. 18642
r=. 99 9 36 T =79. 5213 00
ZONE L3 SD=. 5303205 (R)-1702. 241
>T=. 99680 T=2543.4990
SD=. 3 463 947 (R) -453. 01500
r
X
=. 99050 T = 424.124
SD=. 046984 35 (R) -364.87980
rV 93136 T=207.5u5
SD=. 03479791 (R) -7 2.567680
rV 93386 ^ =49. 7676
SD=. 6527485 (R) -60.59 5540
VV 98867 T = 592.646
WEIGHT AND CUBE OF LOCAL MATERIAL MOVEMENTS
VS LOCAL MATERIAL ISSUES
ZONE 1 WT=143. 9767 (S) + 1, 039, 029.0
rV 99509 T=595,764. 119
ZONE 6 WT=239. 2949 (S) -292, 938. 000
t
X
=. 98919 ^T =336,039.447
ZONE 7 WT=122. 4108 (S) «-9563. 683000
vV 99307 T=73, 602. 1567
ZONE 8 WT=125. 7431 (S)+219, 567. 300
V
X
=. 99188 T=318,428. 411
ZONE 9 WT=85.95983(S)-71, 128. 6200
r
X
=. 98619 <T =80,283. 1884
ZONE P WT = 79. 01907 (S) «• 9688. 073000
r=. 99880 T = 5717. 857750
ZONE LB WT=62.76307(S)+672,592.200
r = . 98982 T = 173,727. 160
CU = 5.3925 (S) +32,217.160
rV 99518 ^"=22,098.81




CU = 5.5 06 8 (S) -T5 47. 34000
V"V 99587 ^=2551.9600




CU=6. 2877 (S) -11,577. 140
fV .95321 T=10, 992.90
CU=4.4429(S) +452.574800
r=. 99948 T =21 1.64231
CU= 2. 130 1 (S) +27,009.080
V=. 98830 T =6326. 3605
Legend: weeks = number weeks from start of measurement period
SD = number of local material issues
R = number of requisitions
HT = weight
CU = cube
S = number of local material issues
248

V" = coefficient of determination
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